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Re-examining the value of infrastructure to support urban growth and liveability

by Jenny McArthur

Urban infrastructure systems form an essential component of the urban built environment to
support flows of goods, people, information and resources, and diverse social and economic
activities. Growing cities face an imperative to expand infrastructure service provision to
accommodate greater populations, while also catering for liveability by providing for users’
needs and environmental sustainability. This thesis examines the ways in which infrastructure
relates to growth and liveability, and the potential for infrastructure to be instrumentalised as a
transformative means to support liveability while accommodating growth. An interdisciplinary
approach is adopted, utilising qualitative content analysis, spatial econometrics and spatial growth
analysis. These methods examine the ways in which infrastructure supports liveability and growth,
testing existing agglomeration theory, planning paradigms and spatial strategies. Analysis of
the instrumentalisation of infrastructure within spatial planning found that a more thorough
consideration of how value is generated from infrastructure, and diverse types of value, can support
transitions to improve liveability. Econometric analysis showed that infrastructure mediates
socio-spatial relations, enabling agglomeration externalities to be generated across small spatial
scales. Analysis of urban growth in Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver revealed that the
‘compact city’ model for sustainable transitions does not consistently hold true, and supported
alternative strategies which focus on flows generated, instead of the urban built environment.
By examining urban infrastructure from multiple disciplinary perspectives, this thesis develops
a more rigorous understanding of the value derived from infrastructure provision, to inform
decision-making. Infrastructure planning can support growth and liveability by refocusing the
frame of decision-making to the broader socio-technical system in which physical infrastructure
systems are embedded. The uncertainty of urban growth implies that investment decisions may
consider alternative interventions with lower requirements for physical capital expansion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Urban infrastructure provision comprises the planning, delivery, and operation of large-scale
technical systems to support economic and social activities in cities. Within the infrastructure
development life cycle, this thesis focuses on the front-end planning phase, specifically the
identification of user needs, and translating these needs into technical designs. The thesis also
considers linkages between this phase and the operations phase of infrastructure provision.

Infrastructure planning translates the objectives of infrastructure provision into technical
solutions and often seeks to achieve multiple outcomes. Infrastructure provision must cater for
the everyday needs of urban populations and economic activities, and planning to support urban
growth, quality of life and environmental sustainability, is challenging. However, to ensure that
infrastructure investments deliver value, it is crucial to develop a clear understanding of the ways
that infrastructure shapes social and economic systems within cities. Existing physical networks
and land-use patterns shape infrastructure investment decisions, and urban systems are prone to
technological lock-in or path-dependence (Payo et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2014)

This thesis examines the ways in which infrastructure supports urban growth and liveability, to
produce more rigorous knowledge on the interconnections between technical, social, and economic
systems in cities, to inform infrastructure planning. The purpose of the research is to inform
planning and decision-making for the metropolitan area of Auckland, New Zealand. Auckland has
high forecast population growth, and public commitments to improve the city’s liveability over
the next thirty years. Therefore Auckland is used as the central case study for empirical and
comparative analysis within this thesis. Appendix A explains the local context for urban growth
management and infrastructure provision.

Current knowledge on urban growth, liveability, and infrastructure provision is found across
a variety of disciplines. Analysis of urban growth is dominated by the fields of spatial and urban
economics, while infrastructure development is the domain of engineering disciplines, and urban
planning has the strongest focus on urban liveability. Viewing infrastructure provision from the
perspective of delivering value to users, shows that infrastructure is ‘‘infiltrating” by nature, as a
technical system embedded within the social and economic systems it supports (Neuman, 2006).
Similar to many other technologies, infrastructure is a socially constructed phenomenon, as far as
publicly-shared aspirations, economic and social needs shape the basic infrastructure need (Hughes,
2012; Nightingale, 1998). Microeconomics literature theorises infrastructure’s value as it produces
private, public, and social goods to support diverse activities (Frischmann, 2012), and as a complex
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system of capital goods and derived services (Davies, 2003; Hobday et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1995).
The fracturing of professional approaches responsible for urban infrastructure create challenges to
deliver value: dominant modes of infrastructure development and urban planning are isolated, both
conceptually and in practice (Neuman et al., 2010). There is significant literature linking specific
types of infrastructure provision, such as green infrastructure or ecosystem services, to more socially
or environmentally sustainable outcomes (Allen, 2010; Ashley et al., 2015; Frantzeskaki et al., 2010;
Malekpour et al., 2015; Van der Vleuten, 2004). However, the translation of these findings into
coherent planning or investment strategies is limited, particularly to address trade-offs between
goals to support growth, liveability and sustainability, and the inherent uncertainties in planning
for future populations. Advances in urban planning, such as strategic spatial planning, seek to
integrate the economic, environmental and social goals of urban development (Albrechts, 2006;
Friedmann, 2004). However, the role of infrastructure within urban planning remains fragmented.
Attempts to integrate infrastructure provision face challenges in providing adequate institutional
or organisational systems to enable this (Memon et al., 2007; Todes, 2012). Alternatively, it can
result in the displacement of urban planning mechanisms, in favour of project-based infrastructure
interventions (Dodson, 2009).

Review of existing literature found gaps in knowledge on the connections between infrastructure
provision, urban growth and liveability. There is limited knowledge on the relationships between
these concepts, and research is carried out in isolated disciplinary spheres. The different
epistemologies adopted across economics, engineering, environmental science, sociology, and
science and technology studies, present a challenge to integrated and relevant understandings
of infrastructure, urban growth and liveability.

The endogenous relationship between infrastructure and economic growth, and influence
of many conditional factors hinders attempts to empirically identify the economic and social
impacts of infrastructure. Agglomeration theory has limited evidence for robust causal linkages
between agglomeration and economic productivity, and empirical evidence for the scale of different
agglomeration processes. There is potential to advance interdisciplinary understandings of
infrastructure’s value, integrating the microeconomic frameworks of public, private, and social
value into infrastructure planning. There is limited literature linking infrastructure specifically to
the concept of liveability (Cervero, 2009; Faulkner et al., 2016; Marshall, 2013; White, 2010). A
broader range of literature exists in similar areas, expanding the concept of liveability to include
quality of life, environmental and social sustainability (De Haan et al., 2011; De Vos et al.,
2013; Jones et al., 2012; Malekpour et al., 2015; Marshall, 2013). Comprehensive evidence and
knowledge of local dynamics of urban socio-spatial systems are required to improve the integration
of infrastructure into planning, to support growth and liveability (Friedmann, 2004).

This thesis provides empirical analysis from both quantitive and qualitative approaches to
explore the ways in which infrastructure shapes and supports socio-spatial development and
generate diverse types of value. The knowledge produced improves the understanding of how
infrastructure impacts on interconnected social, economic and environmental systems, to inform
planning and decision-making to support growth and liveability. Explicit consideration of
uncertainty in decision-making ensures that this research is relevant to the brief provided.

Integration of findings from different disciplinary methods and paradigms, including
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quantitative analysis of agglomeration, infrastructure expenditure and urban growth, and
qualitative analysis of spatial planning strategies, produces new interdisciplinary knowledge.
Review of existing literature found that current approaches to infrastructure and urban planning
seek to utilise population growth as an opportunity for transition, allocating growth in population,
employment, and the built environment in a way to improve outcomes for liveability and
sustainability. However the contribution of infrastructure within this approach can be further
explored, grounded locally in the Auckland context and using comparative approaches with similar
cities. The initial research brief was developed further to a research question that addresses the
purpose of the research and builds on existing literature.

What are the spatial and temporal relationships between infrastructure and urban growth, and
how can infrastructure be utilised as a transformative instrument to support growth and liveability?

1.1 State of the issue

The research question posed in this thesis implicitly requires integration across theoretical and
conceptual paradigms to understand diverse phenomena: infrastructures, urban growth, and
liveability. Technical approaches and conceptualisations of infrastructure are isolated from social
phenomena of urban growth and liveability, which creates a barrier to understanding their
relationships. Therefore this methodological approach is necessarily interdisciplinary to deal with
diverse concepts, so that they may be made commensurable with one another.

The full life-cycle of infrastructure provision includes planning, construction, and operation of
infrastructure assets. This thesis focuses on the early stages of this life cycle, and the articulation
of infrastructure needs to support urban growth and liveability.

1.1.1 Phenomena under investigation

Infrastructure
Infrastructure provision in cities is essential to support everyday activities and flows. However
there are challenges for funding and delivery of infrastructure services to meet the diverse and
changing needs of urban populations. Characterising and anticipating the outcomes of a given level
of infrastructure provision is uncertain, and so planning must address uncertainties to ensuring
that infrastructure provision will be sufficient and fit-for-purpose to meet the city’s future needs.

Definitions for ‘‘infrastructure” vary widely. Table 1.1 summarises typical infrastructure types
found in cities, according to the physical artefacts or systems.
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Table 1.1: Categories of physical infrastructure, adapted from Morphet (2016)

Transportation Road, rail, bus, taxis, airports, ports/harbours, cycle
and pedestrian facilities, car parking, fuel connectors,
canals, bridges, tunnels

Communications Broadband, wireless, telephone networks
Energy Centralised power generation, transmission and

distribution systems for gas and electricity, biomass
processing, district heating and cooling, wind power

Water and drainage Water supply, wastewater, stormwater, flood defences
Waste Waste collection and disposal

Decision-making for urban infrastructure incorporates various terminologies: infrastructure
planning relates to decisions around the types, design, and spatial arrangement of infrastructure
and the term ‘‘infrastructure investment” is frequently used to specify the level of financial outlay,
measured across capital and operating expenditures. For this thesis, the object of interest extends
beyond financial expenditures alone as a measure of infrastructure. To meaningfully understand
the relationships between infrastructures, urban growth and liveability, modes of planning and
provision are equally important. The terms ‘‘infrastructure provision”, ‘‘infrastructure planning”,
and ‘‘infrastructure investment” are used interchangeably and refer to the quantity, type, and
spatial distribution of infrastructure services.

However infrastructure is constantly evolving due to changes in technology and the social and
economic systems that infrastructure supports (Bell, 2015; Furlong, 2011). Defining infrastructures
according to their physical forms - roads, rail, water and wastewater systems, electricity networks -
is too restrictive to delimit what infrastructure is and is not, since these technologies may become
superfluous in the future. Therefore the definition of infrastructure adopted in this thesis focuses
instead on the functional nature and infrastructural properties of systems providing water, energy,
communications and mobility. This broader definition allows for research findings that are more
robust to changes in infrastructure technologies, and the specific needs of users. The Literature
Review in Chapter 2 explores the nature of infrastructure in more depth.

Urban growth
Growth has multiple dimensions in cities: in economic terms, it is measured as the growth in GDP,
and in the physical dimension it entails population growth, expansion or intensification of built-up
areas. Most existing literature relating infrastructure provision to growth focuses on economic
measures, including GDP, incomes or employment. However, the impacts of growth on demand
for infrastructure services are more logically related to the changes in residential and employment
populations, and their correlated flows and activities. The empirical analysis in Chapter 6 utilises
multiple measures of growth, for both physical and economic changes.

1.1.2 Urban planning and infrastructure development

An existing contradiction in the planning and implementation of urban infrastructure underscores
this research: the technical domains of urban planning and infrastructure planning are often at
odds with one another, and isolated in practice (Dodson, 2009; Neuman et al., 2010). Infrastructure
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provision is the responsibility of engineering disciplines, and the dominant forms of infrastructure
are largely the product of historical, technological evolution and accompanying shifts in modes of
urban governance (Glaeser, 2012; Hughes, 2012). Parkin et al. (1999) introduce urban planning
perspectives to the provision of infrastructure, highlighting the importance of articulating goals,
and diagnosing problems to guide decision-making. However there is an ongoing disjuncture
between these fields in practice, illustrated by the research brief set for this thesis. Infrastructure’s
negative impact on the built environment, social and economic systems is described as ‘‘splintering
urbanism” (Graham et al., 2001). Along the trajectory of urban development, parallel processes of
unbundling and disintegration splinter the urban systems that infrastructure is designed to support.
This splintering contributes to the fragmentation of the social fabric and built environment in
cities, affecting liveability and sustainability (Coutard, 2008). These processes include changes in
ownership, operating models, regulation and the adoption of new technologies. While the purpose
of infrastructure is to mediate flows and exchanges, Graham et al. (2001) highlight the potential
for infrastructure to create a barrier to the freedom and capabilities of individuals.

Urban planning has developed outside the domain of engineering design for infrastructure,
with a more normative and comprehensive treatment to wider economic, social and environmental
goals in urban areas. Dodson (2009) identified an ‘‘infrastructural turn” in urban planning, with
infrastructure playing a more prominent role in spatial planning. However the outcomes reflected a
substitution between the two disciplines, instead of robustly integrating infrastructure development
and urban planning. There is still contestation over the planning goals and approaches adopted by
the infrastructure sector. There is significant literature on urban infrastructure provision, growth,
and liveability. Different fields use varying ontologies, and there is limited integration across
disciplinary perspectives. In the local context of Auckland, New Zealand, amalgamation of the
city’s governance and restructuring of infrastructure provision in 2010 has changed the mode of
implementation of infrastructure investment and planning.

Newer urban planning approaches, such as strategic spatial planning (SSP), aim to support
growth alongside broader goals by planning for transitions: this entails a qualitative change in the
way that land and infrastructures support growth, as well as a quantitative change in population.
SSP is intended to actively create interventions to support change, embody value judgements
on desirable outcomes of urban development, and critically analyse the limitations, trade-offs,
and complexities of urban growth (Albrechts, 2010). However the experience of implementing
strategic spatial planning in Auckland highlights the need to align institutional structures to deliver
planning processes, and engage fully with political challenges (Imran et al., 2015; Memon et al.,
2007). Integration of infrastructure into SSP is limited. Some attempts have instead resulted in
the current modes of infrastructure development displacing the urban planning principles, to the
detriment of the broader goals of SSP (Dodson, 2009).

Therefore, the interest of this thesis lies centrally with infrastructure’s role as a transformative
instrument within wider planning processes, and the socio-spatial and economic relationships
between infrastructure, growth and liveability.

The instrumentalisation of infrastructure as a potentially transformative intervention within
planning requires direct consideration of uncertain elements of urban growth and infrastructure
needs and potential trade-offs between growth and liveability. The findings will be useful to
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explain how infrastructure relates to growth in different cases, characterising the relationships
between infrastructure and growth. Measures for urban liveability are included in case studies to
examine how infrastructure provision relates to a defined set of liveability outcomes. Investment
planning addresses the long-term, temporal dimension to investment, developing a strategy by
which infrastructure can be provided in a timely and financially sustainable manner to support
the future growth and evolving needs of the city. Interpretation of results explicitly considers the
temporal nature of growth and infrastructure development, political and financial dimensions of
infrastructure investment, and uncertainty.

1.2 Thesis structure and objectives

The objective of this thesis is to examine the ways in which infrastructure supports urban growth
and liveability, engaging with the inherent uncertainty and trade-offs in infrastructure planning.
A mixed methods approach is adopted to address the inherently interdisciplinary nature of the
research question. The findings of empirical analysis are synthesised and discussed in the context
of infrastructure planning and decision-making, to inform these practices in Auckland.

The research findings extend existing understandings of how infrastructure provision supports
agglomeration processes, examining the nature of socio-spatial dimensions of urban development
against existing growth models, and the conceptualisation of infrastructure and its value within
spatial planning.

Chapter 2 reviews existing literature on urban growth, infrastructure provision and liveability.
The ontologies of each phenomenon and existing theoretical connections are considered to refine
the research question and inform the development of a research methodology. Given the relatively
disparate definitions of these concepts in academic literature, synthesis across different disciplinary
ontologies of infrastructure is used to inform an interdisciplinary research approach.

Chapter 3 outlines the research design, explaining how methods are selected, and the proposed
integration of findings across disciplinary paradigms. Since the purpose of this research is to
support decision-making and planning in Auckland, New Zealand, selection of Auckland as a central
case study for individual or comparative analyses to generate relevant empirical evidence for the
local context. The research methodology adopts methods from spatial econometrics, qualitative
content analysis and spatial growth analysis to test and examine the inter-relationships between
infrastructure provision, urban growth, and liveability. Findings from each disciplinary paradigm
are integrated to develop new knowledge that is relevant to support decision-making, in light of
inherent uncertainties in the processes under examination.

Chapter 4 compares the conceptualisation of infrastructure in spatial planning strategies
in Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver. This analysis evaluates how infrastructure is
instrumentalised to support transitions toward improved sustainability and liveability.

Chapter 5 utilises spatial econometric analysis to assess the scale and nature of agglomeration
economies in Auckland. Infrastructure’s role in providing transport accessibility is central
to spatial analysis. This evidence provides greater understanding of the causal processes
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supporting agglomeration, to determine infrastructure’s potential value to support the generation
of agglomeration economies.

Chapter 6 conducts comparative spatial analysis of urban growth, alongside outcomes for
liveability and sustainability, and financial expenditure on infrastructure. The metropolitan regions
of Auckland, Melbourne, and Vancouver are compared, testing the growth, infrastructure, and
liveability outcomes against the compact city model adopted in each city.

Chapter 7 integrates the findings produced within different disciplinary paradigms, to produce
new knowledge on the inter-relationships between infrastructure, urban growth and liveability.
Across the results from Chapters 4, 5 and 6, cross-cutting themes are identified to integrate the
findings in response to the research question. The cross-cutting themes arise from commonalities
in the uncertainties of urban growth, potential for infrastructure as an instrumental tool, and
emergent trade-offs between planning goals of liveability, sustainability and growth.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the findings and new knowledge generated through this PhD
project. This section outlines the key conclusions, recommendations, and potential future research
directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This thesis addresses long-standing questions about the interconnections between physical,
technical and social systems in cities. Inquiry into the desirable form of a city to support societal
goals first emerged in the 18th century. Paradigms have evolved over time, ranging from Le
Corbusier’s La Ville radieuse, Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre
City and the New Urbanism movement, drawing heavily from Jane Jacobs’ principles for city
design. Connecting infrastructure provision and planning with social outcomes adopts an implicit
normative stance, based on the perception of what a city ought to be, and the social and economic
goals supported through the collective provision of public goods.

The research brief defines three main phenomena for investigation: urban growth, infrastructure,
and urban liveability. The brief implicitly assumes causal impacts of infrastructure to support
urban growth and achieve broader liveability objectives. The review shows fragmentation of these
three phenomena in academic literature, and improved integration across the social sciences and
technical disciplines are required to articulate the ways in which infrastructure supports urban
liveability and growth. A key divergence emerges between understanding what infrastructure is,
as a physical or technical system, and what it is for, regarding the outcomes and their value to
users and wider social, economic and environmental systems. The research question is further
refined to help reconcile different disciplinary perspectives, and develop more integrated thinking
about urban infrastructure.

This review considers three specific dimensions of each phenomenon: their conceptualisation
across different disciplines, theory explaining their relationships, and supporting empirical evidence.
Existing literature on urban growth, liveability and infrastructure is reviewed in Sections 2.2, 2.3,
and 2.4 respectively. The literature on liveability and infrastructure is not exclusive to the urban
context. However, the synthesis in Section 2.5 situates these phenomena specifically within the
urban setting.

Economics, political economy and geography provide the primary theoretical frameworks to
explain urban growth. Academic literature on liveability remains predominantly within the
social and natural sciences, adopted within planning, sociology, environmental science, and
ethnography. There are a plethora of disciplinary interpretations of infrastructure, including
economics, engineering, resource management, institutions, anthropology and ethnography.
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Section 2.4.1 explores the different ontologies of infrastructure, developing an integrated definition
across disciplines to inform the research design and methodology. Consequently, this chapter
is wide-ranging and examines each phenomenon from multiple perspectives to develop an
interdisciplinary methodology for comparative analysis. Across different sections of the literature
review, differing terminologies and conceptualisations of cities and infrastructure are inevitable.
Each section will adopt the specific language and terminology of relevant disciplines, and evaluation
and integration of different strands of literature will develop a common ontology and theoretical
framework.

2.2 Urban growth

Urban growth is the expansion of urban populations, across time and space. In cities, the physical
outcome of this is more people, more buildings, and greater requirements for infrastructure services.
Academic work across economics and geography have theorised and measured growth in different
ways. This thesis is specifically interested in the nature and extent of urban growth, as it relates
to the provision of urban infrastructure and realisation of liveability goals.

Review of urban growth literature first examines the different components and measurement of
growth. Theoretical frameworks include economic agglomeration theory, monocentric, polycentric
and New Economic Geography growth models. Economic perspectives focus on the economic forces
that shape the extent and form of urban growth. Alternative approaches from complexity theory
look at urban growth as a scaling process and attempt to identify specific properties of scaling.
Empirical analyses are reviewed to qualify the properties and behaviour of growth processes in the
urban context.

The overall population increase represents the net result of multiple components. Growth
comprises the following components:

• Natural increase: the net result of births and deaths

• Domestic in- and out-migration

• International in-migration and out-migration

Political and economic shifts at the national and global level can influence migratory flows,
with potential for significant volatility over time, while natural increase is typically less volatile.
The drivers of these components relate to specific social and economic factors at both the local and
global level, and the growth trajectories across different cities vary widely. Shifts in demographics,
life expectancy, and legislation governing international migration have a strong influence. The
limited control that local authorities have over urban growth, except in the case of city states, is
an important consideration for urban growth management and infrastructure planning.
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2.2.1 Urban growth theory

Urban growth comprises natural increase and the impacts of urbanisation, where the process of
urbanisation involves migration from rural to urban areas. Urbanisation leads to an increase in
the total population of cities, but not necessarily an increase in a city’s population density. Much
of the urbanisation attributed to the current ‘‘urban age” is in fact suburbanisation, a land-use
pattern closely linked to modes of infrastructure planning and development (Brenner et al., 2014;
Le Jeannic, 1997; Padeira, 2013).

Therefore, cities are the clustering of people, firms, buildings and infrastructures, typically
forming a contiguous built-up area, but with varying densities over time and space. As explained
further in this section, the development of cities is not entirely deterministic. The role of
chance, ‘historical accidents’, natural resources and amenities provided by natural environment
are important to explain why some cities growth more than others.

Various theoretical models consider the process of urban growth as a function of two opposing
forces: the economic benefits of agglomeration, and the higher costs of congestion and land rents
(Baldwin et al., 2004; Brinkman, 2016; Fujita et al., 2013; Glaeser et al., 2009; Ottaviano et al.,
2004).

Urban economics attributes the role of sorting and agglomeration economies as drivers of
urban growth. Urban economic theory is underpinned by the assumption of spatial equilibrium
(Roback, 1982; Rosen, 1979): people and firms actively choose to locate in cities, and will select
their specific location to maximise individual utility or firm profit. Consequently, the growth
of a city will be determined by the trade-off by firms and individuals between higher costs of
locating in a city, against the potential benefits they could receive. This approach to explaining
urban growth rests heavily on assumptions of perfect information, negligible costs of relocating,
rational behaviour, profit-maximisation and utility-maximisation. Consequently, economic theory
is problematic when it comes to explaining the politically and socially complex drivers of urban
growth. However, sorting and agglomeration theories can be useful to describe some of the economic
dynamics that shape urban growth, albeit within an incomplete and qualitatively simplistic
framework. Agglomeration theory is based on the assumption of knowledge-based services as
a significant sector in urban economies.

Sorting explains how, across a heterogeneous population of people and firms, individuals
with higher potential benefits of urban location tend to migrate to cities. This leads to an
urban concentration of skilled workers (Andersson et al., 2014; Black et al., 1999; Fabling
et al., 2011), or those with specific preferences for urban amenities or a greater variety of
consumption goods and services. A similar dynamic is proposed for urban firms; those that
require specialised and highly skilled labour tend to sort into urban areas where there are larger,
specialised labour markets to provide knowledge-based services (Behrens et al., 2014). Cities with
larger proportions of skilled workers tend to experience higher growth rates (Berry et al., 2005;
Glaeser et al., 2014). While sorting describes the redistribution of certain people and firms into
cities, agglomeration externalities are economic processes which occur within cities, enhancing
productivity. Agglomeration economies are economic benefits of proximity. Empirical analysis
shows that sorting of highly productive workers and firms into cities cannot completely explain
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the increase in productivity, implying that processes at work within the city are also important
(Combes et al., 2012; Glaeser et al., 2001a).

Sorting and agglomeration economies are complementary phenomena which seek to explain the
increased productivity and growth rates of cities. However, agglomeration economies and sorting
are not sufficient to explain the extent and variation across and within urban agglomerations.
Historical development and ’locational fundamentals’, such as fertile land, safe harbours, or
navigable canals, are also important to explain patterns of agglomeration. Cronon (1991) identified
‘‘first nature” and ‘‘second nature” characteristics of cities: first nature relates to geographical
or naturally-occurring attributes which make a specific location advantageous. Second nature
describes the man-made structures and systems which augment a city’s comparative advantage.

Consumption benefits and urban costs
Agglomeration theory tends to focus on the production advantages of cities, however the nature of
urban consumption is also significant and has received considerable attention. While the benefits of
agglomeration economies are supposed to reflect in higher urban wages and land rents, consumption
benefits impact the utility of individuals and households, and is more difficult to detect empirically.
Glaeser et al. (2001b) explains how increased density in cities better facilitates consumption: the
trajectory of urban rental values has increased at a greater rate than wages, implying the growing
consumption value of urban living, and the phenomenon of ’reverse commuting’ also supports the
consumption value of urban lifestyles. Evidence for the role of consumption effects is also provided
by examining ‘‘real wages”; when accounting for higher urban rents, Tabuchi et al. (2000) found
that the real wage level in cities is lower, implying that workers are willing to received a lower
‘‘real wage” in order to benefit from the consumption advantages.

Deterministic models are useful to characterise the relative impact of different drivers of growth,
but rarely capable of accurately predicting the long-run rate and spatial distribution of urban
growth. However, the range of forces driving agglomeration, as well as those that explain the
decline of cities, have been theorised and tested empirically across different spatial and temporal
scales. Accurately modelling urban growth is difficult, due to the strong influence of contingent
geographical and historical factors (de Groot et al., 2010; Glaeser et al., 1995).

Appendix B reviews the range of urban growth models across urban and spatial economics,
regional science, economic geography, trade theory and complexity theory.

2.2.2 Empirical evidence for the drivers of urban growth

Urban growth is a persistent phenomenon, due to the cumulative and causative nature of the
growth process (Baldwin et al., 2004; Duranton et al., 2014). Glaeser et al. (1995) found that
the strongest predictor of growth in US metropolitan areas was the growth rate of the previous
decade, however the study period also saw a dramatic change in the ranking of US metropolitan
regions. Of the ten largest US metropolitan areas in 1950, eight had lost at least 20% of their
population by 2010. This shift captures the demise of former ‘‘rust belt" cities and the rise of the
‘‘sun belt" regions, where broader changes in economic production and transport technology shifted
the relative costs and benefits of locating in older, manufacturing-based urban economies (Glaeser
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et al., 2003). In the current context, an awareness of the potential for secular technological changes
to have a disproportionate effect on urban economies, particularly as they affect how people, goods,
and information move within the city.

Geographical features that offer a natural advantage, or historical, political circumstances often
explain the location of cities. Fujita et al. (1996) examined the role of ports in spatial economic
development. Evidence of port cities, continuing to grow after their initial geographic advantage
becomes obsolete, supports the irreversible nature of economic development. Hysteretical effects
are pervasive among urban development, and useful to understand why some cities grow while
others don’t.

In a comprehensive study on the development of Chicago, Illinois, Cronon (1991) illustrated
the notion of ‘‘first nature" and ‘‘second nature" worlds. The ‘‘first nature" comprises the natural
world, including geographies of water, energy and food resources, as well as the natural environment.
The ‘‘second nature" is built to enhance and improve the productive capacity of the ‘‘first nature"
- in Chicago’s case this included the construction of canal and railroad networks to connect to
regional markets to enable local production and trade. Ellison et al., 1999 found that around 20%
of the agglomeration across US cities could not be explained by natural advantages, suggesting that
a favourable geographic location may be necessary, but not sufficient to guarantee the growth of a
city. Cities bear a physical imprint of their history. The evolution of transport and communication
technologies, industrial growth and decline, natural disasters and conflict all have a dominant role
in shaping the form of a city. The accumulation of physical capital (primarily buildings and
infrastructure), fixed in space and having limited adaptability to different uses, implies that cities
are prone to technological lock-in or path-dependent outcomes. Fujita et al. (2013) characterised
cities as having ‘‘putty-clay geography": the location of activities is flexible at the beginning, but
as growth continues and land use patterns self-reinforce, there is less opportunity to change the
spatial structure. Duranton, 2007 identified the relative rates of change in urban processes; small
variations in the cost of inputs or introduction of technologies drives rapid shifts in the location
of different sectors. The net gains or losses affect the urban economy and drive slow change in
a city’s position within the ’urban hierarchy’, while the size distribution of city systems remains
relatively constant over time. Dumais et al., 2002 also examined the urban growth process over
time, investigating the concentration of manufacturing sectors in the United States. Data on new
plant births, expansions, contractions and closures showed that the spatial dispersal of industries
was predominantly explained by the location decisions of new firms, while patterns of firm closures
reinforced the level of agglomeration.

The scale of analysis, both spatial and temporal, is critical to understand urban growth
processes. Urban processes occur over multiple scales of time and space, so careful attention
is needed to avoid misspecification.

Empirical analysis of growth patterns, over both spatial and temporal scales, reveals the
diversity of growth paths. The interplay between the drivers of growth results in unpredictable
migration patterns. Extreme events such as natural disasters or conflict drive rapid and substantial
migration between cities. Incremental shifts in local economic structures, demographics and the
impacts of new technologies also have a profound effect on urban growth, although it occurs over
longer time scales and is harder to detect empirically.
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2.2.3 The relevance of urban growth theory to infrastructure and
liveability

The theory and evidence for urban growth surveyed in this section come from spatial economics
and trade theory, which has some conceptual ability to analyse infrastructure. Infrastructure’s
impacts to reduce transport costs relate to the New Economic Geography (NEG) and urban
economic approaches, however the economic models can only accommodate simplified concepts of
infrastructure as a cost-reducing input. Relating urban growth to liveability using these frameworks
is very limited since liveability is an experiential quality, diverse across urban populations and
dependent on the qualitative nature of cities. However, the primary forces of agglomeration and
congestion remain important to understand the development of cities and the spatial patterns
of development. Economics cannot explain the qualitative aspects of urban form, however the
agglomeration framework is useful to characterise forces that shape the form and processes of
urban growth.

The components of urban growth identified at the beginning of Section 2.2: Natural increase,
domestic and international migration, do not feature explicitly in the economic models surveyed.
Incorporating factors that directly relate to these components, such as human capital and
labour force participation, comparative advantage with cities in the wider region or country, and
international migration policies, could better address the diverse components that contribute to
urban growth.

2.3 Liveability

The relationship between people and their everyday urban environments has long been of interest for
the social sciences. Foucault (1984) recounts the emergence of a form of ‘‘political literature” during
the eighteenth century, linking the governance and development of the built urban environment
and infrastructures to broader social objectives.

Scholarship on the social aspects of cities has followed a wide-ranging trajectory over history,
reflecting shifting economic structures, development of transport and communications technology,
and sociological transformation. The precise origin of urban liveability is uncertain; Dutch urban
policy from the late 1960s included the term leefbaarheid (translating to quality of life, or liveability)
(Kaal, 2011). Municipal governments in Vancouver, Canada, campaigned on the premise of a
liveable city in the early 1970s (Ley, 1980) and liveability dominated urban discourse in the 1970s,
replacing the former growth-centred approach (Ley, 1990).

2.3.1 Conceptualisation

Interpretations of liveability vary across disciplines. Rather than defining specific and unchanging
attributes in cities, liveability describes the ability of a city to synchronise between the everyday
needs of residents, and the physical and biological environment supporting their existence (Ruth
et al., 2014). Pacione (1990) describes liveability as the ‘‘city on the ground and the city in
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the mind"; incorporating both the city’s physical characteristics and the experiential and social
environments. Political dimensions of urban life are emphasised insofar as liveability provides for
the democratic rights of urban residents to access liveable space (Ruth et al., 2014), echoing the
claims for spatial justice by Lefebvre (1967) and Harvey (2012).

The ‘‘city on the ground and city in the mind" (Pacione, 1990) interpretation neglects to
address how this varies across the minds and everyday experiences of different people (Couclelis,
1990). Ruth et al. (2014) contend that ‘‘diversity is both the scourge and banner of liveability".
While diverse societies are desirable, being stronger and more resilient, it is this diversity which
also generates wide-ranging individual needs, and therefore heterogeneous definitions of liveability.
Due to the broad conceptualisation, liveability has been a polyvocal concept from the outset (Ley,
1990), subject to change according to the varying needs and aspirations of diverse groups.

2.3.1.1 Disciplinary approaches

Given that the relationship between people and their everyday experience of the urban environment
is necessarily interdisciplinary, reviewing the range of disciplinary perspectives is useful to
understand liveability’s different dimensions.

Liveability has been examined as it influences the social determinants of health (Badland et
al., 2014), addressing the complexity and multiple interactions that can determine the health
of urban-dwellers (Rydin et al., 2012). Sociological perspectives focus on the role of anti-social
behaviour (Bannister et al., 2006), determinants of satisfaction (Berry et al., 2009), and recreation
potential (Coaffee et al., 2005). The mobilities lens draws together the fields of transport, sociology
and politics to understand the contribution of mobility to urban liveability (van Wee, 2011).
Empirical research shows evidence for the distributional effects of transport’s socio-economic
benefits (Beyazit, 2011), links between the built environment and travel behaviours (Crane, 2000),
transport disadvantage and social exclusion (Currie et al., 2010), interplay between transport
exclusion, social exclusion and well-being (Delbosc et al., 2011a; Delbosc et al., 2011b). Discourse
on everyday mobility links with social connectivity (Hodgson, 2012) and Jensen (2009) explores
mobility and infrastructures as sites of interaction and cultural production.

Research on the democratic and political aspects of urban liveability explore the potential to
improve citizen participation (Kaal, 2011). Assessments of of liveability also consider interactions
between global ‘‘best places" rankings and local economic development policy (McCann, 2004), the
political interplay between urban liveability and competitiveness (McCann, 2007), and the potential
for financial interests to appropriate liveability (Uitermark, 2009). Ethnographic approaches
examine the everyday, lived experience of cities and how this affects liveability. Latham et al. (2015)
explore the ‘‘interactional spaces" of infrastructure realised in urban cycling, and the everyday
practice of walking was used to assess liveability in cities by Kuoppa (2013) and Simpson (2017).

The environmental lens takes multiple forms. Characteristics of the built environment affect
liveability: including urban streetscapes (Harvey et al., 2017; Mahmoudi et al., 2015), public
space planning processes and zoning regulation (Stevens, 2009), the relationship between built
form and the ‘‘social life" of urban spaces (Whyte, 1980), landscapes of public and private
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spaces (MacLeod et al., 2002), and the links between segregation, neighbourhood degradation
and measures of liveability (van Kamp et al., 2003). Consideration of the natural environment
encompasses ecological systems in cities, as well as the interplay between the liveability agenda and
imperatives for sustainable development. van Kamp et al. (2003) examine the well-being impacts of
environmental quality and well-being, and the distribution of impacts across society. Relational and
ecological dimensions of infrastructure and theorised by Star (1999) and Morrison (2011) explored
the determinants between subjective measures of well-being in different cities, and the role of urban
ecosystem services in improving liveability (Tanner et al., 2014). Investigation into the potential
complementarity or conflict between liveability and sustainable development reveals temporal
inconsistencies: liveability is framed in the present, while sustainable development concerns a longer
timeframe, balancing demands of economic growth, ecological health and inter-generational equity
(Godschalk, 2004). Liveability is linked with sustainable development over the long-term (Ruth
et al., 2014), however in the short term trade-offs arise, and the levels of resource consumption to
achieve liveability are not sustainable (Newton, 2012). There are distinct liveability-sustainability
tensions according to the scale and context (Chazal, 2010), and also along spatial and temporal
dimensions.

2.3.2 Measuring liveability

Indicators provide a way of comparing performance over time and space, and create a normative
directionality as they define what constitutes progress in the urban context, and how it may be
measured (Rydin, 2007). Many indicators can be constructed or measured with relative objectivity.
However, measures of quality of life and well-being should acknowledge at least partial subjectivity
in their construction and definition, as urban liveability relates to the everyday experiences of the
general public, whose needs and aspirations are hugely diverse (Peet, 2000; Badland et al., 2014).
Liveability indices may promote socio-economic ideals and norms that are not relevant in all
contexts or do not align with the actual needs of city residents (Okulicz-Kozaryn, 2013).

The notion of re-orienting urban governance around liveability has potential to support
meaningful socio-economic and environmental improvement. However, a critical perspective of the
normative dimensions of liveability indicators is necessary to ensure that indicators are robust and
serve their intended purpose. Critical perspectives emphasise the need for appropriate definitions of
liveability, and meaningful measurement and monitoring of outcomes to achieve the city’s liveability
goals. This critique assigns less authority to global paradigms around liveability and scrutinises
liveability through a range of different lens’ to gather metrics that are meaningful and representative
of everyday urban life.

Meares et al. (2012) review international liveability studies according to the choice of
performance metrics, data used, and target audience. The three global indices that rank Auckland
are the Economist Intelligence Unit Liveability Index, Mercer Quality of Living Survey, and Monocle
Quality of Life Survey. Table 2.1 summarises each ranking system.

Review of these three indices highlights the limited value of global surveys, as they target an
audience that tends to be wealthy, internationally mobile, skilled workers with specific preferences
on what constitutes a liveable city. The quality of life in a city is no doubt influenced strongly
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Table 2.1: Urban liveability indices, adapted from Meares et al. (2012)

Economist Intelligence Unit Liveability Index (140 cities)
Measures Construction of index Limitations
Lifestyle quality, political
stability, healthcare, culture
and environment, education
and infrastructure.

Weighted to determine the overall
rating: 25% stability, 20% healthcare,
25% culture and environment, 10%
education, 20% infrastructure. Data
sources not cited.

Focus on political
stability creates a
penalty for political
unrest, even
peaceful protest.

Mercer Quality of Living Survey (221 cities)
Measures Construction of index Limitations
Political and social
environment, economy, health
and education, public services
and transportation, recreation,
consumer goods, housing and
the natural environment.

Metrics are weighted, data sources
and weighting values not provided.

Targeted at
international firms
looking to
compensate
expatriate
employees.

Monocle Quality of Life Survey (25 cities)
Measures Construction of index Limitations
Safety, international
connectivity, climate,
architecture, public
transportation, tolerance,
environmental quality, urban
design, business conditions,
healthcare.

Data sources and methodology not
provided.

Targeted at elite
audience.

by income; wealthy residents have the choice to select a higher quality of healthcare, education,
housing and consumer goods that lower-income residents cannot access despite living in the city.
A more appropriate measure of urban liveability could examine the lived experience of the full
range of residents, with objective and transparent use of data and analytical metrics.

Additional challenges around the scale and aggregation of metrics are significant. Liveability is
an outcome of the relationship between people and their everyday urban environments, capturing
the intersection between the physical, experiential, and social environments (Pacione, 1990).
Aggregation of data to the city scale can often conceal intra-city variations. It may be that
changes in liveability within cities are more important than that between city-level aggregates or
averages. Since cities are dynamic systems, there is not only plurality across individuals, but also
temporal effects. As the nature of work, leisure, and travel shift with new technologies, liveability
requires a synchronisation between the needs and expectations of residents and services provided
(Allen, 2015). From the perspective of developing metrics, the diversity that is a desirable asset
to cities is also a hindrance as it creates plurality in the definition and measurement of liveability
(Ley, 1990; Ruth et al., 2014).

In summary, indicators can be useful, but there is potential for bias in their definition,
interpretation and usage. Review of global indices shows that they tend to promote normative
paradigms on what cities can and should aspire to, and ways to measure progress against these goals.
Therefore, definition and measurement of indicators should be held to scrutiny and potentially
re-defined and re-evaluated at the local level. In particular, adopted measures of liveability have
superficial treatment of the social dimension of the urban environment, including inequality and
social cohesion (Lloyd, 2016). Liveability indicators provide articulations of what the urban built
environment should be, and the necessary forms of service provision for people. In relation to
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the brief of this thesis, this raises questions on how infrastructure relates to economic, social and
environmental systems, and how infrastructure planning embeds the underlying norms of ‘‘what
should be” within investment planning and decision making.

2.3.2.1 Adoption of indicators in the Auckland context

Choice of the type of metric varies between liveability indices, as well as internal metrics used
by local authorities and infrastructure providers. A distinction between inputs, outputs, and
outcomes, as illustrated in Table 2.2, below, is important to link indicators to the policy and
investment decisions of city governments.

Table 2.2: Outcomes, outputs and inputs (adapted from Scott (1996))

Inputs Outputs Outcomes
Resources used −→ Goods and services −→ Benefits sought by
to produce outputs produced by departments the Government

To inform investment and policy, infrastructure providers and local authorities have a strong
interest in understanding the causal linkages between inputs, outputs, and outcomes. Appropriate
performance metrics focus on dimensions that can be influenced, namely the inputs (level of
investment) and outputs (level of service). Where the causal linkages between these three
dimensions are poorly understood, the outcome may be the best measure to determine the actual
level of liveability realised. Additional data series on inputs and outputs help to understand the
linkages. If a causal link is drawn between outputs and outcomes, then the output, in terms of the
level of service provided, is useful to inform investment decisions.

Global rankings are most often concerned with the ultimate outcomes realised in cities, including
crime rates, life expectancy, incomes and measures of public health. The EIU and Mercer indices
include ratings of infrastructure, however the specific metrics used and construction of this rating
is proprietary information. The value of international indices to give a meaningful measure of
local outcomes is questionable where the construction and measurement of these indices are not
transparent, and it cannot be certain that the definition of liveability endorsed by global rankings
is in alignment with local priorities.

The Auckland Plan uses a range of approaches to measuring liveability, including international
indices alongside locally-determined indicators. The strategic vision set out in the Auckland Plan
(see Figure 2.1) identifies the desired outcomes and transformational shifts to achieve Auckland’s
vision. These outcomes and transformations show a commitment to improving quality of life,
economic opportunity, and environmental sustainability, however, the potential for local governance
arrangements to deliver these outcomes is critical. Institutional capacity to fund infrastructure
investments, coordinate land use and gather the required political support may not be adequate
for the Auckland Plan’s vision (McFarlane et al., 2015; Imran et al., 2015).

Table 2.3 summarises the liveability indicators identified in the Auckland Plan. The selected
indicators use outcomes as metrics, and there are few direct linkages between outcomes and the
required level of investment. This level of detail may be suitable for a strategic planning document,
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Figure 2.1: Auckland Plan - Strategic Vision (Auckland Council, 2013)

however more attention to the causal linkages between investment, level of service and outcomes
and is required to develop meaningful indicators to guide infrastructure provision.

Table 2.3: Elements and key indicators for liveability (Auckland Council, 2013)

Element Key indicators

Lifestyle
opportunities

• Residents’ perception of recreational
outdoor environments

• Mean rainfall

• Mean temperature
• Cost of living

Connectivity
• Residents’ rating of transport system
• Broadband availability and uptake

• Congestion indicators
• Civic participation

Physical
appeal

• Residents’ rating of the look and feel of
their neighbourhood • Visitor ratings

Environmental
sustainability

• Air quality
• Ecosystem health • Water quality

Community
well-being

• Residents’ perceptions of safety and
community

• Acceptance of diversity
• Reported crimes rates

Quality
housing

• Housing supply • Housing types
• Housing affordability

Economic
prosperity

• GDP per capita
• Business confidence • Employment levels
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2.4 Infrastructure

2.4.1 Defining infrastructure: comparative ontologies

Review of academic literature shows that different disciplines conceptualise infrastructure very
differently, with marked divergence in infrastructure’s definition, behaviour and relationships with
other social, environmental and technical systems. Review of existing literature in Sections 2.4.2
and 2.4.3 showed that understanding the impacts of infrastructure on urban economies, quality
of life and broader social and environmental systems is spread across widely varying disciplinary
approaches and paradigms. The differing definitions of infrastructure, across disciplines, is a
limiting factor to integrate the knowledge generated.

The various ontologies1 of infrastructure are evaluated and compared to develop an appropriate,
integrated definition of infrastructure, to inform research into the relationships between
infrastructure provision, liveability and growth. The fields of microeconomics, macroeconomics,
engineering, institutional management, history of science and technology, ethnography and urban
planning have all examined infrastructure from academic and empirical perspectives. Empirical
studies frequently define infrastructure according to the data that is readily available for economic
analysis. Therefore, a large body of research defines infrastructure as the stock of tangible public
capital, measured in financial terms (Aschauer, 1989; Haughwout, 2002; Holtz-Eakin et al., 1996;
Romp et al., 2007; Sanchez-Robles, 1998; Sturm et al., 1995a), and sometimes disaggregated by the
type of infrastructure, such as highways and roads (Boarnet, 1997; Holtz-Eakin et al., 1995). The
definition and analytical treatment of infrastructure capital limits the interpretation of the results of
econometric estimates of infrastructure’s productive impact. The stock of physical assets is bundled
together and measured according to the financial accounting value, despite substantial variation in
the nature and value of services derived from the infrastructure capital under evaluation. Bundling
different types of infrastructure restricts the usefulness of empirical analysis, as the aggregated
results may conceal high variation in the actual productivity of infrastructures at a more detailed
level. The definition of infrastructure also varies according to the scope of systems included. Some
studies isolate the physical systems that provide energy, transport, water, waste and ICT services
(Hall et al., 2012), broader interpretations include the institutional and regulatory systems that
determine the use and management of physical systems (Picot et al., 2015; Frischmann, 2005).
Natural systems may also be included as they provide ‘‘infrastructural services" such as stormwater
treatment and flood mitigation (Nielsen et al., 2000). The literature on Complex Product Systems
(CoPS) identifies infrastructure within a subset of capital goods. CoPS are highly engineered and
customised, comprise a variety of systems, networks, and components, and are typically designed
and produced on a one-off basis to meet a given context and set of user needs (Davies, 2003;
Hobday et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1995).

Table 2.4 compares the various ontologies of infrastructure across disciplines. A duality in
the definition and explanation of infrastructure arises as the phenomena relate both to tangible
artefacts, as well as the intangible potential and capabilities that they create (Larkin, 2013).

1Ontology is defined as the ‘social reality on which theory is based’ (Blaikie, 2000), and is important to distinguish
here, to show how disciplines conceive of infrastructure very differently
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Therefore the ontologies surveyed are categorised according to infrastructure’s dual nature. The
different ontologies are not entirely discrete, and often they adopt certain principles from other
disciples: for example, the commons management framework for infrastructure draws heavily on
microeconomics for foundational principles, and many disciplines identify path-dependency and
economies of scale. Engineering approaches are centred around the technical systems, meeting
locally-specific needs and integrating many components. Historical and planning approaches focus
on the role of infrastructure as a conduit to support movements, create connections and functionally
augment the built environment. Institutional and ethnographic ontologies draw heavily from the
connected nature of infrastructure and the processes by which it enables activities and generates
value. The ethnographic theory goes as far as to isolate infrastructure from a physical object,
defining ‘‘when infrastructure happens” as the practices and connections where technologies across
a larger spatial scale enable local activities.
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Table 2.4: Comparative ontologies of infrastructure

What infrastructure is What infrastructure enables or creates
Microeconomics: Economic and/or social good Essential public services: private, public, merit goods
Macroeconomics: Large, capital-intensive, durable assets (Aschauer,
1989; Gramlich, 1994).

Intermediate inputs to production; pre-condition for economic development
(Aschauer, 1989). Generates positive and increasing returns to scale (Gramlich,
1994). Initiates changes in economic variables, such as the costs of firms or utility
of households (Buhr, 2003).

Institutional economics: Public institutions, comprising tangible,
intangible, and institutional systems. Pre-requisite to support economic
life (Picot et al., 2015). Prone to path-dependent outcomes, due to the
changing nature of infrastructure supply and demand (Goldsmith, 2015).

-

Resource management: ‘‘Infrastructural resources” defined by
non-rivalrous consumption (over a reasonable demand range). Demand
is derived from downstream activities. Prone to path-dependent outcomes,
immobile technical systems (Frischmann, 2005).

Provide inputs for a broad range of public, private and social goods (Frischmann,
2012).

Systems engineering and project delivery: Large scale technical
system (Weijnen et al., 1998). ‘‘Infrasystem”: large technical systems
with a public character, equally accessible for all potential users (Jonsson,
2005; Kaijser, 1994). Complex Product System (CoPS): heavily engineered
system of networks and components, designed for a specific purpose and
set of user needs, delivered as an integrated package (Brady et al., 2005;
Hobday et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1995).

Supports the movement of people, goods and information (Gomez et al., 2014).
Matches the supply and demand for essential services, on operational (day-to-day)
scales and over the long-term (Roelich et al., 2015). Meets specific local needs in
a fixed geographic setting (Gomez et al., 2014). Define long-term conditions for
public activities (Jonsson, 2005). Capital goods in CoPS underpin manufacturing,
services, trade and distribution (Acha et al., 2004).

Science and technology studies: Socio-technical system: Integrated
system of physical networks, and the accompanying network of actors and
the rules governing a system’s operation (Hughes, 1983; Hughes, 2012).

‘‘Material base” for modern society, supporting diverse economic and social
impacts, both positive and negative (Van der Vleuten, 2004).

Urban planning and geography: Constitutive elements of the urban
environment (Graham et al., 2001).

‘‘Network creators, flux conveyors, change inducers”: Strongly localised impacts,
important for place-making (Neuman, 2006). Supports the competitive advantage
of cities (Porter, 1995). Contains capacity for simultaneously political and
material transformation (Bishop et al., 2014). Mediates between natural
environment, people, and production of the ‘‘city” (Graham et al., 2001)

Anthropology: Relational property across spatial scales (Star et al.,
1996). Socio-technical assemblage (Amin, 2014). Material relational form
and abstract potential (Harvey et al., 2012). Create ‘‘architecture for
circulation” (Larkin, 2013)

Mediate exchanges over distance (Lefebvre, 1991). Enable cities to create a
‘‘contemporaneous modernity”; repeating infrastructural spaces from elsewhere, to
portray a similar form of modernity (Larkin, 2013). Regulates the distribution of
good, water, electricity, sanitation, health care, information: centrally determines
urban well-being and sustainability (Graham et al., 2001; Heynen, 2005).
Facilitates flows, and their speed and direction (Larkin, 2013).
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Table 2.4 shows that urban planning and social sciences focus more heavily on what
infrastructure enables or creates, while economic and technical disciplines focus on what
infrastructure is, in terms of the properties of the tangible system. Therefore integrating
infrastructure’s dual nature requires integration across these disciplines, to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of how the intangible potentialities created by infrastructure link
to the physical investment, and their role in supporting urban growth and liveability. Elements of
this synthesis show infrastructure’s more fundamental purpose and linkages with networks, flows,
and people within urban systems.

Based on the research brief, the description of infrastructure produced by the social sciences
and urban planning are qualitatively rich and useful to complement economic and technical
approaches. Therefore a revised framework for urban infrastructure is proposed to incorporate
multiple disciplines into the conceptualisation of infrastructure to integrate a sound understanding
of what infrastructure is for, into the technical processes of planning and designing what it is.

1. Infrastructure exists as a duality: both tangible things and intangible potentials;

2. Infrastructure is spatially embedded, with limited flexibility within political, social and
economic systems. The value generated from infrastructure arises not solely from the physical
structure but the accompanying regulatory and operating models;

3. The property that makes a system infrastructural is its relational property: supporting a
connection between local practices and large-scale technologies (Star et al., 1996);

4. Infrastructure augments and sometimes disrupts the productive capacity and amenity
provided by the natural environment;

5. Infrastructure generates three distinct roles (Neuman, 2006):

• Network creator

• Flux conveyor

• Change inducer

2.4.2 Infrastructure and growth: theory and empirics

This section surveys theory and empirical findings on the relationship between infrastructure
investment and growth. The Samuelson condition guides questions over the optimal level of
infrastructure investment: the level of infrastructure capital is optimal when further substitution
of private investment for infrastructure investment decreases social utility. In the case where
infrastructure is over-provided, the marginal benefits (economic and social) provided exceed the
marginal costs of provision (Samuelson, 1954), effectively subsidising the costs of transacting within
a city, to the extent that otherwise uneconomic industries or activities could develop. Conversely,
under-provision of infrastructure fails to provide the supporting networks and services that the
economy requires to function efficiently.

Equation 2.1 illustrates this condition analytically: investment is optimal when the marginal
rate of substitution between private and public capital, MRSi, is equal to the marginal rate of
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transformation, MRT (the rate at which private capital is sacrificed to produce a single extra unit
of public capital).

n∑
i=1

MRSi = MRT (2.1)

Economic evidence for this relationship became prominent following the work of Aschauer
(1989), who posited that reductions in public capital investment in the United States led to a
drop in growth rates. This study adopted the macroeconomic framework of the Cobb-Douglas
production function, shown in Equation 2.2, below.

Yt = AtK
α
t G

β
t L

γ
t α, β, γ > 0 (2.2)

With private capital K, public infrastructure capital G, and labour L, at time t.

The Cobb-Douglas function estimates total output as the outcome of labour, capital and
technology. Public infrastructure capital is incorporated as a determinant of technology (A), or as a
separate capital input. The Cobb-Douglas production function assumes Hicks-neutral technological
progress, where technology affects all production inputs equally. State- or national-level data is
used, apart from several studies examining the potential for spatial ‘‘spillover effects" (Holtz-Eakin
et al., 1995; Cantos et al., 2005; Moreno et al., 2007), the production function has no spatial
dimension. Infrastructure capital is defined as non-military public capital (Aschauer, 1989).
Although some studies use a narrower definition of ‘‘core" infrastructure capital, including transport
and utilities, or focus solely on transport infrastructure (Aschauer, 1990; Boarnet, 1997; Canning
et al., 2000; Fernald, 1999; Garcia-Mila et al., 1996; Hulten et al., 1991).

A number of subsequent papers heavily criticised Aschauer’s methodology (Gramlich, 1994;
Munnell, 1992; Tatom, 1993), particularly the assumption of a causal relationship from
infrastructure investment to growth [not the other direction]. However, use of this evidence persists
and can still be found in business cases for transport investment in New Zealand (PwC et al., 2010).

Subsequent research adopts alternative methods, including Vector Auto-Regressive (VAR)
models, which assumes no theoretical links but instead identifies emergent statistical relationships
between variables (Agénor et al., 2005; Batina, 1998; Canning et al., 1999; de Frutos et al., 1998;
Kamps, 2005; Otto et al., 1996). More recent literature considers the impacts of infrastructure
on other economic outcomes, including firm births and deaths (Holl, 2004; McCoy et al., 2016),
personal income (Duffy-Deno et al., 1991), total factor productivity (Fernald, 1999), cost-reduction
effects (Cohen et al., 2004; Morrison et al., 1996; Conrad et al., 1992; Conrad et al., 1994), and
industry-level productivity (Evans et al., 1994; Fernald, 1993). Meta-analyses show results tend
to show a positive correlation between public infrastructure investment and growth (Bom et al.,
2014; Pereira et al., 2013), although there are methodological issues in identifying the nature and
direction of causality. Use of Instrumental Variables (IV) can partially control for this (Cadot
et al., 2006; Holtz-Eakin et al., 1996). Some studies show no productive impact, or even negative
effects on economic growth (Agénor et al., 2005; Eisner, 1991; Evans et al., 1994; Ghali, 1998;
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Harmatuck, 1996; Hulten et al., 1991; Kavanagh, 1997; Sturm et al., 1995a; Tatom, 1991).

An alternative to the macroeconomic approach draws from trade theory. New Economic
Geography (NEG) models adopt a simple conceptual model of a ‘‘core” and ‘‘peripheral” region.
NEG captures the trade-off between agglomeration economies and transport costs for firms
(Krugman, 1991). This trade-off drives the distribution of production activities. The key features
of NEG models are the ‘‘home market” effect, positive relationship between market potential and
local factor prices and inflows, sensitivity to exogenous shocks (Brakman et al., 2006). There is a
threshold level of transport costs below which agglomeration increases. Infrastructure enters NEG
models as it determines transport costs, and in turn the prices of factor inputs, intermediate input
prices and their competitive allocation between sectors (Holtz-Eakin et al., 1996).

Where sectors include vertically-linked firms, there are tensions between agglomeration
externalities and transport costs, and multiple equilibria are possible (Venables, 1996). With
multiple equilibria, starting endowments of capital and labour are important to explain the
growth and patterns of economic activity, and a purely deterministic view is not sufficient to
model urban growth patterns. However corollary to this, NEG models are prone to ‘‘catastrophic
agglomeration". The sensitivity of the abstract theoretical models to minor differences in starting
endowments limits the potential for NEG to produce policy-relevant outcomes.

Two main critiques of these approaches show the large variation in the productive impacts of
individual projects, and also the absence of the spatial dimension of infrastructure’s impacts on
economic systems.

Mikelbank et al. (2000) highlight the lack of attention to the spatial dimensions of infrastructure:
critically the scale of analysis and role of infrastructure in ‘‘compressing” space and therefore
altering distances and related costs. Analysis of infrastructure, independent of spatial location
and scale, results in a poorly-identified analysis: the spatial linkages between infrastructure and
economic systems cannot be included to explain infrastructure’s impacts. Pereira (2000) raise the
question of whether all public capital investment can be treated as a homogeneous good, implying
that the results of aggregated studies mask considerable variation in the impacts of individual
infrastructure assets. Hulten (1996) also questions the logic of aggregated studies, suggesting
that the combination of different types of infrastructures is more critical than overall financial or
physical quantities of infrastructure capital.

Studies at the project-level show that infrastructure investments appear to perform poorly
relative to the results of aggregate studies. Cantarelli et al. (2010a) and Flyvbjerg (2009) show that
the actual ex-post costs and benefits of infrastructure investment show they are often lower-value
than originally anticipated. A survey of 258 projects across 20 countries showed that the average
cost overrun amounted to 45% (S.D. 38%) for rail projects, 34% (S.D. 62%) for bridges and tunnels,
and 20% (S.D. 30%) for roading (Flyvbjerg, 2009). Given that infrastructure projects can cost
millions or billions of pounds, these overruns are significant. The survey also found high variation,
reflected in the standard deviation between results. This finding confirms the heterogeneity of
infrastructure’s impacts. Ansar et al. (2014) and Ansar et al. (2016) question assumptions around
the nature of infrastructure as an economic input with a positive impact on growth.

Infrastructure is a natural monopoly with economies of scale for large technical networks, with
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homogeneous user demands and predictable future demand. These characteristics emerged from
infrastructure’s nature historically, particularly the technologies and accompanying governance
structures adopted within urban development during the 20th century (Hughes, 1983). Newer
technologies enabling decentralised, localised systems show that infrastructure investment can
adopt modular or incremental models to reduce the risk of obsolescence. Volatility in urban
populations and the changing nature of user needs suggests that large-scale, immobile investments
can become an economic burden as they represent sunk capital that is difficult to adapt for
alternative uses.

Therefore, a critical question for infrastructure investment lies not necessarily with the quantity
of financial investment, but a more detailed understanding of how infrastructure investment
generates economic and social value, to guide better outcomes at the project level. This question
relates to the kind of infrastructure, design and planning characteristics, and complements the
operating model selected. Existing or legacy infrastructure systems also have a strong influence over
the investment options available, and potential value of different investments, either by upgrading,
retrofitting, or adapting legacy systems (Malekpour et al., 2015).

2.4.2.1 Empirical evidence

Meta-analyses of empirical evidence illustrate the variety in results across different specifications,
temporal and spatial scales. The average output elasticity is positive and ranges from 0.06 (Melo
et al., 2013) to 0.106 (Bom et al., 2014) and 0.14 (Ligthart et al., 2011). Figure 2.2 illustrates
the sample of studies surveyed by Bom et al. (2014), showing that the output elasticity, θ, varies
substantially and many results are near to zero. Table 2.5 shows that the impact of infrastructure
on regional GDP appears to be higher than that at the national scale, and increasing returns over
longer time periods.

Figure 2.2: Estimates of the elasticity of public infrastructure capital, θ using
aggregate production function model (Bom et al., 2014)
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Table 2.5: Output elasticity of public capital: average estimates for aggregate
production function approach (Bom et al., 2014)

Public capital
Time period Regional National
Short run 0.106 0.083
Long run 0.145 0.122

While the results show indicate that infrastructure may have a positive or negative effect
on economic output, of varying magnitude - interrogating the variation in results according to
contextual and methodological factors is useful to understand infrastructure’s impact.

Both the spatial and temporal scale of analysis are significant sources of variation. Studies
at the local or regional level produced higher impacts on output, as did those over longer time
periods. This outcome vindicates the idea that infrastructure generates long-lived benefits that
may not be realised immediately after investment or construction take place (Grimes, 2013). The
variation with spatial scale is also of interest; infrastructure is fixed in space, implying that services
derived are inherently local - Grimes (2013) defines infrastructure services as a having a ‘‘direct
effect on local productivity, local amenities, and the price of non-traded goods". However, while
the impacts of infrastructure are empirically stronger when measured at smaller scales, spillover
effects to neighbouring areas also become more pronounced at smaller scales of analysis. Since
infrastructure tends toward networked structures, the role of network effects in affecting adjoining
or proximate areas is also significant (McCann et al., 2004; Moreno et al., 2007).

Regional effects were also evident as the results obtained for North American data appeared
higher than the average in some surveys (Melo et al., 2013), and lower in others (Ligthart et
al., 2011), compared to European data. This result may be due to the differing composition of
infrastructure capital between the two continents. Narrowing the estimates according to industry
sector showed higher estimates for manufacturing (Romp et al., 2007), and across transport
modes, roading infrastructure appeared to have a higher output elasticity than other land, air
and sea-based transport modes (Bom et al., 2014).

The substantial variation in macroeconomic estimates is illustrative of the difficulties that
production or cost functions have in characterising the nature of infrastructure as an economic
good. As infrastructure appears to have heterogeneous effects across the economy, as well as
spatial and temporal variation, models that treat infrastructure as a generalised production input
fail to account for several of its essential characteristics. Firstly, aggregated infrastructure stocks
treat different types of infrastructure capital, including roads, rail, water and wastewater networks
as equivalent and substitutable goods. The value of these assets differs significantly, and the
accounting value of physical assets is a poor proxy for the value of services derived. Sturm et al.
(1995b) show that new infrastructure, and capacity improvements to existing infrastructure, may
produce very different economic effects. The economic contribution derived from infrastructure also
includes a significant component of social value (Frischmann, 2012, p.5), which goes unrecognised
in measures of economic output. The impact of urbanisation and congestion effects Melo et al.
(2013) and the financing mechanisms for infrastructure (Aschauer, 2000) are also significant.

Non-economic factors surrounding infrastructure’s impact may also be significant. Institutional,
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policy and regulatory factors play a complementary role to infrastructure investment (Ashraf et al.,
2016), ensuring the use and management of the capital asset are optimised. Most macroeconomic
models omit variables to measure the strength of these factors, although a small set of published
studies provide evidence for a positive and complementary effect of institutional quality on
the productivity of infrastructure (Agénor, 2013; Esfahani et al., 2003; Maiorano et al., 2007).
The potential impact of political agendas to drive infrastructure investment to less-productive
projects can bias empirical results (Estache, 2006). Evaluation of infrastructure investment based
on political economy indicate a strong correlation between political interests and the level of
infrastructure investment (Cadot et al., 2006; Castells et al., 2005; Kemmerling et al., 2015)

Empirical work using NEG models has focused on the impact of the market access. Redding
et al. (2004) estimate market and supply capacity for exporters and importers, based on data for
trade flows between regions. Empirical results show a positive relationship between market access
and local wages (Head et al., 2004; Amiti et al., 2007) and market access and land values (Dekle
et al., 1999). However, empirical evidence for NEG models is limited by the ‘‘reflection problem"
(Manski, 1999), as it is challenging to differentiate between the agglomerative effects of natural
advantage and agglomeration externalities.

2.4.2.2 Evidence for New Zealand

A small body of empirical research has been conducted in New Zealand to assess the economic
impact of infrastructure investments at the regional level, as well as individual studies to
understand and quantify the effects of specific investments.

Cochrane et al. (2010) and Grimes et al. (2014) evaluated the role of infrastructure in explaining
regional disparities in growth. Cochrane et al. (2010) utilised a spatial three stage least squares
model applied across functional labour market tested the impact of infrastructure endowment,
natural amenities and human capital to explain population growth, income and land values.
The results found infrastructure had a positive impact on all three measures. However, the
infrastructure variable itself showed to be endogenous and spatially-correlated. Grimes et al. (2014)
used a location choice model to assess the determinants of long-run growth across New Zealand
regions. Infrastructure also showed a positive impact, but as with the previous study, it was
difficult to detect an exogenous impact. Since urban growth itself is likely to increase the tax
base and increase infrastructure investment, there is bi-directional causality between investment
and growth and it is very difficult for empirical research to isolate infrastructure’s growth impacts.
This approach sought to directly link infrastructure with urban growth, and supported the claim
that the relationship is very difficult to disentangle using econometric regression tools.

Smaller-scale assessments of the economic impact of specific infrastructure investments provide
useful insights into how different types of infrastructure affect land values and firm behaviour.
Ex-post analysis showed that Auckland’s Northern Motorway extensions (Grimes et al., 2010b),
and the announcement of planned upgrades to the rail network’s Western Line (Grimes et al.,
2010a), both led to increases in land values proximate to the location of improvements. The
impact of a new inland port facility on firm behaviour is determined by the product type and
firm type, rather than location Fabling et al. (2013). Bulk commodities exporters were more likely
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to shift to the new port, potentially to avoid transporting goods to the main port’s central city
location, and new exporters showed a stronger preference than existing firms to use the port where
it was in closer proximity.

Infrastructure’s contribution to economic growth has a broad but fragmented theoretical
literature. Incorporation of infrastructure into macroeconomic growth models has significant
attention, as well as the microeconomic impacts of infrastructure. These contributions are
useful but there are few attempts to develop a unified framework to connect macroeconomic and
microeconomic theory. In the space between the macroeconomic and microeconomic frameworks,
potential outcomes at the firm and industry level are characterised by complex, non-linear
behaviour and it is difficult to isolate the impacts of infrastructure from those which would have
eventuated regardless of the infrastructure investment in question.

2.4.2.3 Conclusions

Review of existing evidence for the economic impacts of infrastructure investment shows that the
proposed causal relationship between infrastructure investment and economic growth draws from
poorly-specified theory, and it is difficult to isolate causal effects.

There is apparent variation in the outcomes of individual infrastructure projects, many of
which underperform relative to the ex-ante evaluation of costs and benefits. This variation shows
that the macroeconomic theory makes a false assumption around the positive economic return
of infrastructure as a capital input to production (Flyvbjerg et al., 2003; Ansar et al., 2016).
Therefore the investment planning paradigm that underpins infrastructure decision-making may
be questioned, and closer engagement with the detail of infrastructure investments, to differentiate
between successful and unsuccessful projects, can inform planning and avoid the occurrence of
‘‘white elephant” projects.

Closer attention to uncertainty, in terms of user needs, projected demand, and technological
change may improve infrastructure planning by acknowledging the need for long-lived
infrastructure investments to cater to shifts in urban demographics, technologies, economic systems
and related behaviours.

2.4.3 Infrastructure’s contribution to liveability

Urban liveability has wide-ranging interpretations, as shown in Section 2.3. Existing literature
linking infrastructure provision to urban liveability is limited, based on the use of the term
‘‘liveability” as the outcome of investment. However, since liveability relates to the broader social
and environmental value created, and has commonalities with urban sustainability, infrastructure’s
contribution to liveability may be inferred from a large body of literature, albeit in a fragmented
way.

The sustainable urban mobility paradigm proposes that transport infrastructure investment
should adopt specific policy measures and design principles to serve the needs of cities and minimise
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environmental impacts (Banister, 2008; Banister et al., 2015). This paradigm supports a high
level of public transport access, mixed-use development, and accessible interchanges for integrated
multi-modal travel (Stead2016; Black et al., 2002; Dumbaugh, 2005; Goldman et al., 2006;
Seaborn et al., 2009; Hickman et al., 2013; Kennedy et al., 2005). Literature also establishes
links between infrastructure provision and environmental outcomes, including biodiversity and
minimising pollution, (Ashley et al., 2015; Bell, 2011; Camagni et al., 1997; Haughton, 1999).
Issues related to accessibility, equity and social inclusion have been addressed, mostly for transport
infrastructure (Anciaes et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2012; Lucas et al., 2016; Nordbakke et al., 2014;
Schwanen et al., 2015). Since this evidence comes from diverse theoretical and methodological
backgrounds, there are challenges in building the body of evidence into an integrated framework to
inform infrastructure investment. However, many elements of this research feature in the compact
city model, which is currently the dominant paradigm in urban planning. Section 2.4.3.1 reviews
the background and critique of the compact city model in more detail.

2.4.3.1 The Compact City model

Spatial policy and government-led approaches to managing urban growth have evolved over
the past century, as the intangible and tangible costs of urban expansion were given greater
consideration (Prior et al., 2007). Transport and land use policies primarily influence urban form.
In free market economies, it is therefore shaped by aggregated location decisions of a large number
of households, firms, and public institutions (Anderson et al., 1996).

Horn (2015) defines three generations of urban growth management before the current
paradigm:

1. The limits to growth were realised, and managed through rigid limits to urban expansion in
the form of green belts;

2. The rigid limit was replaced with strategies to manage growth, with responsibilities devolved
to local authorities, who frequently adopted more flexible urban growth boundaries;

3. A more refined concept of urban sustainability was developed, targeting prioritised
intensification, mixed-use developments, greater choice of transport alternatives and housing
types, and conservation of heritage and the natural environment.

The field of operations research initially developed the compact city model. The compact city
plan adopted the systems analysis approach and sought to bring the same efficiencies to urban
structure that had been successfully applied in other fields (Dantzig et al., 1973). The underlying
premise of this plan is that to use space efficiently in cities, planners should utilise the ‘‘vertical
dimension”, or increased density, and distribute activities over time to reduce peak demand.

The optimal urban form cannot be a question of economic and environmental outcomes alone,
and social issues related to private costs, aesthetics, and social cohesion are also important
(Anderson et al., 1996). The current paradigm advances the third generation, expanding
considerations for environmental and economic outcomes to include the social dimension of cities,
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targeting social equity, cohesion, and opportunity (Anderson et al., 1996; Williams et al., 2000).
Suburbanisation of urban areas began following the introduction of rail networks in the early 20th
century and accelerated after mass-motorisation and large-scale roading infrastructure investment.
These changes in transport mode enabled a much larger urban area. However, the externalities
induced by low-density suburban expansion became evident. Empirical data linking urban form,
and particularly density, with energy consumption and spatial segregation, brought attention to
the external costs of urban spatial structure (Kenworthy et al., 1990).

Defining the compact city

The original concept of the compact city planned around the principles of time and space:
organising activities and land uses across both dimensions to accommodate a city’s population and
their everyday activities efficiently (Dantzig et al., 1973). The compact city model adopts a set of
criteria for the built environment and infrastructures, summarised in Table 2.6. The compact city
presents an alternative and in many ways the antithesis of ‘‘urban sprawl”.

Table 2.6: Compact city and urban sprawl characteristics, adapted from Burchell
et al. (1998) and Neuman (2005b)

Compact city characteristics Urban sprawl characteristics
High residential and employment densities Low residential density
Mixture of land uses Leapfrog development
Proximity of varied land uses, smaller parcels Spatial segregation of different land uses through

zoning
Increased social and economic interactions
Contiguous development, low open space ratio No centralised ownership of land, or planning of

development
Urban infrastructure, especially sewerage and

water mains
Contained urban development, with legible limits

Multimodal transportation High variance in the fiscal capacity of local
governments

High degree of accessibility, local and regional Commercial strip development along major
roadways

High degrees of street connectivity
(internal/external), including sidewalks and
bicycle lanes

High reliance on a filtering or ‘‘trickle-down”
process to provide housing for low-income
households

High degree of impervious surface coverage Transportation dominated by private vehicles
Unitary or closely-coordinated control of land

development
Unlimited outward extension of new

development
Fiscal capacity to finance urban facilities,

infrastructure
Fragmentation of governance authority of land

uses

This model posits that higher density cities create less pollution, enable more energy-efficient
consumption and production activities, and promote social cohesion through proximity. Residents
live closer to workplaces, local goods and services, thus enabling travel by active and public
transport modes (Duany et al., 2001; Katz, 1994; Krier, 1998). Bourne (1982) set out three elements
of urban spatial structure: the urban form, the interactions that it supports, and the organising
principles that coordinate both the form and activities. The compact city specifies the urban form
and relevant organising principles to shape that spatial structure, including land-use regulation
and zoning, transport infrastructure provision, governance of urban areas and infrastructure, and
fiscal capacities.
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Critique of the compact city model

The compact city has been subject to different critiques, and there is debate around the
paradigm’s theoretical basis, implementation strategies, and political feasibility. There is weak
or even negative empirical evidence for the relationship between the urban form and social equity
(Burton, 2000; Williams et al., 2000), reduced environmental impacts (Anderson et al., 1996), and
fewer automobile trips (Breheny, 1995; Hall, 2001; Liu et al., 2012).

The compact city is paradoxical that it uses compact urban planning to address the negative
externalities of urban growth, which reverses the historic approach of urban planning, to address
overcrowding through dispersal and decentralisation (Neuman, 2005b). Alongside theories of
economic agglomeration, there is an evident tension between the economic impetus for greater
concentrations of employment, and the apparent preference in many cities for lower density,
decentralised residential development to support quality of life. Opposing drivers for centralisation
of production activities in cities, and dispersal of consumption activities, create a tension that is
mediated by infrastructure systems. The uneven success of compact city models to achieve the
anticipated outcomes are linked to this paradox (Allen, 2015; Raynor et al., 2017).

Regarding infrastructure provision, there is reverse and circular causality between transport
and urban form. Investment decisions shape the urban structure, which in turn determines the
transport needs of a city. Low-density, dispersed cities ‘‘need” more highway investments, given
the predominant transport mode, and compact cities ‘‘need” public transport and active transport
infrastructure. There is an apparent trade-off between intensification to support sustainable
outcomes and urban liveability, as dispersed residential suburbs are perceived to support greater
quality of life, while high-density urban centres often have the same amenities (Wiersinga, 1997).

Neuman (2005a) argues that to overcome this paradox, a change in thinking is required about
what a city is, and which elements need to change. This proposes a shift from form to process,
suggesting that the key concern is not spatial density, but rather the ‘‘processes of building cities
and living, consuming, and producing in cities are sustainable”. The strong focus on physical
urban form as the fixed elements of a city misses the importance of a city’s flows, the different
activities supported, and the factors driving these (Neuman, 2005b; Williams, 2010). The urban
form is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for better social, environmental, and economic
outcomes. Alongside changes in the spatial form, a concomitant shift in the lifestyles and behaviour
of individuals is needed to reach the desired goals of the compact city (Anderson et al., 1996). A
broader set of tangible and intangible factors affect the value derived from a city’s built form,
including specific infrastructure investments and provision for mobility, and individual attitudes
(Hickman et al., 2015). These factors change over time, as part of a broader socio-technical
evolution.

Reframing the question of how to improve a city’s environmental, social, and economic
performance, around the flows and activities within a city also suggests that more efficient travel
patterns could be supported within the existing urban structure, by incentivising individuals to
make more efficient location choices (Anderson et al., 1996). Proposed revisions of the compact
city model also suggest integrating recent climate change discourse. This discourse acknowledges
that urban spatial structure and also the types of built form [such as energy-efficient buildings]
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are important (Williams, 2010), and considers the political feasibility of transitioning to a different
urban structure (Anderson et al., 1996; Arbury, 2009; Woodcock et al., 2011). The link between
infrastructure and urban form is important: policies to limit urban expansion may be weakened
by infrastructures that enable dispersal (Wegener, 1986).

Tensions between environmental and social sustainability highlight that measures to improve
environmental outcomes through greening and low-carbon initiatives can cause negative social
consequences or simply displace the environmental damage outside a city’s jurisdiction. Better
integration between urban environmental and social policies can avoid negative ‘‘knock-on” effects,
and refocus on the environmental and social impacts realised not within urban regions but the
impacts across international networks of consumption and production (Wachsmuth et al., 2016).
The challenges in developing sustainable cities centre around the adopted vision of the sustainable
city, and processes to bring about sustainable development - important to recognise the multiple
pathways (Guy et al., 2001) instead of ‘‘one model fits all” (Williams, 2010).

2.4.3.2 Conclusions

Connections between infrastructure provision and urban liveability are established within the
mobilities paradigm (Urry, 2004; Banister, 2008), environmental science (Ashley et al., 2015;
Bell, 2011) and urban planning. The compact city model reviewed in this section is the primary
concept linking infrastructure to liveability, and the dominant planning approach in the central case
study city of Auckland, New Zealand. To connect this knowledge within the broader framework of
infrastructure provision, urban growth and liveability, further research is required to articulate the
liveability benefits of infrastructure provision and how this can be supported through long-term
investment to support growth. Critique of the compact city model suggests that infrastructure’s
relationship to urban form and the nature of urban growth can be examined further to link
infrastructure provision to the desired outcomes related to economic and social opportunities, and
environmental impacts.

2.5 Synthesis

The literature reviewed for each phenomenon are synthesised to characterise the qualitative and
quantitative nature of each, and subsequently develop a coherent theoretical framework to explain
how urban growth, liveability, and infrastructure inter-relate to each other. Drawing out the
scalar dimensions of each phenomenon is used to compare their unique processes and identify
intersections. Section 2.5.1 first identifies infrastructure’s specifically urban context. Section 2.5.2
identifies intersections between the different phenomena along temporal and spatial dimensions.
These intersections suggest potential interactions between the three phenomena, to inform the
research design and methodology. Section 2.5.3 outlines the synthesised review of each phenomenon,
highlighting potential linkages and gaps in current knowledge on how they relate to one another.
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2.5.1 Situating research within the urban context

Different disciplines offer distinct ontologies of what a city is, and how it evolves over time and
space. While cities are often measured or defined according to their physical form or structure,
theoretical understanding of the essential nature of the ‘‘urban” extends across economic, political,
and social theory.

Empirical definitions of an urban area delineate a space with an agglomeration of people,
firms, or buildings at increased spatial density (Black et al., 1999; Glaeser et al., 1992; Harvey,
1996). The physical manifestation of cities reflects underlying economic, social and political
processes: Storper et al. (2009) conceptualise cities as ‘‘the spatial concentration of the means of
production, population and infrastructure.. a potent generative force to reshape places, territories
and landscapes at all spatial scales”. Interactions within cities constitute the social and economic
networks that support urban life. Economic theory characterises cities according to their unique
economic dynamics: the existence of agglomeration economies describes the highly networked
nature of urban economies and importance of interactions between firms and workers. Economic
approaches privilege economic forces over social and political phenomena. Economic geography
perceives the city as a centralisation of capital (or the ‘‘means of production”) to urban areas, and
the nature of the city is characterised through contestation over the use of urban space to provide
for the needs of residents and serve the ends of capitalist production2 (Harvey, 1985; Harvey, 2012;
Lefebvre, 1991). The theories of the urban growth machine (Molotch, 1976) and urban regime
(Stone, 1989) explain the political dimension of growth that results from the relations between
governing authorities, and the specific interests of local actors, particularly those who stand to
benefit from the gain in land values resulting from urbanisation.

In further examining and explaining urban forms, Brenner et al. (2015) contend that
conceptualisations of cities should reflect the diversity of urban forms that exist around the
world, and acknowledge newer urbanisation processes. Rather than conceptualising the city as
a universal form, the ‘‘urban” is a theoretical category describing a multi-scalar process, instead
of an empirical object in itself. Analytical attention focuses on the processes by which diverse
urban forms develop, instead of looking at a city as a fixed entity. Focusing on processes of urban
development considers important processes of scaling and re-scaling, over both spatial and temporal
dimensions. The multiple scales of urban processes are important to understanding how social,
political, and technical systems interact with economic systems to the linkages between governance
structures, economic systems, infrastructure networks and the individual lived experience in an
urban environment.

2.5.2 Intersections

Review of existing literature showed the critical importance of scale to understand these relations.
Each phenomena exist over specific temporal and spatial scales. Since the linkages between
infrastructure, urban growth and liveability exist across different scales, and some elements

2This claim rests on the assumption that capitalist society exists as a ‘‘structured totality”, which is very rarely
the case (Storper1988)
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immobile, the inter-relations become complex when accounting for scalar variation. However in
light of the uncertainty under which decision-making takes place, understanding scalar linkages
are useful to inform decisions and understand the degree of flexibility, or potential variation for
each phenomena.

Temporal scales

Figure 2.3 illustrates a simplified diagram of the different times scales of each phenomena.

Figure 2.3: Temporal scale of urban growth, infrastructure development, and
liveability

Urban growth fluctuates over time due to volatility in migration components. A qualitative
change in a population’s demographic structure, preferences and expectations are also driven by
the contribution of births, deaths, international and domestic in-migration and out-migration. The
qualitative change affects specific infrastructure needs and the nature of demand for infrastructure
services. For example, larger proportions of elderly residents in a city imply different mobility
needs; commuter transport services are of less importance to retired populations, however access
to health services may be heightened, and individuals are less able to travel by private vehicle. Net
growth rates are difficult to anticipate, and by factors outside the control of a local authority or
infrastructure provider. Since growth is the net outcome of a large number of individual household
and firm decisions, it fluctuates over short time scales.

Infrastructure development and land development processes operate over longer time scales
and anticipated future growth determines planning decisions at the outset of each process.
Infrastructure and land development are often linked, and land developers may play a role in
local infrastructure provision for an individual site. Growth and the development of new buildings
and infrastructure are interdependent; growth cannot occur without an increase in building stock
and infrastructure capacity, and anticipated growth influences the rate of expansion of buildings
and infrastructure. The degree to which infrastructure development processes and land markets
function efficiently, and the appetite for risk for actors involved, determine the rate of expansion.
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Liveability operates on a hyper localised time-scale, relative to time scales for infrastructure
development. The cumulative impact of a vast number of instances at which the quality of a
city’s lived experience is determined by the synchronisation between demand for services and
provision, at a specific location and time. The value derived from infrastructure depends on timely
provision; a large number of localised experiences that constitute liveability involve interactions
between an individual and a larger-scale infrastructure network providing services. Therefore, while
infrastructure development occurs over a long time scale, infrastructure provision, like liveability,
is characterised by numerous instances where demand is matched by supply, through individual
interactions with the infrastructure system.

Spatial scales

Figure 2.4 shows the relative spatial scales of infrastructure, urban growth, and liveability.

Figure 2.4: Spatial scale of urban growth, infrastructure development, and
liveability

An important distinction is that urban growth, and specifically the migration components,
are affected by broader shifts at the global and national scale. These shifts include structural
transformation of economic systems, international and inter-regional transport connectivity, and
legislative changes determining the limits to international immigration. Conversely, infrastructure
development and service provision, and liveability are predominantly local processes and contained
within the city’s spatial expanse. Figure 2.4 refers to the outer extent of infrastructure systems,
however, a more detailed examination shows that infrastructure has variable impacts within a city.
Services provided are local to the infrastructure system, and their value tends to dissipate with
distance. Water, energy, and sanitation provide a relatively similar good and level of service to all
individuals, regardless of their location within a city. Demand for these services is also relatively
uniform. Transport infrastructure is unique as the level of service provided varies significantly
across a city, as do individual needs and preferences. Infrastructure comprises a multiscalar relation:
local-scale needs are met by a city-scale system (Star et al., 1996).

Since transport infrastructure occupies space, both road and rapid transit networks face
fundamental trade-offs in providing for accessibility within the space available for dedicated
rights-of-way. Varying levels of service for transport accessibility are therefore inevitable as a
city expands over space. The synchronisation of transport services with user needs, characterised
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as the quality of liveability, will in turn face trade-offs as provision cannot provide a high level of
mobility for all individuals to access all other locations in a city. Therefore transport services will
have a strong influence on the spatial distribution of growth, as it will likely vary substantially
between different locations in the city.

The spatial scale of urban growth is highly contingent on local geography, supply of vacant
land and potential for redevelopment, and the relative accessibility provided through transport
infrastructure. While growth itself is the aggregated outcome of many individual household and
firm decisions, these the availability of housing and commercial buildings, developed by public and
private developers, sets bounds around realising these preferences. Infrastructure service provision,
urban growth and liveability are connected by their mutual relations to the provision for basic
needs of mobility, energy, water and sanitation for people in cities. The relations between the
three concepts are evident across varying spatial and temporal scales. Liveability is based on
the synchronisation between the provision of infrastructure services and an individual’s needs,
hyper-localised in temporal and spatial scales. Liveability is an experiential phenomenon, based
on a large number of repeated experiences, by heterogeneous individuals.

The brief for this research echoes a foundational tenet of the theory of post-suburban
development: the tension between pursuit of growth and provision for collective consumption
(Phelps et al., 2010). Examining the role of infrastructure investment in achieving these
outcomes can illustrate whether they are in tension or complementary to one another and whether
infrastructure provision has the potential to resolve tensions. Table 2.7 summarises the findings of
the literature review and integration of disciplinary frameworks. The nature and behaviour of each
phenomenon is explained along spatial and temporal dimensions to capture the linkages between
each phenomenon and inter-related systems.
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Table 2.7: Scalar properties and behaviour

Dimension Infrastructure Urban growth Liveability
Concept Urban infrastructure, supports mobility of

people, goods, and information, and
provision of clean water, sanitation and
energy

The net outcome of a large number of household
and firm location decisions, bounded by an urban
area’s supply of employment, housing and
infrastructure

The capacity for urban
infrastructure to provide for
individual needs, perceived as the
quality of a large number of
repeated ‘‘lived experiences”.

Spatio-temporal
dimension

Characterised by a connection between
localised demand and supply by a larger
scale technological system, at a single point
in time

Individual location decisions have variable
distributions over space and time. Each decision
is made under uncertainty, as the result of
trade-offs based on bundled preferences and the
costs of relocating are substantial so there is a
degree of ‘‘stickiness”

Each experience is hyper-localised
in time and space. Liveability
necessitates a synchronisation
between the needs of people in
cities, and the infrastructure
services provided.

Fundamentally alters the spatial scale,
particularly distance, by linking different
spaces and augmenting the productive
capacity of urban space.

Growth tends to increase or decrease
incrementally over time, except in the case of
extreme events such as a natural disaster or civil
war, and produces both a quantitative change
and qualitative transformation of a population.

Over the long-term, liveability
implies an obligation to
sustainability. However in the
short term these two goals may be
conflicting.

Infrastructure investment and construction
takes place over long time scales, and
incremental upgrades can be technically
challenging. Therefore anticipated future
demand determines infrastructure expansion
in larger ‘‘chunks”.

Growth processes are embedded in space and
either consume new space, or require the
re-development of existing built-up areas. There
is temporal dependence between growth at two
time periods, in any given location.

Liveability also holds a political
dimension, as far as residents are
able to engage with the urban
polity and demonstrate political
agency.

Relational
dimension

One-to-many: provides basic inputs for a
large number and range of activities,
generating public, private, and social value

Many-to-many: Growth is underpinned by the
location decisions and matching of households
and firms to labour and property markets within
cities

Many-to-many: Liveability is
underpinned by large numbers of
localised experiences, spanning
across time and space.

Urban growth is related to broader shifts in
demographics and economic systems.
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2.5.3 Conclusions

The broad scope of literature surveyed shows how this thesis must adopt an interdisciplinary
approach to integrate thinking around infrastructure and the ways that it supports urban growth
and liveability. These fields are currently disparate and the research develops new knowledge and
evidence to support their integration. Existing understandings of infrastructure are fragmented,
with distinctly different definitions of what infrastructure is, and what it creates, across disciplinary
paradigms. The research brief aims to integrate the technical planning of infrastructure with
broader economic and social outcomes. To do this, a more comprehensive conceptualisation of what
infrastructure is, and how it impacts on cities, can inform infrastructure investment. Currently
there are only simplified descriptions of infrastructure’s value, explaining the phenomenon in
abstract economic terms instead of concrete descriptions of urban economic and social systems
(Frischmann, 2005; Kessides, 1993). Economic approaches conflate the financial or accounting
value of infrastructure assets with their value, leading to misspecified estimates of infrastructure
productivity (Aschauer, 1989; Gramlich, 1994).

Infrastructure exists as a duality: it is both tangible artefacts and intangible potentials created
by those artefacts in conjunction with the social and economic systems in which they are embedded.
Economic and technical disciplines tend to conceptualise infrastructure according to its tangible
dimension, while geography and anthropology offer more comprehensive understandings of the
potentialities that infrastructure creates or enables. The synthesis of comparative ontologies of
infrastructure in Section 2.4.1 provides a theoretical framework that can support a more robust
and rigorous review of infrastructure’s value.

Review of literature on urban growth shows that economic frameworks theorising growth
emerge from different fields, including urban economics, regional science, and New Economic
Geography. However they depend on simplified frameworks to capture the aggregate outcomes
of trade-offs between opposing agglomerative and dispersive economic forces, and have limited
capacity to incorporate infrastructure beyond the inclusion of transport costs as a variable. Urban
growth is the net result of domestic and international migration, and natural increase, each with
unique drivers and different levels of volatility. Growth models do not acknowledge the relative
contribution of these components, focusing solely on in- and out-migration of identical ‘‘economic
agents”. The literature on infrastructure and growth often draws from models which adopt
fundamental assumptions of economics, including perfect information, homogeneous end-users,
and treating infrastructure as a natural monopoly with economies of scale. This raises challenges
where individual and firm decisions in response to infrastructure investments are based on bounded
information (Storper, 2013), varied individual and firm needs and preferences, and new technologies
are enabling infrastructure provision to be provided through decentralised systems that are no
longer natural monopolies (Ansar et al., 2014). Review of urban growth studies, and analysis of
the infrastructure-growth relationship highlighted that most existing analysis offers results that
are too variable and seemingly context-specific to create sound, policy-relevant knowledge on the
growth impacts of infrastructure. Endogeneity between the level of infrastructure investment and
growth, as shown by Cochrane et al. (2010) and Grimes et al. (2014) suggests that attempts to
directly link infrastructure to urban growth may have limited value. Therefore more specific, case
study analysis may be useful to articulate the influence of infrastructure and variety of ways in
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which it shapes growth and liveability, instead of an aggregate effect.

The dominant paradigm to explain infrastructure’s contribution to liveability is the compact
city model, positing that infrastructure to support a high-density, spatially-efficient urban
form, supports better environmental outcomes, quality of life, accessibility, and social cohesion.
Some studies have also assessed the links between infrastructure and individual dimensions
of liveability, including environmental sustainability, carbon emissions, biodiversity, and social
inclusion. Liveability implicitly defines a quality based on human experience, relating to the
potentialities and comfort of the urban environment. Indicator-based measures of liveability
dominate for comparative analysis, although indicators have some shortcomings in capturing
liveability in a representative and inclusive way (Meares et al., 2012). Further research is required to
understand how the complexity of urban growth and development, and particularly the interactions
between urban economic and social systems, the built environment, and natural ecosystems, to
refine the compact city model or develop modes of planning infrastructure for liveability. The
relations between infrastructure, urban growth and liveability relate to the spatial and temporal
scales across which they exist, and the degree to which they overlap with one another. The
processes related to each phenomenon range between instantaneous, hyper-localised experiences,
to planning and construction processes that take years or even decades to develop. Therefore,
understanding how to incorporate each phenomena into infrastructure investment processes must
be guided by an appreciation of their spatiality and temporality. Infrastructure’s role as a mediator
of flows is central to the linkages between technical artefacts and the economic and social systems
in which they are embedded. Theories of agglomeration contend that the flows in urban economies
create higher productivity, however there is limited explanation of the scale of these economies and
evidence for the proposed sources of agglomeration.
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Chapter 3

Research design and methodology

3.1 Introduction

An interdisciplinary approach is adopted to examine the relationship between infrastructure, urban
growth and liveability. This research focus aims to inform planning and decision-making to
instrumentalise infrastructure’s transformative potential to support growth and liveability.

As emphasised in Section 2, existing research linking infrastructure with urban growth and
liveability is fragmented and spans the fields of economics, geography, engineering, environmental
science, sociology, planning and anthropology. Infrastructure’s broader impacts are inherently
interdisciplinary. Therefore, to develop knowledge in this field, different disciplinary perspectives
are integrated to identify where and how these phenomena intersect. This sections applies the
findings from Chapter 2 to clarify and refine the research question and purpose, and outline the
proposed methodology.

Section 3.2 summarises the findings from Chapter 2, and implications for research design and
methodology. The research brief is refined and clarified in Section 3.3, and Section 3.5 outlines
the interdisciplinary approach and methods incorporated into this project. A key methodological
aspect of interdisciplinary research is the integration of findings from different epistemological
paradigms. Section 3.5.3 explains the integrative methods to draw together information generated
in different disciplinary areas.

3.2 Findings from literature review

Review of existing literature showed that the relationships between infrastructure, growth and
liveability had been assessed using multiple perspectives and methodologies. Economic analysis
suggets the level of infrastructure investment is correlated to economic growth (Aschauer, 1989;
Aschauer, 1990; Fernald, 1999), however significant methodological flaws compromise the validity
of these claims, which do not account for reverse causality between infrastructure expenditure
and economic growth (Gramlich, 1994; Munnell, 1992). Similarly, empirical studies linking the
aggregated levels of infrastructure investment and urban growth showed endogenous relationships,
and bi-directional causality, which limits the usefulness of testing aggregated measures (Cochrane
et al., 2010; Grimes et al., 2014). However, the relationship between the type of infrastructure
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investment and environmental outcomes links infrastructure to urban liveability. Social benefits
relate to infrastructure’s provision of accessibility, and equity issues arising from the spatial
distribution of infrastructure investment (Frischmann, 2012; Manaugh et al., 2012). The
environmental value generated from infrastructure derives from the reduction of harm, so the
environmental imperative encourages lower levels of infrastructure service or changes in the types
of infrastructure (Pugh et al., 2012; Quaas, 2007; Tzoulas et al., 2007).

Different definitions and ways of measuring infrastructure can obscure the outcomes of empirical
analysis: infrastructures providing different types of services, such as transport, water, and energy
are aggregated, so the net result gives limited evidence for the productive effect of any specific
service or the importance of different combinations of complementary infrastructure services.
Existing academic literature shows how infrastructure comprises intersecting social, economic,
political and technical systems that cannot be easily isolated; implying that infrastructure is
irreducible to one disciplinary paradigm.

Significant gaps in understanding the relationships between infrastructure, urban growth and
liveability emerge from widely varying definitions for infrastructure’s defining characteristics and
behaviour. The environmental impacts of infrastructure are directly related to technologies used for
infrastructure provision, and interventions to actively manage demand for infrastructure services.
Generalised metrics such as greenhouse gas emissions, air and water quality standards allow robust
measurement of the ultimate environmental impacts. The environmental value is related more
strongly to the type of infrastructure, and flows supported, rather than the level of financial
investment. Few studies have sought to integrate the economic, social, and environmental impacts
of infrastructure as the complex socio-economic systems which shape environmental impacts
depend on diverse behaviours of humans in response to infrastructure provision. The literature
reviewed in Chapter 2 was synthesised across disciplines to develop a comprehensive definition of
infrastructure:

Table 3.1: Ontology of infrastructure, synthesised from literature review

What infrastructure is:
• Infrastructure is a socio-technical system comprising technical networks, and the
institutional structures determining how it is operated, regulated and governed
• Infrastructure’s technical systems are embedded in space
• The characteristics that make a system ‘‘infrastructural” are embodied in action
or practice: infrastructure generates value when a user’s needs are provided for by
services derived in the context of a large-scale socio-technical system
• Infrastructure’s value is defined by the activities that it ultimately supports, and
the means by which it does this, changes with the introduction of new technologies

What infrastructure does:
• Infrastructure supports the application of technologies to provide infrastructural
services to support human activities
• The services provided create a change in the relative costs and benefits of specific
activities, affecting both economic productivity and quality of life

This ontological framework defines the phenomena under examination. By broadening the
scope of infrastructure beyond the technical system, the research may identify a wider range of
potential linkages between infrastructure, growth and liveability.
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3.2.1 Scalar intersections

The literature review showed how poorly-specified concepts of what infrastructure is, and how it
impacts on economic, environmental, and social outcomes, resulted in ambiguous empirical results
with limited relevance for specific policy decisions.

To develop more detailed concepts of how these phenomena are linked, each phenomenon is
categorised along spatial and temporal dimensions, shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, in Section 2.5.2.

Figure 3.1: Spatial scales of urban growth, infrastructure development, and
liveability

By defining their extent across temporal and spatial dimensions, more specific linkages between
each phenomenon can be identified to infer potential relationships. The process by which cities
grow is contingent on multiple factors: demand to locate in a city, development of land for
housing, commercial, and public use, and expansion of infrastructure services to cater for a
larger population. Figure 3.1 shows substantial differences in scale: urban migration occurs
as a result of national or international processes, infrastructure networks extend to the city’s
geographical bounds. Although, their regulation and governing institutions may exist on a larger
scale. Liveability is a personal, experiential outcome at the micro-scale of a human being at any
given location in the city.
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Figure 3.2: Temporal scales of urban growth, infrastructure development, and
liveability

The temporal dimensions of each phenomenon also vary: liveability is the cumulative outcome
of very short, individual experiences, while the planning and development or urban land and
infrastructure systems take place across multiple years. Urban growth can fluctuate quickly, and
as the net outcome of thousands of different in-migration and out-migration decisions, as well as
natural increase, control over this variable is dispersed and therefore it can be difficult to anticipate
future changes.

There is uncertainty across these different variables. Urban population growth can be volatile
and affected by economic and environmental crises, both within a city or in other geographic
locations. The process of planning relies on assumptions around the future changes in each variable,
and so the relationship between infrastructure, growth, and liveability depends partially on the
assumptions made during planning and management of uncertainty. A highly risk-averse approach
that avoids the risk of over-providing infrastructure for future growth and liveability could limit
the value generated from infrastructure services, therefore inducing a weaker relationship. A less
risk-averse approach may support greater value generation if population growth is high. However,
this also may lead to high investment and low growth, if other factors reduce population growth
and the apparent relationship is also weak. Therefore the impact of uncertainty is important to
determine the outcomes of infrastructure investment on growth and liveability.

3.3 Research purpose and question

3.3.1 Purpose and research brief

The initial research brief provided asked the following question:

What proportion of a city’s GDP should be invested in infrastructure, how does this relate
to growth and the achievement of liveability goals? The research will bring together information
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from a range of subject areas to define and qualify how infrastructure investment relates to urban
growth and liveability goals. Consideration will be given to the regulatory climate in which Auckland
Council plan and implement infrastructure investment, and also issues around inter-generational
equity, where future generations may bear the cost of current investment.

The research question aims to inform decision-making for infrastructure investment and
investment by taking a more comprehensive approach to infrastructure: acknowledging that
decisions are subject with multiple objectives, constraints, and uncertainties.

An interdisciplinary approach is utilised to address the different social, economic, and
environmental outcomes, and spatial and temporal dimensions of infrastructure provision, to
support planning decisions.

Review of literature on infrastructure, economic and urban growth showed that much
empirical research linking infrastructure investment with measures of economic growth, draws from
poorly-specified economic theory. Infrastructure is conceptualised as a generic input to economic
production, abstracted from its spatial dimension, and frequently measured in financial terms
only. Analysis treats infrastructure assets of a very different qualitative nature as equivalent, and
measures value generated by infrastructure using the cost of investment. The macroeconomic
production function or cost function approaches do not distinguish between long-term value
generation from infrastructure investment, and the short-term multiplier effect of large-scale public
investment in a local or national economy.

The purpose of the research is to produce a better understanding of the linkages between
infrastructure provision, urban growth and liveability, to inform infrastructure investment and
policy for the city of Auckland, New Zealand. The applied focus requires that findings are relevant
to the local authority’s scope of decision-making and can produce knowledge that is useful to
inform policy for an individual city. Empirical results of aggregated econometric analyses are
indicative of general correlations or cause-and-effect relationships. However the localised impacts
of infrastructure investment are highly variable. Inadequate treatment of the spatial and temporal
dimensions of infrastructure provision also falls short in capturing the variation in the impacts of
infrastructure provision across time and space. Therefore, the research brief was further developed
into a refined research question, and the research approach explained in Section 3.4.3 sought to
address the practical needs of this PhD as well as generate robust knowledge about infrastructure,
liveability and urban growth.

For policy-relevant findings on the inter-relations between infrastructure, growth, and
liveability, the proposed approach focuses on identifying the connections between these phenomena
along spatial and temporal scales.

3.3.2 Research question

The findings of the literature review identified that the initial research brief contained a number of
implicit assumptions and measurement issues that posed a challenge to developing a robust research
question. Specifically, the brief presumes that there is a tangible and measurable relationship
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between the level of financial expenditure into infrastructure investments (expressed as a proportion
of GDP), and both urban growth and liveability.

Review of existing literature shows that a number of studies claim a relationship between
investment and growth, based on simplified and arguably under-theorised economic growth models
(Aschauer, 1989) and have been heavily criticised for methodological shortcomings and omitted
variables (Munnell, 1992; Kessides, 1993). A number of empirical studies continue to search for
empirical evidence on this relationship, with mixed results (Chen et al., 2017; Farhadi, 2015),
although establishing a robust causal link is still difficult (Gibbons et al., 2014). Meta-analyses on
the productivity impact of infrastructure investment suggest that empirical results outcomes are
marginally positive, on average, however there is significant variation between the results at the
level of nations and regions (Elburz et al., 2016; Melo et al., 2013). In addition to this, liveability
is a highly subjective characteristic of urban areas, which varies substantially between individuals
- rendering it very difficult to measure empirically and link to infrastructure investments.

A central finding from the literature review was that the apparent relationships between
infrastructure investment, liveability and growth are under-theorised due to poor understandings
of how infrastructure affects urban systems over spatial and temporal dimensions. In the interests
of advancing academic knowledge on the impacts of infrastructure investment in greater detail,
while still addressing the brief’s imperative to define and qualify how infrastructure relates to
urban growth and liveability, the research question was refined to:

What are the spatial and temporal relationships between infrastructure and urban development,
and how does infrastructure act as a transformative instrument to support growth and liveability?

This question includes key terms to shape the research more specifically: including spatial and
temporal dimensions so that the impacts of infrastructure can be defined and made commensurable
with other urban systems. Infrastructure is framed as a ‘transformative instrument’, highlighting
it’s ability to induce qualitative as well as quantitative changes in urban social and economic
systems. The spatial and temporal dimensions of infrastructure, growth and liveability, identified
in Section 3.2.1, were used to identify more robust linkages.

The literature review identified that an interdisciplinary approach was necessary to meaningfully
address diverse concepts across planning, economics, and social sciences literature. To produce
research that is relevant to the project’s sponsor, Auckland Council, an inter-disciplinary approach
was developed to address the dominant approaches to infrastructure planning and development in
Auckland, and generate relevant local empirical findings to support decision-making, going forward.
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3.4 Research design

3.4.1 Policy and practice to inform

The methodology is centred around the practical need to inform policy. Policy refers to ‘‘a
course or principle of action adopted or proposed by an organisation or individual” (Oxford English
Dictionary, 2010).

Policy-oriented interdisciplinary research has the following characteristics (Bammer, 2013):

• Centred around real-life problems and relevant policy and practice;

• Explicitly addresses uncertainty;

• Synthesis of knowledge across disciplines.

Therefore, the research must draw together findings that are relevant to inform practical action
under uncertainty. These findings will produce knowledge to support a coherent and strategic
framework for infrastructure planning to support growth and liveability outcomes.

This interdisciplinary approach links policy discourse, which constructs the supposed relations
between phenomena, with spatiotemporal analysis of each phenomena within cities. The research
is designed to inform decision-making on the level and type of infrastructure investment to support
growth and liveability outcomes. The relevant policy and practice for this research project are the
development of infrastructure policy and long-term investment plans for the city of Auckland.
Infrastructure, urban growth and liveability are governed by the following policy in Auckland:

• Auckland Plan (Strategic spatial plan)

• Draft Auckland 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy

Other legislation and policies, outside the control of Auckland Council, include national level
policies and legislation:

• Government Policy Statement on Land Transport
Ministry of Transport, New Zealand Government

• Resource Management Act
Ministry for the Environment, New Zealand Government

• Housing Accord and Special Housing Areas Act 2013
Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment, New Zealand Government

Chapter 4 analyses the Auckland Plan and Draft Auckland 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy
directly, to evaluate the conceptualisation of infrastructure, liveability and growth. Chapters 7
and 8 relate back to these primary documents to inform infrastructure policy and decision-making.
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3.4.2 Engaged scholarship

The research conducted for this thesis met the practical needs of producing knowledge and empirical
evidence to support infrastructure decision-making for the project sponsor, as well as advancing
academic knowledge on the subject (van de Ven et al., 2006).

The gaps between theory and practice are framed in alternative ways: as a problem of
transferring new knowledge, epistemological differences between theory and practice, or issues
of knowledge production (van de Ven, 2007). Engaged scholarship proposes to address these
gaps by engaging researchers and practitioners in knowledge production, using a process that
involves ‘negotiation and collaboration between researchers in a learning community’ (van de Ven,
2007)[pp.7]. To achieve this, the project began with a comprehensive briefing session with academic
supervisors and representatives from Auckland Council1. Throughout the project, ongoing review
and with Auckland Council provided steering and critical feedback on the relevance of the research
findings, and practical aspects on accessing data and existing literature. Table 3.2 summarises the
interactions with the project sponsor over the course of the degree. Several smaller outputs were
produced during the PhD to provide the sponsor with an update on the direction of research.

Table 3.2: Engagement with PhD sponsor

Date Description
March 2014 Briefing: Chief Financial Officer, academic supervisors
March 2014 Research output: Thought piece on ‘Infrastructure’s contribution to

liveability’
May 2014 Briefing and review - Project sponsor, academic supervisors
September 2014 Output Review of existing evidence and literature: The relationship

between infrastructure investment and urban growth
September 2014 Review session
December 2014 Upgrade exam
December 2014 Output Upgrade report:
January 2015 Review session Methodology
September 2015 Review session RIMU
August 2016 Review
October 2016 Review
December 2016 PhD presentation
July 2017
(anticipated)

Output Final PhD thesis and accompanying policy paper

The value of ongoing engagement with the project sponsor was primarily to ground the
research, and ensure that findings were relevant to the practical need of informing infrastructure
decision-making in Auckland. This also helped to narrow the research scope to a manageable level,
given the wide-ranging literatures and opportunities for inquiry related to infrastructure, urban
growth and liveability. Restricting the focus of academic inquiry to the dominant paradigms
for infrastructure planning in Auckland, namely the compact city hypothesis, strategic spatial
planning, and economic agglomeration processes, made it clear which bodies of literature the
findings would contribute to.

1Due to staff changes over the course of the PhD, the key contact from Auckland Council changed from the Chief
Financial Officer to Research Manager of Land Use, Infrastructure Research and Evaluation from the Research and
Evaluation Unit
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Bringing these paradigms together in an interdisciplinary approach sought to give findings
with greater depth, and importantly to produce knowledge that is relevant and comprehensible
across different specialisations. The literature review, and early briefings with the project sponsor
identified that the underlying epistemological approach varied across planners, economists and
financial managers, and engineers. The PhD findings, drawn from evidence synthesised across the
paradigms, attempts to give coherent findings to decision-makers from across these disciplines.

3.4.3 Development of comparative approach

The research design was developed from the research question, identified in Section 3.3.2. The
need to produce relevant and useful empirical findings for the project’s sponsor, Auckland Council,
shaped the design in that the city’s existing approaches to infrastructure planning and investment
were used as objects through which the spatial and temporal relationships between infrastructure,
growth and liveability could be scrutinised.

The literature review highlighted that there was very limited explanation of the spatial and
temporal dimensions of infrastructure’s relationship to growth and liveability. The research
question was developed to focus on these dimensions, also allowing for infrastructure’s potential
as a transformative instrument to bring qualitative change in urban systems. Engagement with
the project sponsor, explained in the research question, was central to steer the interdisciplinary
approach so that findings would be coherent and comprehensible across economic, finance, planning
and engineering disciplines. The sponsor indicated a preference for comparative case studies,
to benchmark Auckland’s evidence and growth outcomes against international comparators. To
usefully inform practice in Auckland, the research focuses on generating new knowledge on three
theoretical paradigms informing current practices:

1. Strategic spatial planning

2. Infrastructure’s relationship to agglomeration economies

3. The compact city paradigm

A comparative, case-based approach was selected to conduct quantitative and qualitative
analyses2. Each case comprises a distinct context in which social, economic and environmental
systems interact and are governed. This grounds the research in real-life examples of complex
and interdependent systems (Emmel, 2014). Individual cases are selected specifically to gain
further insight into processes of infrastructure planning and growth, and not as ‘sampling units’
(Yin, 2003). Accompanying Auckland, the central case study determined by the project sponsor,
comparative cases were drawn from cities which are frequently perceived as similar to Auckland.
These perceptions are based on shared historical and geographical characteristics: all are relatively
prosperous metropolitan areas in New World countries, with similar legal systems underpinning the
governance of cities and service-based local economies. Following the taxonomy of cases developed
by Ragin et al. (1992) cases are conceived as objects of analysis, general, empirical units derived
from existing definitions of metropolitan regions. Different quantitative and qualitative methods

2Comparative analysis is conducted for strategic spatial planning and urban growth in each city. Due to
significant data requirements, analysis of the scale and sources of agglomeration economies is conducted only for
the central case study
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are applied to understand the physical systems and spatial planning strategies adopted across
these cases. While the physical systems can be conceived as distinct, due to the geographical
distance between cases, the spatial planning approaches are likely to be more fluid across space,
as suggested by literature on policy mobilities and global knowledge flows informing urban policy
(McCann, 2010). However for the purpose of analysing how infrastructure’s is conceived within
spatial planning in Chapter 4,

Melbourne, Australia and Vancouver, Canada were selected as comparative cases3. Delimiting
the focus of comparative analysis to this set of cases limits the generalisability of findings to
urban theory. As emphasised by Robinson (2011), comparisons across the Global North-South
divide4 are needed for more rigorous theorising of urban processes. However the focus of analysis
is the approach to infrastructure planning provision: namely the compact city model, theories of
economic agglomeration and strategic spatial planning. Therefore cases were chosen, and findings
used to reflect on the application of these strategies. Incorporating planning strategies and their
underlying paradigms into the research aimed to consider both the empirical findings on urban
growth and change in different cities, as well as the normative dimensions of ‘what should be’.
This acknowledges that cities are not purely deterministic systems, but shaped by underlying
assumptions on the form of urban environments and expected level of public service provision
(Kirby, 2013).

The large variations in how different academic disciplines conceived of infrastructure raise
questions over how to conceive of infrastructure as an object of analysis. The research
aimed to produce findings which were comprehensible across professional disciplines responsible
for infrastructure decision-making: finance, economics, and planning. Therefore disciplinary
approaches which quantify and define infrastructure differently were used in conjunction to obtain
coherency and relevance to practitioners. Chapter 4 takes an inductive approach to identify how
planners have defined infrastructure and it’s relationships to other phenomena, while Chapter 5
measures infrastructure’s impact as far as it determines travel times across Auckland, and Chapter
6 measures infrastructure in terms of financial capital value, operating expenditure, and the volume
of traffic movements supported by infrastructure networks. Synthesis of findings is grounded in the
broad conception of infrastructure as ‘shared means to many ends’, supporting diverse uses and
the subsequent generation of public and private value (Frischmann, 2012). This flexible definition
allows the synthesis to retain focus on the ‘infrastructural’ nature of physical systems, incorporating
different technologies and their functions (such as water, transport, rail, roading) within this, since
technologies will continue to change over time.

Table 3.3 outlines the population geography, and institutional arrangements for infrastructure
provision in each case. While the early development of each city was shaped by trade through
sea ports, (Auckland Regional Council, 2010; Lawrence et al., 2017; Vormann, 2015), over time
they have developed distinct arrangements in terms of the transport network, and distribution
of population and employment. Analysis of urban growth in Chapter 6 looks in detail at the
spatial structure of each city, drawing from different measures of density, dispersion and centrality

3Initially, five comparators were selected: Wellington, Adelaide, Melbourne, Toronto and Vancouver. This list
was reduced to two due to limited availability of financial data for comparative analysis

4The Global North-South divide is a categorisation of nations according to the level of development and wealth.
Australia, New Zealand and Canada are all in the Global North
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to inform a more nuanced view of how the spatial architecture of cities relate to infrastructure
networks and liveability outcomes.

A challenge for empirical analysis is the distinction between observed change and potential
counterfactuals. Infrastructures support socio-economic systems: these are influenced by
infrastructure provision, however they continue to function and evolve regardless of the level
of provision. Therefore it can be difficult to robustly identify the impacts of infrastructure on
these systems, relative to counterfactual outcomes. Table 2.2 shows the relationship between
inputs, outputs, and outcomes as objects of measurement. While the main interest is in outcomes
of infrastructure provision, it should be acknowledged that these can be influenced by external
factors and are not necessarily controlled by infrastructure provision. Therefore the approach
developed in this thesis aims to use mixed methods to better explain the relationships between
inputs, outputs and outcomes. Chapter 4 qualitatively assesses the perceived relationships between
inputs, outputs and outcomes, while Chapter 6 measures empirical results for inputs, outputs, and
outcomes. Chapter 5 examines the relationship between outputs and outcomes, by linking the
level of transport accessibility with the generation of agglomeration economies.
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Table 3.3: Case study cities - Infrastructure provision

City Auckland Vancouver Melbourne
Country New Zealand Canada Australia

Population, 2011 1,415,000 2,415,000 3,975,000

Infrastructure provision
Before amalgamation After amalgamation

Local roads Local city and district
councils

Auckland Transport Municipal councils Local governments

Regional roads New Zealand Transport Agency Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure,
British Columbia Provincial Government

Department of Transport, Planning and Local
Infrastructure, Victoria State Government

Public transport Auckland Regional
Transport Authority

Auckland Transport Translink Public Transport Victoria

Water Local city and district
councils

Watercare Greater Vancouver Water District Yarra Valley Water, South East Water, City
West Water

Wastewater Local city and district
councils

Watercare Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage
District

Yarra Valley Water, South East Water, City
West Water

Stormwater/
drainage

Auckland Regional
Council

Auckland Council Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage
District

Local governments

Key: National State Metropolitan Local (sub-metropolitan)
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3.4.4 Disciplinary paradigms

Examining the role of urban infrastructure in supporting urban growth and liveability relies on
the synthesis of different disciplinary perspectives, utilising qualitative and quantitative methods.
Disciplines are selected to address the quantitative and qualitative dimensions and impacts of
infrastructure. Infrastructure fundamentally supports flows of people, goods, and information.
The types and quantities of these flows are important to determine impacts on support growth
and liveability.

The qualitative analysis examines how existing policy conceptualises infrastructure and its
relationship to urban growth and liveability. Given the broad range of activities that infrastructure
supports, the scope of value-creation outcomes that policy imagines may shape the value potential
of infrastructure investment. Quantitative analysis adopts existing metrics for each phenomena,
enabling comparison across different cities and testing the validity of metrics. The spatial
and temporal frameworks shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the numerous and varied links
between infrastructure, liveability, and growth, which creates challenges for measurement and
certainty. Conventional measures of infrastructure are in either physical terms or financial
capital. Anthropological approaches show that while infrastructure involves a technical system,
the infrastructural characteristic lies in the services it provides, and in turn the activities they
support. Therefore, infrastructure can also be measured by the level or services, or resulting
mobility, that it enables. Structuring of the interdisciplinary methodology draws heavily from the
synthesised findings of the literature review, specifically the identified intersections between urban
growth, infrastructure, and liveability.

Review of existing literature showed that the narrow scope of discipline-specific perspectives
hinders knowledge of infrastructure. Integrating knowledge across these disciplines may progress
the understanding of infrastructure to inform policy and planning. Therefore the knowledge
generated provides a more robust understanding of the nature and extent of the relationship
between infrastructure provision, urban growth, and liveability. Different disciplinary paradigms
contribute to this knowledge, and the phenomena under examination are examined both
qualitatively and quantitatively.

Decision-making brings together economic, financial, physical, and social concepts and
outcomes:

• Economic processes underpin the value generated in cities, and the determining factors for
the level of urbanisation

• Financial decisions are required on the appropriate level of capital and operating expenditure
for infrastructure systems

• Infrastructure investment results in spatial and temporal impacts on a city’s built form, and
the flows of people, goods, and information that it supports

• The timescales for some large-scale interventions in physical infrastructure networks create
uncertainty, with significant time lags between the point of decision-making, and when the
infrastructure intervention is complete
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• Infrastructure supports activities and related social outcomes by providing basic human
needs for mobility and access to services for water, wastewater, stormwater, energy and
communications within cities

The research design draws together diverse methods to improve the conceptual understanding of
infrastructure’s role in supporting growth and liveability and supporting empirical evidence. The
irreducible interdisciplinarity of infrastructure, identified in Chapter 2, implies that improving
knowledge on urban infrastructure is best supported by integration across disciplinary paradigms.

The three dimensions selected for this research relate to:

1. Accessibility and the nature of agglomerative forces underpinning urbanisation

2. The construction of these concepts and their relations, within urban infrastructure investment

3. Empirical linkages between growth, infrastructure and liveability, tested against the compact
city model adopted in case study cities

Methods from spatial econometrics, spatial analysis, and discourse analysis were selected to
provide broad coverage of the quantitative and qualitative dimensions of infrastructure provision,
and its impacts. This approach enables infrastructure to be examined comprehensively, with
linkages between each dimension for integration across the different findings generated. Section
3.2 outlined the synthesised ontology of infrastructure, and the inter-relationships between
infrastructure, growth and liveability across spatial and temporal dimensions. These conceptualised
relations are used to frame the findings and knowledge produced from Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.5 Methodology

The overall methodology is developed to look at the interfaces between infrastructure, growth and
liveability using different disciplinary paradigms, data sources, and scales. Specific methods are
selected according to the conceptualisation of each phenomena and epistemological considerations
of what can be known, how, and with what degree of validity and certainty. A combination of
both quantitative and qualitative methods are required to capture the transformational nature of
the phenomena: in particular, urban growth is often measured as a quantitative change, however,
this shift in the numbers and frequency of location decisions also induces a qualitative change in
the urban population, with strong temporal dependence.

Given the applied nature of this project, the research aims to produce knowledge that is
at an adequate depth and breadth to inform policy decisions that are complex and inherently
multidisciplinary. The literature review highlighted the limited and frequently simplistic
conceptualisations of urban growth, liveability, and infrastructure provision that are used to inform
policy and planning at the local level.

To do this, the different aspects of the research draw together qualitative and quantitative
information on infrastructure’s relationship to urban growth and liveability, at different scales, and
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according to different theoretical mechanisms. The conceptualisation of infrastructure varies across
strategic spatial plans in Auckland, Melbourne, and Vancouver. Comparative discourse analysis
evaluates these conceptualisations to articulate the policy goals driving infrastructure investment,
and how it is perceived to support them. This analysis extends across all spatial and temporal
scales identified in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and draws out the construction of these phenomena and
relationship within existing policy. Qualitative analysis of policy can examine how the intangible
impacts and relationships between infrastructure and other phenomena are conceptualised, where
direct measurement is very difficult. Two complementary sections examine the spatial development
of Auckland and comparative cities to provide quantitative empirical evidence for infrastructure’s
impact.

Evaluation of the economic agglomeration mechanisms underpinning urbanisation looks at the
accessibility created by transport infrastructure, and agglomeration economies, at a fine spatial
scale. This analysis determines the scale of agglomeration at which economies are evident, and links
the measure of agglomeration economies to theorised sources of agglomeration to disentangle these
sources from unobserved sources of increased productivity. Comparison of the spatial distribution of
urban growth, alongside measures of infrastructure expenditure and liveability, tests the supposed
relationships and their empirical validity.

Data is used from sub-regions within in each city, and also at the city-level, between 2005-20155.
The study of agglomeration mechanisms looks at the intra-urban distribution of agglomeration
economies in Auckland only, while the comparative discourse and spatial analyses include data
from Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver.

5Availability of data across this period is varied, according to local authority financial reporting, and frequency
of statistics collection for each city
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Table 3.4: Knowledge, disciplinary approaches, dimensions and metrics

Cities
evaluated

Analytical focus Method Data sources Knowledge generated Scale

Auckland,
Melbourne,
Vancouver

1. The
conceptualisation of the
value of urban
infrastructure within
planning and policy

Qualitative
discourse
analysis

Strategic spatial plans
and infrastructure
policy documents

Explains how the linkages between
infrastructure, urban growth and liveability,
causal or otherwise, are articulated in policy
discourse. The conceptualisations across
different cities are compared, and tested
against the alternative definition for
infrastructure, synthesised from the
interdisciplinary literature review.

Spatial: City-level
Temporal: Current
policy

Auckland 2. The importance of
infrastructure providing
accessibility to
determine the
agglomeration
economies generated in
urban centres

Spatial
econometric
analysis

Census data, business
demography, travel
times, land values,
historic maps and
census records

Evidence for the importance of theorised
agglomeration economies to support higher
value generation in cities, and the temporal
scale at which proximity is significant to
explain the agglomeration premium

Spatial: Census area
units Temporal:
2013 data

Auckland,
Melbourne,
Vancouver

3. The spatial and
temporal connections
between physical
infrastructure, urban
growth and liveability

Spatial
analysis

Census data, business
demography,
infrastructure capital
stocks, physical
infrastructure networks,
liveability metrics1

Find evidence for connections between the
level of infrastructure expenditure, urban
growth, and measures of liveability.

Spatial: City-level
and intra-urban
Temporal: 2005-2015
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3.5.1 Comparative methods

Comparative case studies compare the policy discourse developed in three different cities,
accompanied by spatial analysis and comparison of economic and financial measures of
infrastructure provision.

The aim of these sections is to discern relationships between infrastructure investment and
growth, comparing the spatial distribution of new growth, measures of infrastructure use and
liveability outcomes. Focusing specifically on the interface between these phenomena provides the
qualitative and quantitative detail to explore how they may be inter-related. For example, urban
growth requires an increase in the number of dwellings and commercial properties and therefore
examining the co-evolution of land development [measured by the volume and value of building
consents], population growth and economic growth can explain whether there are specific temporal
or spatial effects. Additionally, comparing financial and physical measures of infrastructure shows
whether there is a valid link between them. Different types of comparison have various benefits,
depending on a specific research question and context, to develop knowledge that is relevant and
meaningful. Variation-finding comparison, included in the typology of methods developed by Tilly
(1989), examines systematic variations in phenomena between cases, to ‘‘establish principle/s by
which (they) vary, qualitatively or quantitatively”. The inverse of this approach is the universalising
comparison, which seeks to identify a universal principle to explain phenomena and processes. The
strengths of the variation-finding approach are the open-ended nature of comparison, allowing for
variation in apparently similar phenomena, while drawing together evidence and linkages that may
explain this variation in a theoretical sense.

3.5.2 Knowledge generated

Table 3.5 summarises the knowledge, disciplinary approach and empirical measures relevant to
each aspect of the research:

Table 3.5: Knowledge, disciplinary approaches, dimensions and metrics

Knowledge Disciplinary
approach

Specific
dimensions

Measured by:

1. The conceptualisation of the
value of urban infrastructure
within planning and policy

Qualitative
content
analysis

Conceptual,
linguistic

Policy documents

2. The importance of
infrastructure providing
accessibility to determine the
economic productivity of urban
centres

Spatial
econometric
analysis

Spatial,
temporal,
economic

Agglomeration economies,
accessibility, measures of
agglomeration economies

3. The spatial and temporal
connections between physical
infrastructure, urban growth and
liveability

Spatial
econometric
analysis

Spatial,
temporal,
economic,
physical

Infrastructure expenditure,
physical volume and
services derived; urban
growth; liveability metrics

The three types of knowledge are selected to describe the relationship between infrastructure,
urban growth and liveability at different scales, and acknowledge both the quantitative and
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qualitative aspects of these phenomena. The methods address both the construction of the
relationship for existing policy, and empirical testing of the interdependent impacts between
infrastructure, urban growth, and liveability. This enables empirical findings to either verify
or falsify the qualitative data or provide greater depth of understanding to the relationships
described in policy. Different temporal and spatial scales look at the variation across cities, using
aggregated city-level data, as well as variations within each city. Analysis of infrastructure’s
role in supporting agglomeration economies by providing accessibility (2) will be tested only for
Auckland, the central case study. Qualitative discourse analysis (1) and analysis of the spatial
and temporal connections between physical infrastructure (3), urban growth and liveability uses
comparative analysis across Auckland, Vancouver, and Melbourne. Comparator cities are those
who had implemented strategic spatial planning as part of future growth management, available
data on urban growth and infrastructure, and relative similarity in geographical form and governing
institutions.

The literature review showed that causal linkages are very difficult to prove empirically.
Therefore this approach focuses instead on elaborating and explaining the nature of the relationship
between infrastructure, urban growth and liveability. Reverse causality and interdependence
between these phenomena limit the validity of empirical findings to suggest a robust causal
effect in any direction. Spatial econometric analysis of the relationship between accessibility and
agglomeration economies relies on the capitalisation of agglomeration economies into urban land
values. Review of literature on agglomeration and the compact city model for urban development
in Section 2.4.3.1 identified the drivers for spatial concentration of urban production and dispersion
of urban consumption, which could distort the apparent value of agglomeration. To address this
issue, the model used for econometric analysis allows for endogenous determination of land use
across firms and households, based on their distinct preferences.

Infrastructure and liveability are socially-constructed phenomenon, to an extent, and are shaped
strongly by a planners’ notion of what they could and should entail. Therefore an interpretive
approach is appropriate to analyse how planning and policy-making define the nature and impacts
of infrastructure, liveability and growth. However infrastructure also generates material impacts at
specific points across space and time. Empirical quantitative analysis can distinguish the tangible
impacts of infrastructure on other phenomena.

3.5.3 Synthesis

Each aspect of the research generates new knowledge within its respective paradigm. Since
infrastructure has both qualitative and quantitative aspects (Moran-Ellis et al., 2006), methods
for each part of the study will adhere to their disciplinary paradigms, however findings will be
synthesised across disciplines to generate a more grounded knowledge about these phenomena
and their inter-relationships. Synthesis relies on theoretical integration, informed by the review
of different disciplinary approaches reviewed in the Literature Review. Triangulation between the
different sets of findings is explained further in the Discussion section, in Chapter 7.

The relationships between infrastructure investment, urban growth and liveability are explored
using an interdisciplinary approach. As shown in the literature review, existing research on these
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phenomena and their relationships is fragmented and spans the fields of economics, geography,
engineering, planning and anthropology. To produce new contributions on the inter-relations
between these phenomena, different disciplinary perspectives must be incorporated to identify
where each phenomena intersect. The spatial and temporal connections identified in this chapter
will be used to integrate the findings across different disciplinary paradigms. Knowledge produced
from different disciplines are situated within these temporal and spatial frameworks so that diverse
findings can be made commensurate and interpreted with respect to the research question.
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Chapter 4

Value of urban infrastructure

4.1 Introduction

Understanding the value of urban infrastructure is essential to support planning and investment
decisions. Value is defined as the regard that something is held to deserve; the importance, worth,
or usefulness of something (Oxford English Dictionary, 2010).

Infrastructure is central to shape spatial development. Strategic planning should clearly identify
the broader impacts of urbanisation, related to multiple goals, to guide infrastructure provision in a
way that supports the desired outcomes, and negotiates trade-offs and uncertainties. This chapter
examines the conceptualisation of infrastructure and its value in supporting growth, liveability
and sustainability. Comparative content analysis of strategic spatial planning documents from
Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver reflects on how urban governance can reconcile multiple
policy goals and trade-offs, to accommodate greater populations while providing for sustainability
and liveability. Urban infrastructure provides value to support a broad range of everyday activities
in cities. There is general acceptance of the importance of infrastructure provision to support urban
growth. However, a detailed specification of the optimal level of investment, and prioritisation
across of different types of infrastructure, is more complex and not simply a matter of greater
capital investment providing greater social or economic return (Aschauer, 1989; Munnell, 1992).

Auckland, Melbourne, and Vancouver were selected as three cities with long-term strategic
spatial plans, and similar economic and demographic structures. Review of the recent history
of spatial planning in each city reveals similar challenges in the implementation of plans and
the relationship between infrastructure and land use planning and the governance structures for
delivery.

Table 4.1 provides comparative statistics for each city.

Table 4.1: Summary statistics

City Population GDP/capita Population growth Employment growth
2001-2006 2006-2011 2001-2006 2006-2011

Auckland 1,559,000 $49,520 12.5% 8.5% 17.9% 2.0%
Melbourne 4,433,000 $178,392 7.6% 9.7% n.d. 8.9%
Vancouver 2,477,000 $109,805 4.9% 11.0% 9.3% 21.8%

Sources Brookings Global Metro Monitor
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4.1.1 Sustainability, liveability and urban growth

The reconciliation of economic, social, and environmental outcomes of urban development are
well-recognised in academic literature and policy discourse, however the implementation of policies
and alignment across institutional frameworks, funding, financing and modes of delivery remains
a challenge.

Campbell (1996) set out the conceptual case for sustainable urban development, contending that
growing cities could reconcile goals for environmental sustainability and social equity, asserting the
central role of planning mechanisms in delivering these outcomes. However in the two decades
since Campbell’s seminal paper, Green Cities, Growing Cities, Just Cities?, the implementation of
planning to support sustainable development has faced persistent challenges. These arise from
the political dimensions and power structures underpinning urban growth and the necessary
institutional transitions (Berke, 2016; Guy et al., 2011). The notion of liveability has emerged
alongside sustainability, brought to prominence by global liveability rankings and a growing
recognition of quality of life in cities, as a means to attract inward investment and skilled workers
(Florida, 2004; Newton, 2012). Metrics and indicators for sustainability and liveability have
introduced more diverse outcomes to the domain of what is governable in cities, going beyond the
preceding paradigm of planning land use and infrastructure merely to accommodate population
growth (Rydin, 2007). While the definitions of liveability and sustainability are overlapping, there
are also potential conflicts. Sustainability focuses on ensuring resource availability advocating for
sustainable modes of consumption and production for future generations. Liveability supports
a human-centred approach, focusing on quality of life in the present tense, alongside goals for
mitigating environmental impacts and risks (Ruth et al., 2014). Therefore supporting long-term
environmental sustainability may, in fact, compromise liveability and reduce quality of life in the
present, particularly if everyday activities are dependent on unsustainable resource consumption
(Gough, 2015). Trade-offs between environmental and social sustainability also emerge where
interventions to reduce environmental impacts result in land value increases, which can lead to
gentrification, lower affordability and poor outcomes for social sustainability (Wachsmuth et al.,
2016).

Historically, urban growth has been conceptualised as both a goal of planning and an
independent outcome to plan for. In North America and the United Kingdom, planning policies
tended to pursue growth as the primary end (Leo et al., 2000; Rydin, 2013). The realisation
that growth-oriented policies in areas with slow or stagnating growth rates resulted in sub-optimal
development outcomes, described by Leo (2008) as an ‘‘empty space machine”, has brought a
paradigm shift. More diverse planning policies are adopted with appropriate interventions to
manage low, or even negative growth rates (Leo et al., 2006; Hospers, 2014; Martinez-Fernandez
et al., 2016). Growth represents not only a problem to be solved, in terms of greater demand
for infrastructure services, commercial and residential development, but also an opportunity for
transitions (Ernst et al., 2016; Gössling, 2013). Therefore using spatial planning as a governance
mechanism is intended to shift the trajectory of urban expansion toward sustainable modes of
living and working, to improve social, economic and environmental outcomes. The cities evaluated
in this paper have experienced high growth since 2000, and anticipate future growth to continue
at similar rates. The governance of urban growth centres on the management of trade-offs across
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diverse stakeholders, and current and future residents. Diverse policy goals and user needs imply
that coordination and adequate direction is provided to steer growth toward desirable outcomes
in terms of liveability and sustainability.

4.1.2 Urban infrastructure

Urban infrastructure networks are central to support the flows of people, information, goods
and resources within and between cities and hinterland areas. Infrastructure’s irreducible
interdisciplinarity reflects in the broad range of definitions across different fields: infrastructures
are alternately defined as large-scale technical networks (Aschauer, 1989; Gramlich, 1994), shared
public resources supporting economic and social activities (Frischmann, 2005; Jonsson, 2005),
integrated systems of physical networks, actors, and regulatory frameworks (Hughes, 2012),
constitutive elements of the urban environment (Graham et al., 2001), a ‘‘relational property”
across different scales (Star et al., 1996), and a duality of material, relational forms and abstract
potentials (Harvey et al., 2012). Across disciplines, the implicit spatiality of urban infrastructure
is a consistent property. Large-scale technical systems, and the activities that they enable [and
prevent], actively produce spatial relations (Lefebvre, 1991). Infrastructures are also closely
interwoven with consumption of natural resources in cities, as they shape potentials for flows and
the resource requirements for different technologies adopted for transport, energy, water, and waste
infrastructures. Therefore, the governance of growth, conceptualisation and instrumentalisation
of infrastructures within spatial planning reflect the underlying societal goals for sustainability,
liveability.

Urban infrastructure networks, including transportation, water, energy and communications,
are critical to support the city’s everyday functions as places to live and work. Growing cities
often face challenges to expand the capacity of infrastructures to accommodate greater demand
for mobility and essential services. However infrastructural technologies and modes of planning
and design must adapt to the evolving urban policy paradigm to acknowledge and address broader
social, economic, and environmental impacts. The long-lived nature of infrastructure assets and
technological lock-in effects imply that urban infrastructure planning is highly contingent on the
existing stock and spatial arrangement of infrastructure networks.

4.1.2.1 Divergent paradigms: infrastructure development and urban planning

Infrastructures permeate the built environment and determine the speed and volume of flows,
reconciling demands for movement and access across multiple scales (Keil et al., 2008; Neuman,
2006). However, the modes of urban planning and infrastructure development are relatively
isolated and have diverged significantly over recent decades (Neuman et al., 2010). Rather than
complementing one another, the disparate rationalities adopted by engineering design and planning
paradigms are often at odds with one another, particularly for transport provision (Jones, 2016a;
Shoup, 2014). This divergence hampers the potential of infrastructure to contribute to urban
policy goals, particularly in the context of strategic spatial planning. Attempts to re-integrate
infrastructure development with planning paradigms are proposed, utilising infrastructure as a
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means of shaping growth patterns and shifting incentives for location and travel decisions (Neuman,
2009; Neuman, 2011). However, implementation of a more integrated approach is challenging,
and there remain conflicts between infrastructure and planning across institutional, funding and
financing frameworks (Todes, 2012; Mees et al., 2007). The ‘‘infrastructure turn” in spatial
planning in Australia gave a more prominent role to infrastructure interventions, however without
adequate integration of the principles of infrastructure development and urban planning, this shift
displaced the goals of spatial planning with project-oriented infrastructure interventions, obscuring
non-engineering policy interventions (Dodson, 2009).

A resurgence of interest and new government institutions to reinforce long-term infrastructure
planning is reflected in the creation of the National Infrastructure Commission in the United
Kingdom (2015), National Infrastructure Unit within New Zealand’s Treasury Department
(2012), Infrastructure Australia (2008) and Infrastructure Canada (2002). These overarching
institutions provide a platform for more effective long-term planning within infrastructure provision,
accommodating strategic goals outside the domain of engineering design approaches. Infrastructure
is a component in the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, and academic research is
also putting greater emphasis on interdisciplinary approaches to infrastructure, as a means to
reform modes of provision (Roelich et al., 2015).

Transitions to more sustainable and liveable urban development are specific a city’s local
context. There is rarely an ideal-type model for institutional arrangements and urban form, and
transitions are possible along multiple pathways (Guy et al., 2001). Implementation of goals for
sustainability and liveability is particularly difficult due to the complexity urban socio-technical
systems: legacy infrastructure systems, modes of planning, and quality of life shape public
expectations and institutional capacities at the local level. Transition of socio-technical systems
may require a conceptual leap for both local institutions and the public to envision a city’s future
and what measures are necessary to reach that vision. Strategic spatial planning enters to support
this transition, by setting forth a comprehensive and integrated plan to guide diverse actors in the
urban development process and reconcile the trade-offs between different policy goals.

4.1.3 Governance and spatial planning

Strategic spatial planning is an integrative mechanism, to bring together related dimensions
of urban growth into an integrated, socio-spatial process (Albrechts, 2006). This approach is
strategic and necessarily critical, identifying the opportunities and risks, competing values, and
distribution of power and agency within planning processes. Adoption of spatial planning as a
mechanism for governing growth is often in conjunction with rescaled governance institutions
(Allmendinger et al., 2010). Managing and addressing the various scales of urban processes
and their interactions is an ongoing challenge for spatial planning (O’Sullivan et al., 2014). As
infrastructure is spatially-embedded and enables the rate and speed of flows, understanding the
scalar interactions is necessary to mobilise infrastructure’s potential. Spatial planning has proved
successful in some contexts. However, the temporal disconnect between the changes in actual
circumstances and the time required to complete planning processes can limit the effectiveness
of spatial planning (Friedmann, 2004). While spatial planning draws from principles of welfare
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and equity, the adoption of spatial planning as a delivery vehicle for growth-oriented agendas can
work against the initial goals (Galland, 2012). Since spatial plans extend over long time frames,
typically 10-30 years, uncertainty around future growth, the nature of future infrastructure needs,
and unanticipated risks is central to decision-making and policy.

The planning context in each city is reviewed in Section 4.1.4, followed by development of
qualitative analysis methodology in Section 4.2. The findings of comparative analysis are discussed
in Section 4.3 and discussed in relation to broader investment and planning processes in Section
4.4.

4.1.4 Review of governance and spatial planning

4.1.4.1 Auckland

Despite having a highly urbanised population, New Zealand has traditionally lacked a consistent
urban policy. Central government has played a significant role in local decision-making and urban
issues are within national sector-based policies for transport, housing and land use (Zöllner, 2004).
The amalgamation of Auckland’s local governing authorities to form a unitary authority in 2010
changed the modes of planning and responsibilities of the local government. Spatial planning is
now centralised to Auckland Council, and council-controlled organisations are responsible for the
delivery of transport, water, and wastewater services. The unitary council retains responsibilities
for transportation planning and stormwater infrastructure planning and provision. Regional land
transport, including the State Highway Network within Auckland, is planned and provided by
the national land transport agency. Telecommunications, sea and airport facilities are provided by
private enterprises, although Auckland Council is the primary shareholder of the Port of Auckland,
and a major shareholder of Auckland International Airport.

Before the introduction of a unitary authority, seven separate city and district councils, and
one regional council were individually responsible for local planning and infrastructure provision.
Auckland Regional Council (ARC) was the sole entity to coordinate planning at the regional
level. While the responsibilities and mandate of ARC initially included strategic planning and
provision of infrastructure services, subsequent changes in governance, initiated by the central
government, corporatised the Port of Auckland, and created of Infrastructure Auckland (a separate
entity to fund roading, public transport and stormwater), limiting ARC’s authority to coordinate
across the region (Mouat et al., 2013). In 1996, Auckland’s seven local authorities voluntarily
formed the Regional Growth Forum, which produced a Regional Growth Strategy setting out the
desired spatial growth patterns to 2050. Actual adoption of the Regional Growth Strategy by local
authorities was only partial due to higher-than-anticipated population growth and slow progress
in expanding transit provision (Memon et al., 2007).

At the time of amalgamation in 2010, the intent of governance reform was to integrate the
historically-fragmented planning and provision of infrastructure to accommodate growth across the
city. A Royal Commission on Auckland’s Governance found an absence of strategic integration
across the Auckland Region, and the imperative to eliminate duplication of planning processes,
and improve coordination between services providers, funding providers, and local and national
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priorities (Salmon et al., 2009). Statutory provisions for a strategic spatial plan aimed to improve
integration of land use and infrastructure provision across the metropolitan area. Three different
legislative documents govern urban development: the Local Government Act 2002, Resource
Management Act 1991, and Land Transport Management Act 2003. Strategic spatial planning
is a means to improve alignment between these statutory requirements (Cheyne, 2012). The tenets
of spatial planning include attention to ‘‘space and place”, integration across sectors, inclusiveness,
enabling strategic plans and prioritisation, long-term perspectives and flexibility (McFarlane et al.,
2015).

In 2013, the Auckland Plan was issued by the newly-formed Auckland Council. The Auckland
Plan included the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan, which operationalised the Auckland Plan
in terms of spatial development, and the Long Term Plan (LTP), providing a ten-year plan for
financial expenditures to implement the Auckland Plan.

The Auckland Plan was shaped by the Torremolinos Charter, intentionally adopting a
values-based approach in place of the population-based growth strategies previously adopted in
regional plans (Blakely, 2015). The Torremolinos Charter set out four primary objectives: balanced
socio-economic development, improved quality of life, responsible management of environmental
resources, and appropriate protection of the environment and rational land use (Council of
Europe, 1983). The compact city approach was adopted as a key instrument to support better
socio-economic and environmental outcomes, improving housing supply and enabling efficient and
environmentally-friendly transit services. The Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan was passed by
Auckland Council in August 2016, following extensive public consultation and recommendations
provided by an Independent Hearings Panel on the appropriate planning provisions to be adopted
and removed from the proposed spatial plan. The alignment of Auckland’s new governance and
spatial planning practices has been questioned; expanding the scale of planning has brought
conflicting interests into alignment under a single city-wide authority, however it also scales up
complex processes and allocates power to a single authority, which may provoke interference by
other governing bodies (Mouat et al., 2013).

4.1.4.2 Melbourne

Melbourne’s history of spatial planning extends back to the 1950s, with the Metropolitan Melbourne
Planning Scheme released in 1954, designating the proposed spatial development and supporting
infrastructure investments to accommodate the city’s growth (Whitzman, 2015). More recently,
subsequent iterations of metropolitan plans are illustrative of the difficulties in implementing spatial
plans.

In 1995, Living Suburbs proposed a long-term land use and development strategy,
accommodating growth in intensified corridors and new satellite cities, and facilitating further
private sector involvement in infrastructure provision. Transporting Melbourne set out plans
for four new freeways and an orbital corridor, with aspirations to improve public transport
but few concrete targets. Melbourne 2030: Planning for Sustainable Growth, released in 2002,
proposed a vision for the management of growth and change across the region to ‘‘consolidate its
reputation as one of the most liveable, attractive and prosperous areas in the world” (Department of
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Infrastructure, 2002). The plan integrated land use development and related policies for transport,
urban design, equity, sustainability and globalisation (OECD, 2003; Niven et al., 2005). Effects
of broader processes that operate through the urban environment, including globalisation and
regional decline, are also considered against different growth management options (Gleeson et
al., 2004). Protection of ‘‘green wedges” of open space was reinforced in Melbourne 2030, to
ensure that residential development did not remove valuable public space. However proposed
roading investments did impose on protected green areas. Criticism of Melbourne 2030 highlighted
the differential treatment of land uses, promoting intensification and higher density residential
development while enabling industrial areas to expand beyond the current urban footprint (Mees et
al., 2003). Dodson (2009) criticised the plan’s ‘‘weak treatment” of infrastructure, with insufficient
detail on how infrastructure provision would support the desired land use and development
patterns.

Melbourne has 31 local government authorities within the metropolitan area. The Victoria
State Government provide public transport and roading infrastructure. The state government
also provide water and wastewater services through Melbourne Water, a bulk supplier to three
water retailers across the metropolitan area. Private operators manage telecommunications and
airport infrastructure, and the state government operates Melbourne’s port through a corporatised
entity.

Implementation of spatial planning at the metropolitan level has been problematic. Contrasting
arguments point to the plan’s content and an absence of detail on how to reach the proposed
outcomes (Birrell et al., 2005), the implementation process and role of political forces in
dismembering the plan (Mees, 2011). Birrell et al. (2005) point out that while planning
practitioners supported the plan, the practical issues limited the proposed changes: ‘‘Activity
centres will not attract the desired numbers of residents because of lifestyle and cost issues. Business
enterprises, too, are unlikely to concentrate in such centres because of the way the contemporary
urban economy now functions and the limited tools which the planners possess to encourage such
concentration”. Critisicm of public engagement and consultation processes showed that while
a large number of public submissions were received, ‘‘the overwhelming impression is that the
community does not believe that the State Government has listened to its view sufficiently or made
enough changes in response to them” (Moodie et al., 2008). Following the release of Melbourne
2030, public concern over the absence of robust infrastructure planning within the document led
to subsequent development of accompanying infrastructure plans, including Linking Melbourne:
Metropolitan Transport Plan in 2004, Meeting our Transport Challenges: Connecting Victorian
Communities in 2006, and Investing in Transport in 2008 (Dodson, 2009). Each plan was based
around packages of proposed transport projects, and political contestation over specific projects
limited their authority in shaping the city’s spatial development. Political interference and the
influence of local property developers hindered the plan’s legitimacy (Tsutsumi et al., 2006). In
2008, an updated version of Melbourne 2030, titled Melbourne @ 5 Million, scaled back the proposed
Activity Centres, expanded the urban growth boundary and re-oriented redevelopment around
transport infrastructure improvements (Mees, 2011). The most recent version of Melbourne’s
metropolitan plan, Plan Melbourne, was issued in 2015 with a further revision due for release in
mid-2016.

The competitive nature of liveability rankings is reflected within spatial planning practice,
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as Melbourne positions itself as ‘‘the showpiece, the workplace, and the venue for the young
and restless to play” (Holden et al., 2013). A more comprehensive approach is required to
cater for the diverse needs of youth and elderly populations, rather than a consumption-oriented
strategy. Therefore implementing spatial planning robustly to cater to a broader population,
and make the commitment to social, economic, and environmental goals inclusive and robust,
is still a work in progress. Spatial planning in Australian cities has taken an ‘‘infrastructural turn”
since the mid-2000s (Dodson, 2009). This involves reduced influence from metropolitan planning
agency, and the growing role of infrastructure agencies and technical project studies in driving
urban development. Since infrastructure is presented as a technical artefact, decision-making and
appraisal processes rarely assess the political and social implications of large-scale infrastructural
interventions. It is questioned whether the prominence of infrastructure as a means of planning is
suitable to address spatial planning’s goals to support economic, social, and environmentally-sound
outcomes.

4.1.4.3 Vancouver

In 1965 the Province of British Columbia created a system of Regional Districts in response
to rapid growth in urban areas without adequate governance, and strategy to support the
interests of the entire region (Ministry of Community Services, 2006). Vancouver is described
as ‘‘the most enthusiastic exponent” of the system of Regional Districts in the province of
British Columbia, which integrate service provision for water, waste, and social infrastructure
across smaller municipalities. Metropolitan governance of Vancouver is administered by Metro
Vancouver, in existence since 1967. Similar to Melbourne and Auckland, Vancouver is aware of
its international reputation and seeks to preserve its status as a model of compact and sustainable
growth (Brunet-Jailly, 2008).

Metro Vancouver comprises four different entities: Greater Vancouver Regional District
(planning and environmental monitoring), Greater Vancouver Water District (water supply),
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District (wastewater and stormwater), and Metro
Vancouver Housing Corporation. Transportation is the responsibility of Translink (also known
as the South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority), governed by a Board of Directors
and the Mayors’ Council on Regional Transportation. Similar to Melbourne, the Greater Vancouver
area has some smaller jurisdictions, with 21 local authorities across the metropolis. Metro
Vancouver comprises a range of corporate entities providing water, wastewater, stormwater, land
transportation and social housing. Metro Vancouver and local municipalities share responsibility
for the major road network and cycling infrastructure.

Spatial planning in Vancouver has a relatively positive history of effectively coordinating and
shaping the city’s development. In 1975 the Livable Region plan (1976-1986) was developed as
the first spatial plan, however in 1983 the plan’s statutory authority was removed by the central
government and individual municipal authorities retained control over their spatial development
(Tomalty, 2002). The Livable Region plan did not meet commercial growth targets for the
designated Regional Town Centres, without adequate support from zoning and transport provisions,
and the plan naïvely assumed that commercial office space could be ‘‘deflected” from downtown
Vancouver (Hutton, 2011). However over this period, new planning goals for liveability, compact
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form, and preservation of the natural environment were established in the public consciousness.
Strong public opposition to road infrastructure expansion in the early 1970s established political
leaders, often drawn from public advocacy groups, in favour of public transit (Stone, 2014). The
Expo 86 world fair proved to be a valuable catalyst for transit expansion, and the original Expo
Line has been extended twice and accompanied by the Millennium Line (2002) and Canada Line
(2009).

Following strong population growth during the 1990s and the Growth Strategies Act in 1995,
which provided more authority to regional entities, the Livable Region plan was updated to the
new Creating our Future growth strategy in 1996. This involved a six-year process in undertaking
community engagement, defining desired growth options, designating green areas and developing
regional transportation plans, to negotiate growth targets with municipalities. Community
engagement at the outset was particularly valuable to establish ‘‘value uncertainties”, in response
to public concern over the impacts of regional expansion on the environment (Abbott, 2012).
After establishing the desired growth trajectory and transport requirements, the metropolitan
authority spent 16 months negotiating growth targets with municipalities. Creating our Future
designated six intensified Regional Town Centres alongside the city centre, and set additional
goals for active transport, shifting the policy outcomes from mobility to accessibility and utilising
transport demand management preferentially to infrastructure upgrades or expansion (Hutton,
2011).

A more recent version issued in 2011, Metro Vancouver 2040, largely reiterates the principles of
the previous document, and is evaluated in greater depth in this study (Mees, 2011; Holden et al.,
2013). While the longevity of Vancouver’s spatial plans and apparent success of participatory
approach to reach consensus from individual municipalities reflect it’s success, empirical analysis
suggests that the goals set out in planning documents did not diverge widely from existing trends
in land development patterns. A comparative study of Vancouver and other large Canadian
metropolitan areas shows that the city’s intensification made a sharp break from national trends
between 1971-2006, intensifying by 25% while population density has fallen between 9-33% in
Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa-Hull (Filion et al., 2010). Vancouver’s SkyTrain rapid transit
line connecting suburban areas to downtown Vancouver has dramatically increased the level of
public transport patronage in recent decades. The SkyTrain operates autonomously, enabling
high-frequency services without higher staffing requirements (Graham, 2011). The local policy
encourages transit-oriented development, and some areas along SkyTrain’s route have intensified.
This policy is useful to support compact development, however new development may displace
lower-income residents and attention is required to the social outcomes of transit investment if
provisions for access to affordable housing are not retained (Jones et al., 2016). Tomalty (2002)
suggested that the political dimensions of urban growth may emerge in the future when ongoing
expansion met the ‘‘green wall” on the city’s periphery and resistance from suburban areas to
accommodate intensification. Employment growth in commercial areas further from the city centre
have exceeded designated growth targets, indicating that the region still tends toward dispersion,
despite the transport and land use planning provisions set by Metro Vancouver (Hutton, 2011).
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4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Data sources

For each city, the analysis codes and qualitatively examines strategic spatial planning documents
and relevant infrastructure planning and strategy documents. Both Auckland and Vancouver have
metropolitan government authorities responsible for producing a strategic spatial plan, while in
Melbourne the Victoria State Government manages planning for the Melbourne metropolitan area.

4.2.1.1 Strategic spatial planning

The strategic spatial planning paradigm adopts the goal of producing:

‘‘a transformative and integrative, (preferably) public-sector-led sociospatial process
through which a vision, coherent actions, and means for implementation are produced
that shape and frame what a place is and what it might become.”
(Albrechts, 2006)

Strategic spatial planning takes a specific approach to managing change, and how, for urban spatial
development. The planning process involves public and private actors at multiple levels to focus
on strategic issues to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (Albrechts,
2006). The planning outcomes comprise ‘‘decision frameworks for influencing and managing spatial
change... building new ideas and processes that can carry ideas forward, generating ways of
understanding, ways of building agreements, and ways of organising and mobilising for the purpose
of exerting influence in different arenas”. Plans are explicitly spatial because the location of things
matters, and strategic as far as they can adopt long-term goals, uncertainty, and accommodate
existing power structures and competing values.

Auckland developed the first spatial plan for the newly-amalgamated authority in 2013, to
respond to pressures for population growth and expansion of transport infrastructure and housing
stock. Vancouver’s spatial plan is the region’s third, following Livable Region in 1975, and Creating
our Future in 1996. Melbourne has had a number of spatial plans and subsequent revisions, and
the current plan, Plan Melbourne, follows Living Suburbs (1995), Melbourne 2030 (2002), and
Melbourne @ 5 Million (2008).

4.2.1.2 Primary sources

Table 4.2 summarises the documents analysed, including their relevant time frame for planning,
year of release, and conceptual hierarchy to organise each plan’s desired outcomes and instrumental
changes and actions required to achieve them.
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Table 4.2: Data sources

Primary source(s) Year Time scale Conceptual hierarchy
Auckland
Auckland Plan (Auckland Council, 2013) 2012 30 years Vision
Draft 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy 2015 30 years Outcomes
(Auckland Council, 2015) Transformational shifts

Directives
Vancouver
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future 2011 30 years Goals
(Metro Vancouver, 2011) Strategies
Transport 2040 (Vancouver City Council, 2012) 2012 30 years Actions
Melbourne
Plan Melbourne 2014 35 years Strategic principles
(Victoria State Government, 2014) Objectives

Directions

4.2.2 Analytical method

Content analysis of spatial planning documents from Auckland, Melbourne, and Vancouver,
evaluated the conceptualisation of infrastructure and the value it provides. The qualitative content
analysis uses systematic methods to extract meaning from texts, focusing on qualitative meaning
above quantitative measures of the use of specific ideas (Mayring, 2000). This approach examines
the construction of infrastructure as a policy concept, and its instrumentalisation as a means to
support desired outcomes for a city’s long-term growth and development.

This social-constructionist approach rests on four premises (Burr, 1995):

1. A critical perspective on knowledge that is ‘‘taken for granted”

2. Acknowledgement of historical and cultural context

3. The relationship between knowledge and social processes

4. The relationship between knowledge and actions

Qualitative content analysis was selected to focus on the discursive framing of urban
infrastructure and the value it creates, to compare how infrastructure is conceived of and
instrumentalised within strategic spatial planning. Alternative qualitative approaches such as
Foucauldian discourse analysis (Gezelius et al., 2007) or narrative analysis (Dudley, 2013) draw
more heavily from the underlying power structures, forms of expert knowledge and institutional
norms shaping planning processes. Section 4.1.4 shows how each planning document emerged from
a specific political context, often in response to previous successes or failures in regional planning,
and to address significant issues on the political agenda. The analysis seeks to generate new
knowledge on the role of infrastructure within spatial planning, rather than the political dynamics
shaping 1. This provides useful empirical findings on how infrastructure is instrumentalised towards
goals of liveability and sustainability, which are prominent in the three cases selected. This has

1Discourse analysis of this nature has been applied to the Auckland context for infrastructure development by
Imran et al. (2011), Imran (2015), and London et al. (2017)
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limited potential to be generalised across all infrastructure and urban contexts, since the three
cities compared are not representative of the full diversity of social, economic, and environmental
contexts found worldwide. However the focus on these three cases with similar planning goals
enables reflection on the usefulness of liveability and influence on how infrastructure is defined and
instrumentalised towards specific objects.

The critical perspective tests knowledge that is ‘‘taken for granted”, and directly considers
the links between knowledge and social processes (the construction of common understandings)
and social actions (decision-making and actions resulting from specific knowledge) (Bibri et al.,
2017). For infrastructure planning and investment decisions, the underlying knowledge that
frames what infrastructure expenditure is for, and how investment decisions and planning support
those outcomes, defines how decisions are made. Technical knowledge and evidence to support
infrastructure decisions are often portrayed as objective and unbiased, however there are underlying
value judgements concealed in decision-making processes (Gartner, 2016; Rozema, 2014).

The review of disciplinary definitions of infrastructure in Section 2.4 showed that definitions are
often generalised from a narrow view of infrastructure, or historical characteristics of infrastructure
systems. For example, economic theory describes infrastructure as large, capital-intensive,
long-lived assets (Aschauer, 1989; Gramlich, 1994), however, new technologies for infrastructure
delivery are breaking down this standard by enabling smaller-scale, decentralised, flexible
alternatives (Ansar et al., 2014). The level of detail provided in strategic plans is important
to support investment planning and decision-making. Abstract terms or general observations,
such as ‘‘infrastructure supports social, economic, and environmental outcomes” are true but
not necessarily specific enough to guide planning decisions. The benefits of infrastructure are
contingent on the frequency, quality and reliability of services, and matching service provision to
demand at a local level. The qualitative content analysis looks at the level of detail within each
spatial plan to critically assess how this knowledge constructively guides infrastructure provision.
Lastly, the premise of Mayring (2000), contends that different social conceptions of reality lead to
different social actions is central to the research question for this thesis. Infrastructure networks are
planned according to the perceived notions of what they create or enable, and how this relates to
the broader socio-technical system. If the conception of infrastructure at the outset is misspecified,
or too narrow, this affects how well it can support urban growth and liveability. Since strategic
spatial plans set out a vision for the city’s future, and the means by which this vision is created,
there is a strong discursive element within infrastructure planning. Qualitative content analysis is
particularly useful to examine how planning addresses the interplay between the social, economic
and environmental needs of cities, technical systems, and the institutional structures for service
provision.

Historical and cultural factors are significant for understanding urban infrastructure. Since
infrastructure is provided to meet public needs and requires long political planning processes and
large construction projects, our knowledge of infrastructure emerges from practical application
rather than experimental evidence. Historical development of infrastructure adopted new
technologies and innovations as they emerged. Historical experience informs the current
understanding of infrastructure, including who is responsible for providing it, and how demand is
affected economic and impacts of demographic shifts. While experiences in other geographies can
inform urban infrastructure policy (Graham et al., 2001), local history also has a strong influence
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in shaping the expectations of planners and users, and imposing path-dependency upon planning
decisions.

Spatial plans are qualitatively coded, first to identify the overarching goals and strategies
of each plan and subsequently, the identification of infrastructure within this framework. The
following steps evaluate the spatial planning documents for each city:

1. The first phase of analysis identifies and codes the goals and strategies of each plan. These
goals reflect the plan’s scope and the nature of the outcomes that it sets out to enable.
Strategies in each plan are coded according to the type of outcomes (economic, social/cultural,
or environmental). Within these strategies, infrastructure emerges as an instrumental tool to
meet specific outcomes. Auckland’s plan includes a specific infrastructure strategy to explain
how it will achieve this, given the current context and constraints.

(a) Identification and comparison of the over-arching objectives of each spatial plan.

(b) Coding of key strategies by which the objectives are reached, according to their relevance
to housing, transport, or general strategies.

2. The second phase identifies discourse fragments related to infrastructure (including transport,
energy, and three waters where it is referred to more specifically) within each document.
These fragments are analysed to compare what infrastructure is perceived to create,
support, and coordinate with. The findings are compared to disciplinary interpretations
of infrastructure surveyed in the literature review.

3. Comparison of these conceptualisations of infrastructure with multiple disciplinary concepts,
identified in the Literature Review.

Evaluating infrastructure’s value across planning documents and theoretical frameworks helps
to rethink the assumed relationship between infrastructure, growth and liveability. The underlying
value judgements and normative assumptions is also compared between cities. Infrastructure
planning and decision-making is constrained where investment must be prioritised against other
needs, therefore a clear conceptualisation of how infrastructure generates value is required to guide
and coordinate decisions.

4.2.2.1 Limitations

Examination of the discursive construction of infrastructure within strategic spatial planning
documents relies on interpretation of language and how it is used to frame and construct specific
concepts and processes. This faces some limitations, as documents themselves are acts (Skinner,
1971), produced and distributed in a given time and location in response to the political and
institutional context. Therefore analysis of their content based on conceptual framing alone may
overlook the broader objectives of plan-making and misinterpret certain communicative actions.
The review of metropolitan governance and spatial planning in Section 4.1.4 outlines the broader
context in which these planning documents were produced. This shows the different contextual
factors: the Auckland Plan was the first strategic spatial plan for the newly-formed unitary council,
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while Plan Melbourne was produced following a series of unsuccessful attempts at delivering on a
spatial plan over the past two decades. Based on published literature, spatial planning in Vancouver
has faced fewer political challenges, however it also exists within a longer history of transit-oriented
growth strategies, building an institutional practice and clearer expectations.

Existing literature shows there are clear political drivers within plan-making in each case study
city. However, the purpose of this analysis is to draw out an understanding of infrastructure’s
role within strategic spatial planning in light of the very limited literature and theoretical
frameworks. Therefore, despite the likely influence of contextual factors on these documents, it
does not limit the potential for discursive analysis to contribute to more robust understanding
of infrastructure. Comparative analysis across different cities help reduce the bias of contextual
factors on infrastructure’s framing.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Overarching objectives and strategies

Table 4.3 summarises the overarching objectives of each plan.

Table 4.3: Overarching goals of spatial plans

Auckland Melbourne Vancouver
Vision: to become the world’s
most liveable city

Delivering jobs and investment Create a compact urban area

Fair, safe and healthy
Auckland

Housing choice, affordability Support a sustainable economy

A green Auckland A more connected Melbourne Sustainable transportation
choices

A city of prosperity and
opportunity

Delivering better governance Develop complete communities

A well connected, accessible
Auckland

Liveable communities and
neighbourhoods

Protect the environment and
respond to climate change

Environment and water
A state of cities

Each city sets out a similar future vision for economic, social, and environmental outcomes.
Connectivity and accessibility are prioritised in both Auckland and Melbourne, while Vancouver
focuses on providing sustainable transport options. Vancouver is the only city to include compact
urban form in the top-level goals, and Melbourne uniquely identifies jobs, the provision of
affordable housing, and the city’s governance in this section. Auckland and Melbourne directly
address the notion of liveability. The high-level objectives adopted for each city describe general
outcomes that are open to interpretation by the reader. Plans use very few concrete terms,
and instead, the objectives focus on abstract ideas: Fairness, safety, ‘‘green” cities, prosperity,
opportunity, connectivity, choice, affordability, liveability, sustainability. For high-level goals, these
are appropriate to communicate the more fundamental aims of policies and planning.
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The key strategies proposed by each city show stronger contrasts in the way infrastructure’s
value is conceptualised and used as an instrument to achieve the plan’s objectives. Tables 4.4,
4.5 and 4.6 categorise the key strategies that relate to provision of transport, housing, and land
use. Colour coding indicates whether these relate to environmental, economic, or social/cultural
outcomes.
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4.3.2 Conceptualisation of value

Table 4.4: Auckland: Key strategies

Legend: Social/Cultural Economic Environment

AUCKLAND
Auckland Plan
General Transport
Create a strong, inclusive and equitable society that ensures opportunities for
all

Plan, deliver and maintain quality infrastructure to make Auckland liveable
and resilient

Enable Māori aspirations through recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi and
Customary Rights

Create better connections within Auckland, across New Zealand and to the
world

Integrate arts and culture into our everyday lives
Protect and conserve Auckland’s Heritage for the benefit of present and future
generations

Housing

Individual and community wellbeing through participation in recreation and
sport

House all Aucklanders in secure, healthy homes they can afford

Develop an economy that delivers opportunity and prosperity for all
Aucklanders and New Zealand

Land Use

Acknowledge that nature and people are inseparable Create a stunning city centre, with well-connected quality towns, villages and
neighbourhoods

Contribute to tackling climate change and increasing energy resilience Keep rural Auckland productive, protected and environmentally sound
Draft Infrastructure Strategy
Manage the major drivers of infrastructure demand within a constrained funding environment:
Utilise demand management: pricing, taxes, policing, and statutory planning controls based on policies, regulatory levers and incentives
Thinking about how infrastructure can shape growth and influence demand
Undertaking more holistic planning for infrastructure
Retaining flexibility to respond to challenges and utilise new technology
Consider impacts over the next 30 years and beyond, for the operation, maintenance and renewal of infrastructure
Making better use of networks using safety schemes, parking management, tuning traffic signals, reviewing speed limits and minor road upgrades
Investing in new infrastructure, services and technology
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Table 4.5: Vancouver: Key strategies

Legend: Social/Cultural Economic Environment

VANCOUVER
General Housing
Facilitate and encourage active lifestyles Provide diverse and affordable housing choices
Foster a quality of life to retain and attract firms and employees, and enhance
global image
Support role as an international tourist destination, major port, and
Asia-Pacific gateway
Cleanest air quality
Transport Land Use
Work to eliminate traffic-related fatalities, address personal security concerns Develop healthy and complete communities with access to a range of services

and amenities
Enable all ages and abilities to travel in comfort Support vibrant public spaces that foster walking, cycling, and social

interaction
coordinate land use and transportation to support the safe and efficient
movement of vehicles for passengers, goods and services

Focus growth in Urban Centres and Frequent Transit Development Areas

Majority of trips by foot, bike or transit Promote land development patterns that support a diverse regional economy
and employment close to where people live

coordinate land-use and transportation to encourage transit,
multiple-occupancy vehicles, cycling and walking

Protect the supply of industrial land

Enable exchange of goods, services and ideas throughout the city and region
by better use of limited road capacity and transport networks

Protect the supply of agricultural land and promote agricultural viability with
an emphasis on food production

Provide inexpensive options that make it easier for households to go car-lite
or car-free; providing more money available for housing or consumption in the
local economy

Improve access to open spaces and local produce

Protect and enhance natural features and their connectivity Contain urban development within the Urban Containment Boundary
Encourage land use and transport infrastructure that reduces energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, and improve air quality

Protect rural areas from urban development

Encourage land use and transport infrastructure that improves the ability to
withstand climate change impacts on natural hazard risks

Protect conservation and recreation land

Eliminate dependence on fossil fuels
Be resilient to climate change and increasing fuel prices, shift to the
post-carbon era
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Table 4.6: Melbourne: Key strategies

Legend: Social/Cultural Economic Environment

MELBOURNE
General Housing
Plan for future social infrastructure Understand and plan for expected housing needs
Respect our heritage as we build for the future Reduce the cost of living by increasing housing supply near to services and

public transport
Make our city greener Facilitate the supply of social housing
Integrate whole-of-water-cycle management to deliver sustainable and resilient
urban development

Protect Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development

Protect our significant water and sewerage assets Create neighbourhoods that support safe communities and healthy lifestyles
Reduce energy consumption and transition to clean energy Facilitate the supply of affordable housing
Plan for better waste management and resource recovery Improve noise and air quality for human and environmental health
Transport Land Use
Improve local travel options to increase social and economic participation Create more great public places throughout Melbourne
Create a city of 20-minute neighbourhoods Plan for jobs closer to where people live
Enable an investment pipeline of transit-oriented development and urban
renewal

Use the city structure to drive sustainable outcomes in managing growth

Transform the transport system to support a more productive central city Deliver a permanent boundary around Melbourne
Improve access to job-rich areas across Melbourne and strengthen transport
networks in existing suburbs

Define a new city structure to deliver an integrated land use and transport
strategy for Melbourne’s changing economy

Improve transport infrastructure, services and affordability in Melbourne’s
newer suburbs

Strengthen the competitiveness of Melbourne’s employment land

Improve the efficiency of freight networks while protecting urban amenity Plan for the expanded central city to become Australia’s largest commercial
and residential centre by 2040

Increase the capacity of ports, interstate rail terminals and airports and
improve land-side transport access to these gateways

Rebalance Victoria’s population growth from Melbourne to rural and regional
Victoria over the life of the strategy

Improve connections between cities Protect and restore natural habitats in urban and non-urban areas
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Auckland’s strategies focus on general ideas (such as ‘‘integrate arts and culture into our
everyday lives” and ‘‘create a strong, inclusive and equitable society”), similar to the plan’s
objectives. The key strategies have a strong focus on social and cultural outcomes, with more
generalised objectives than those specific to transport, housing or land use.

Melbourne and Vancouver incorporate infrastructure explicitly into the proposed strategies.
Melbourne’s transport objectives focus on social and economic outcomes, introducing the idea of
‘‘twenty-minute neighbourhoods”. The plan directly addresses the need to support transit-oriented
development and improve both accessibility to jobs and the potential for agglomeration in the
central city. The financing and investment aspects of transport infrastructure are also considered
for Melbourne, aiming to produce an ‘‘investment pipeline” to provide certainty and sufficient scale
of opportunities for potential investors. Direct reference is made to infrastructure as a means to
provide for liveability and resilience, and improve accessibility and connectivity. The social aspects
of housing provision are also given strong attention, to facilitate adequate supply of housing to
meet anticipated needs, support the health and safety of communities. The strategies specifically
set out to ‘‘protect Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development”, reflecting public
concern over the nature of development and redevelopment, and perhaps a desire to preserve the
character of specific areas, ensuring that accommodation of new growth does not diminish the
amenity or aesthetic quality of existing residential areas. Melbourne’s plan also articulates the
optimal urban form to support the city’s competitiveness and economic prosperity; to improve
the ‘‘competitiveness of Melbourne’s employment land” and ‘‘define a new city structure.. for
Melbourne’s changing economy”. The city’s permanent boundary is maintained limit the spatial
expansion, and protect the environment and surrounding agricultural areas.

Melbourne’s key strategies provide more depth and detail in how they set out to achieve their
long-term goals, for social, economic, and environmental outcomes. Melbourne emphasises the
importance of an efficient urban form for competitiveness, to support the changing nature of the
city’s economy. Mixed use development is also encouraged, with both residential and commercial
development in the city centre. Melbourne was the only spatial plan that specifically aimed to
distribute population both within and outside the city’s boundaries - setting out to ‘‘rebalance”
of population growth between rural and urban areas. Vancouver sets out clear guidelines on the
desired spatial development of the city; concentrating growth within the existing built up area and
protecting both the productive capacity and environmental amenity of surrounding rural areas.
Vancouver’s transport-related strategies are also clearly defined, targeting modal shift toward
transit and active modes, and aligning land use and transport infrastructure provision to meet
these ends. The impacts of coordinated land use and transport provision on the cost of living are
identified, as well as transport’s environmental effects and potential safety risks. There is only one
strategy related to housing; setting out diversity of housing options and affordability. However both
transport and land use feature heavily. Transport-related outcomes covered safety and comfort,
providing for active modes, shifting away from dependence on fossil fuels and coordination of land
use and transport planning to support transit use and active modes. Land use strategies prioritise
conservation of undeveloped areas, development of ‘‘complete communities” with locally accessible
services and amenities, and also protect industrial and agricultural land supply to enable these
sectors to continue in the city.

Content analysis identified fragments referring to infrastructure, explicitly and implicitly, to
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understand the conceptualisation of infrastructure’s value. Within each document, synthesis of
fragments characterises what infrastructure is perceived to do, and how it generates value in the
context of the plan’s vision and objectives. Table 4.7 summarises the concepts developed in each
spatial plan: articulating what infrastructure creates, supports, and coordinates with, for growth,
environmental sustainability and liveability.
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Table 4.7: Conceptualisation of the value created by infrastructure

AUCKLAND Creates Supports Coordinates with
Growth Increases attractiveness for investment; improves

international competitiveness and global
connections; constrains or enables movement of
goods; freight capacity for import and export
functions; increases business activity and
employment capacity.

Growing population and diversity; economic
development; enhances key economic sectors;
compact urban development; rural economy;
critical infrastructures are key to resilience;
development of satellite towns; business
productivity and efficiency; investment
opportunities for Māori

Spatial planning; broader
linkages outside city area;
regional corridors; high-density
centres; integrated with
development

Environmental
sustainability

Environmental wellbeing; Sustainability and
resilience to climate change and natural hazard
risks.

Green growth, minimising environmental
impacts; Delivery of ecosystem services;

Liveability Foundation for strong, resilient communities;
connections between education, community
services; amenity value for residents, visitors and
tourists; constrains or enables movement of
people; accessibility to jobs, education,
community and recreational activities.

Changing community needs, opportunities for
young people; quality of life and social cohesion;
active transport modes and public health
outcomes; liveability outcomes; rural quality of
life; supports papakainga (form of housing
development)

MELBOURNE Creates Supports Coordinates with
Growth Stimulates wider economic growth; productivity

and prosperity for current and future
generations; investment opportunities; unlocks
areas of strategic value; land-use efficiency and
productivity

Growth and urban development;
infrastructure-led growth; housing growth;
facilitates investment and employment growth

Delivery aligned to growth;
new technologies to optimise
efficiency and productivity;
investment; sequencing of
infrastructure investment and
urban development;
value-capture mechanisms to
accelerate funding and
infrastructure development

Environmental
sustainability

Environmental benefits

Liveability Social benefits Needs of a growing population; active transport
modes

VANCOUVER Creates Supports Coordinates with
Growth Fosters economic prosperity Sustainable economy; Spatial distribution of housing

and employment; land use
management and
decision-making

Environmental
sustainability

Positive and negative impacts on ecological
features; addresses environmental risks and
climate change; fragments agricultural areas

Compact urban area; connections to the natural
environment

Energy consumption,
greenhouse gas emissions

Liveability Fosters community wellbeing Community functions; wellbeing
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4.3.3 Comparative analysis

Table 4.7 shows the diversity of socially-constructed meanings for infrastructure and its value,
across different spatial plans.

The meanings identified are analysed to draw out infrastructure’s conceptualisation and
instrumentalisation within the goals of each spatial plan. Infrastructure’s conceptualisation across
all spatial plans relied on abstract descriptions, focusing not on the physical form, but the activities
that it supports. Auckland’s spatial plan is unique in identifying that infrastructure has potential
to limit or form a barrier to activities, as well as enable flows and accessibility.

Instrumentalisation of infrastructure describes its potential to induce change All
three cities referred directly to infrastructure in their high-level strategy. The Auckland Plan
sets the target to ‘‘plan, deliver, and maintain quality infrastructure to make Auckland liveable
and resilient”, Melbourne to ‘‘invest in flexible, adaptable infrastructure”, and Vancouver to
shift transport infrastructure provision to transit modes and ‘‘support sustainable transportation
choices”, as well as ‘‘maintain and replace ageing infrastructure”.

Infrastructure is instrumentalised as a means of supporting dual goals of accommodating growth,
and supporting sustainability and liveability. Infrastructure’s perceived relationship to growth
reflects the dual perception of growth both as a goal and an independent outcome. Framing
growth as a goal assumes that growth is a positive outcome for a city, and synonymous with other
measures of success, including economic development, prosperity and social wellbeing. The Greater
Vancouver spatial plan frames this: ‘‘The region is expected to continue to grow by over 35,000
residents per year... Carefully structured, this can reduce congestion, improve the economics of
transportation infrastructure and public services, increase the viability of retail and service centres,
foster the creation of vibrant centres of culture and community activities, and maintain an attractive
and diverse urban environment” (Metro Vancouver, 2011). The alternative framing of growth as an
independent outcome assumes that future population growth cannot be controlled, and will bring
additional demands for infrastructure provision that must be met to avoid social and economic
costs. For example, the Auckland Plan’s Infrastructure Strategy states: ‘‘Over the next 30 years
Auckland is expected to experience significant population growth, with our population projected to
grow by over 716,000 people... Poor alignment between the location and timing of growth and
infrastructure investment can lead to infrastructure networks that are over-stressed and unable to
deliver good outcomes, or to assets which are under-utilised, or to communities that do not have
the right infrastructure at the right time” (Auckland Council, 2015). All three cities referred to
a growth-inducing effect of infrastructure: described as increasing attractiveness for investment
and business activity in Auckland, ‘‘infrastructure-led growth” and stimulation of wider economic
growth in Melbourne, and a ‘‘fostering economic prosperity” in Vancouver. There is variable
consideration of the spatial nature of infrastructure’s impacts. Auckland’s spatial plan highlights
infrastructure’s coordination with spatial planning, linkages with the surrounding hinterland, and
it’s central role in supporting high-density centres. Vancouver also links infrastructure to shaping
the spatial distribution of housing and employment and a company urban area.

Infrastructure’s social value is described variably in terms of accessibility, public health benefits,
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and the amenity value of high-quality infrastructure. Auckland’s plan identifies accessibility as a
key outcome, with respect to jobs, education, community and recreational activities. Public health
benefits are included in Auckland and Melbourne’s spatial plans, directly acknowledging the value
of active transport modes in supporting more active lifestyles for public health. Infrastructure’s
contribution to support quality of life is framed as ‘‘amenity value” in Auckland.

The links between infrastructure and environmental sustainability are also described variably,
and are articulated in terms of ecological health, energy use, and climate change risks. Spatial
plans from Vancouver and Auckland provided the strongest identification: linking urban growth
to the destruction of the natural habitat, and potential fragmentation of agricultural areas.
Infrastructure’s positive contribution was to enable a compact urban area, retain connections to
the natural environment, and enable the delivery of ecosystem services. Vancouver identified
infrastructure’s potential to reduce energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions.
Auckland identified resilience to climate change, not referring directly to emissions but instead
the potential risks of more frequent and severe weather events.

Identification of trade-offs was less developed; however the focus on ‘‘green growth” or
sustainable economic development, in Auckland and Vancouver reflected the goal of improving
economic and environmental outcomes as a complement to one another.

Results suggest that further integration of the principles of infrastructure development within
spatial planning can help to identify and reconcile trade-offs between growth, sustainability and
liveability. Qualifying the nature and scope of infrastructure’s value, relating to the diversity
of activities supported, and the types of value they generate, can support decisions to enhance
the overall value of infrastructure interventions as well as understanding better the relative
social, economic and environmental value derived. Spatial plans frequently refer to discourses
of fairness and providing for the social good. Progressing this notion to identify the distribution
of infrastructure’s benefits, and the potential for different societal groups (including youth, elderly,
and disabled) to realise their benefits can support fairness and equity in infrastructure provision,
therefore supporting liveability is a more robust manner. Lastly, conceptualising infrastructure
as a socio-technical system offers opportunities to improve outcomes for growth, sustainability
and liveability by re-conceptualising the interdependent social, economic, regulatory and technical
systems which generate infrastructure services.

Comparison with theoretical perspectives on infrastructure reveals that a more comprehensive
and specific definition of infrastructure could support infrastructure planning to address the
challenges in accommodating urban growth and development.

The role of infrastructure, as an essential system within a city, is to support everyday
activities for families and communities as well as enabling economic activities, and growth of
the local population and economy. Infrastructure has strong links with spatial planning and land
use decision-making, and affects ultimate energy consumption, environmental impacts of urban
development, and economic activity. Infrastructure has a strong support role, to enable, facilitate
activities that generate economic or social value. Auckland and Melbourne explicitly acknowledge
the diversity of community needs, and increasing populations. Infrastructure is important to
support the ‘‘compact city” model adopted by each city, enabling higher densities through
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provision of transit infrastructure and infrastructure for walking and cycling. Infrastructure plays
a complementary role to strategies for green growth, resilience, liveability and environmental
sustainability. Melbourne has a stronger focus on the potential for private or institutional
investment in public infrastructure, highlighting infrastructure’s role in creating opportunities for
investment and the need for certainty in planning and an ‘‘investment pipeline”.

The outcomes summarised in Table 4.7 fit within the framework illustrated in Figure 4.1:
Infrastructure is a general-purpose input to activities, and enables generation of different types of
value. As emphasised by Frischmann (2012), infrastructure supports a broad range of activities
which generate both economic and social value. The identification of value is difficult due to
the variety of activities that are enabled, and indirect causal linkages between the provision of
infrastructure services and ultimate level of value generated. Services provided by infrastructure are
often non-excludable. This is either due to physical impossibility of restricting the service, such as
improved air quality, or where the service provided is freely available to the public, such as sidewalks.
However, the spatial plans do not go into what infrastructure entails as a ‘‘general-purpose input”,
beyond general descriptions as an ‘‘extensive system”, or listing the types of physical assets that
provide transport, water and wastewater, stormwater, energy and telecommunications services.
Maintaining a generalised notion of infrastructure acknowledges that the actual instances of value
creation are variable and highly contingent, however it does not necessarily help inform planning
and investment.

Each plan includes elements of the theoretical definition; each document emphasised the
economic, social, and environmental value generated, and infrastructure’s role in providing essential
services and connectivity or accessibility within a city. Melbourne and Auckland emphasise the
potential to get better value out of existing assets by the way they are used, and Melbourne seeks
to exploit new infrastructure technologies for efficiency gains. However these ideas appear not as
an integrated framework but ad hoc notions, and do not completely account for the characteristics
of infrastructure defined above. The integrated definition treats physical infrastructure systems,
infrastructure operations, accompanying policy and technologies with an equal standing as part
of the overarching urban infrastructure system. As a response to urban growth, each of these
elements can be instrumental in supporting and shaping growth towards the desired goals. The
spatial plans focus heavily on physical infrastructure expansion as a necessary accompaniment to
urban growth, and do not acknowledge the full potential of accompanying policy, operating models
and technologies to optimise the level of value derived from infrastructure. Adopting a broader
definition of infrastructure may also enable more adaptability in planning to accommodate the
changing nature of needs, and indeed the changing nature of infrastructure services that can be
afforded by new technologies.

Broadening the conceptualisation of infrastructure to incorporate these aspects into the
decision-making stage enables planning to accommodate growth without focusing purely on capital
expenditure into new or upgraded infrastructures. Specifically, the characteristic of infrastructure’s
value as ‘‘embodied in practice” implies that value is generated only where demand and supply
intersect, and therefore the spatial and temporal dimensions of infrastructure provision are crucial.

Infrastructure is put forward by each plan as a key enabler of the compact city development
model, however the experience of implementing the compact city suggests that infrastructure alone
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may not be sufficient. Accompanying political structures, funding mechanisms are often crucial to
enable the required infrastructure development to make compact development feasible, and ensure
it’s sustainability over the long-term. Again, returning to a more comprehensive definition of
infrastructure may assist planning to acknowledge how changing technologies affect infrastructure
provision, and incorporate this into planning. Specifically, setting out how infrastructure providers
can engage with new technologies and adapt infrastructure systems appropriately is important to
safeguard the value of current infrastructure decisions for future generations.

Chapter 2 compared the disciplinary ontologies developed for infrastructure. The differing
perspectives of engineering, economics, planning, institutional management and history reflect how
conceptualising infrastructure is inherently interdisciplinary, incorporating the design of technical
systems to provide for social and economic needs, supporting heterogeneous activities, all within a
context of technological change and complex systems. The overview in Table 4.7 shows the variety
of definitions provided for what infrastructure is, and how it creates value.

4.4 Discussion

This chapter evaluated the conceptualisation of infrastructure within strategic spatial plans to
analyse the socially-constructed nature and value of infrastructure, and the ways in which it is
perceived to support growth and liveability. The conceptualisations from each strategic plan
were compared with theoretical perspectives on infrastructure, to reflect on the ways in which
infrastructure generates value. The results of this analysis suggested three key findings on the
nature of infrastructure and how a comprehensive and specific conceptualisation of the phenomena
can inform infrastructure planning to meet the dual goals of supporting growth and liveability.

4.4.1 Conceptualising the nature and scope of value

While the spatial plans evaluated all identified that infrastructure holds significant value to support
the proposed spatial changes and concomitant economic, social and environmental impacts, there
is potential to articulate this value in more detail. The diverse range of activities supported by
infrastructure, and also the diverse needs of infrastructure users, imply that infrastructure planning
must explicitly acknowledge the variety of user needs, and types of value created.

Figure 4.1 outlines the scope of infrastructure’s value and the different ways it is generated:
through output markets, where users directly capture value, and externalities, where user activities
create external impacts for non-users. This framework can inform the instrumentalisation of
infrastructure to support growth, liveability and sustainability, through identification of the
different public, private, and social goods, and the value generated for users and non-users.
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Figure 4.1: Infrastructure and value creation, adapted from Frischmann (2005) and
Frischmann (2012)

Infrastructure
(general purpose input)

↓
User activities

(within economic, political, cultural and other systems)
↓

Value created: Private goods Public goods Social goods
Value captured through: Output markets Externalities

The distinction between private, public, and social goods is determined by whether
infrastructure services are rival or non-rival consumption goods, and creation of positive and
negative externalities. ‘‘Pure” public goods, such as clean air, are non-rival in consumption, have
infinite capacity, and can be shared. ‘‘Impure” public goods such as roads and water resources are
finite in capacity, potentially renewable and shareable, depreciable and congestible. Private goods
are finite, non-renewable and non-shareable - implying that they can be bought and sold efficiently
through a market system (Frischmann, 2012). This distinction informs infrastructure’s role within
strategic spatial planning: the goals of sustainability and liveability largely relate to the public
and social value of infrastructure - that is, the outputs that are shareable, non-rival or partially
rivalrous in consumption, and largely generated through externalities.

Therefore, infrastructure planning can articulate the public and social goods in question: the
spatial plans evaluated in this paper identified these as accessibility, amenity, public health
benefits, ecological health, energy efficiencies and reduced GHG emissions, resilience to risk of
hazards. Instrumentalising infrastructure to support these requires robust articulation of the
specific infrastructure intervention that supports this, and commitment to ensure that it is
carried out. Shifting toward more sustainable infrastructure interventions can be achieved through
adopting environmentally sustainable technologies, active management of infrastructure demand
and life cycle approaches to infrastructure planning (Neuman, 2011). Articulating which of these
approaches are adopted, clearly and with legitimate authority, supports infrastructure as a means
of transformative change.

4.4.2 Operationalising value judgements through infrastructure
planning and policy

Extending on the previous section, infrastructure can be instrumentalised by acknowledging the
diverse types of value created, and also the distributional impacts of infrastructure provision. While
each city evaluated in this paper is relatively prosperous, with high living standards in terms of
access to clean water, energy and telecommunications, transport equity is a more prominent issue
as providing equivalent levels of accessibility across a city is more challenging than providing
equivalence in water and wastewater provision, energy and telecommunications. Planning must
make transparent the underpinning values and ethics (Albrechts, 2010). While the spatial plans
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evaluated acknowledged the importance of fairness, equity can be operationalised more rigorously
within planning. Clos (2015) highlights the potential for the provision of public infrastructure
services and good quality public spaces have profound impacts on quality of life. The displacement
of political-ideological influences within planning practice negates the necessarily democratic
dimension of urban development. Confronting the political implications of urban development
can support better quality public engagement and deliberation to reach consensus and support
long-term commitment to planning practices (Inch, 2012; Metzger, 2011).

Distributional impacts are relevant across two dimensions: firstly, diverse user needs -
particularly across youth, working, elderly, low-income and disabled populations - imply that
equitable service provision should specifically acknowledge potential accessibility issues for these
groups. Spatial equity addresses fair distribution of infrastructure services and accessibility over
space within a city. Spatial planning and infrastructure provision is crucial to support spatial equity,
by allocating new growth to areas with sufficient access to other parts of the city, key public services
and employment areas. Integrating land use and infrastructure provision act as complements to
provide accessibility. Both dimensions of equity acknowledge the while perfectly equitable outcomes
may be bounded by a range of factors, planning for transitions can intentionally shape the nature
and extent of future growth to support fairer distribution of infrastructure provision and value
generated.

4.4.3 Infrastructure as embedded within a socio-technical system:
Implications for policy

Lastly, the evaluation of strategic spatial plans shows that infrastructures function as a
socio-technical system: interdependent with, and intrinsic shapers of social and economic systems,
and correlated consumption of resources.

Therefore the value generated from infrastructure is also strongly interdependent on the flows
and broader systems that it supports. As shown in Figure 4.1, infrastructure is a general
purpose input to support specific activities, which in turn create value through private, public,
and social goods. Therefore to mobilise infrastructure’s value to support broader policy goals,
such as sustainability and liveability, infrastructure interventions which target the interdependent
social and economic systems and their infrastructure demand holds significant transformational
potential. Given the risks around projected growth falling below estimated levels, or changing
infrastructure needs, interventions which don’t necessitate capital investment may be more prudent
than expansions of physical capital (Ansar et al., 2014).

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter evaluated how infrastructure’s value is conceptualised within spatial plans, comparing
three cities. The social constructionist approach is adopted to scrutinise the knowledge and
‘‘social understandings of the world” which guide infrastructure planning and investment. This
has particular significance to understand how infrastructure is linked to liveability and growth, as
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both social and economic outcomes, within the broader urban socio-technical system. Urban
infrastructure provides value to support a broad range of everyday activities in cities. The
importance of infrastructure provision to support urban growth is accepted in a general sense,
however detailed specification of the optimal level of investment, and prioritisation across of
different types of infrastructure is more complex and not necessarily a matter of ‘‘more is better”
(Aschauer, 1989; Munnell, 1992).

The spatial plans evaluated from Vancouver, Auckland and Melbourne proposed relatively
similar ideas for the role of infrastructure in meeting long-term growth and liveability goals. Specific
nuances emerged for each city: Plan Melbourne considers the role of private or institutional
investment in infrastructure, and potential to adopt new technologies. Vancouver’s plan sets a
more simple strategy for infrastructure; focusing on environmental benefits, compact urban form
and wellbeing. Auckland has a strong liveability imperative as well as providing for youth and
indigenous Māori needs and aspirations. The plans evaluated showed a shift in the scope of
urban governance: Imperatives for liveability and using urban service provision as an instrument
to improve societal outcomes were central to each plan. A critical perspective may question
whether the services under the responsibility of urban governments have the potential to enact
comprehensive transformation of these outcomes. Public services for education and healthcare are
mostly centralised to the national level. Rather than looking to spatial planning and infrastructure
provision alone provide the tools to meet objectives for prosperity, equity, safety and health, spatial
plans could acknowledge the complementary role of other levels of government and potentially
highlight coordination of services with other authorities.

The findings from these specific cases reflect the broader institutional context and norms
embedded in policymaking and urban planning.

Defined guidance on nature and role of infrastructure is useful to ensure the goals can be
achieved. Ambiguity or poorly-specified strategies in this area could enable scenarios where
infrastructure providers continue with a ‘‘business as usual” approach, in the absence of clear
direction on how infrastructure provision needs to adapt to support the future vision for the city.
Three findings emerged from this study to guide and advise infrastructure planning and provision
to better support the over-arching goals for each region; conceiving of infrastructure as a flow of
services instead of a physical asset; broadening the concept of infrastructure to include not only the
asset but the governing policy and institutions, and an improved focus on operationalising ‘‘public
values” through infrastructure planning.
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Chapter 5

Infrastructure and the scale and
sources of agglomeration

5.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to improve understanding of ways in which infrastructure enables value creation
in urban economies, as a mediator of flows of people, goods, and information. Analysis evaluates
the patterns of agglomeration in Auckland, in terms of the theorised sources of agglomeration, and
the role of transport infrastructure in providing accessibility. Agglomeration is the clustering of
individuals and firms, and the benefits of agglomeration rest on co-location within cities and the
provision of accessibility through transport infrastructure. Historically, cities have been important
as political or religious centres, however, since the industrial revolution, the economic functions
of cities have predominated in driving their expansion (Seto et al., 2010). Economic theory posits
a set of theoretical micro-foundations for agglomeration, based on the economic advantages of
locating in urban centres, for firms or individuals (Duranton et al., 2004; Marshall, 1920; Puga,
2010).

There is a substantial amount of existing literature on the evidence for agglomeration economies.
However, it shows significant variation across different cities. Empirical data from Auckland,
New Zealand is used to estimate the scale and extent of agglomeration economies, based on
the micro-foundations of agglomeration and using a bid-rent theory for urban land values.
Studies aggregated to the region, or city-level can conceal considerable intra-urban variation in
agglomeration. Examining the variation in agglomeration based on accessibility [derived from
travel time data], at a fine spatial scale, is important to identify whether the theoretical sources
are in fact important to explain the agglomeration economies generated in a city. For the city
of Auckland, which has predominantly low-density development, identifying the scale at which
agglomeration is significant is important to advise transport and accessibility planning in particular.

Review of existing literature showed that infrastructure expenditure and growth tend to be
correlated positively (Aschauer, 1989; Gramlich, 1994). However proving a causal effect is difficult
because the relationship between these phenomena is endogenous (Button, 1998; Glomm et al.,
1997). Apart from specific contexts with exogenous variations in infrastructure investment, such
as centrally-planned settlements and borders imposed by political regime changes (Ahlfeldt et
al., 2015; Bird et al., 2014), analytical tools cannot isolate the productive or growth-inducing
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impact of infrastructure from the likely trajectory of growth without infrastructure. This analysis
takes a modified approach to estimate the economic impacts of infrastructure: instead of directly
linking infrastructure investment directly with growth, transport accessibility is used to identify
the temporal-spatial scale and source of agglomeration economies, based on theoretical foundations
of agglomeration. Instead of attempting to identify a direct causal link between infrastructure
and growth, this analysis asks whether the proximity enabled by agglomeration and transport
infrastructure provision supports the realisation of different sources agglomeration economies. This
study seeks to find evidence for the quality of urbanisation supported by transport infrastructure,
relating the level of accessibility to the individual sources of agglomeration.Understanding the
drivers for urbanisation and the role of infrastructure in supporting these, is important to examine
infrastructure’s relationship to urban growth.

Agglomeration theory hinges on the value of face-to-face interactions in cities. Improvements to
telecommunications technology, enabling video-conferencing and rapid, inexpensive communication
using internet and email applications, was suggested to eliminate the need to travel to work
(Cairncross, 1997). More recent studies show that the proposed ‘‘death of distance” has not
eventuated, and physical proximity in cities remains important (Rietveld et al., 2003). However,
a complementary effect between transport and telecommunications has been identified, suggesting
that telecommunications technology can augment face-to-face communications, but not replace
them (Gaspar et al., 1998; Glaeser et al., 2016; Storper et al., 2004). While fine-level data on the
provision and usage of telecommunications services is not available, examining whether physical
proximity remains an important factor in agglomeration is useful to confirm whether face-to-face
interactions continue to be important.

5.2 Sources of agglomeration

5.2.1 Theoretical micro-foundations of agglomeration

The economic theory of agglomeration links economic growth and productivity with the spatial
distribution of people and firms. Spatial concentration links closely with modern economic growth
(Kuznets, 1955), and the concurrent development of infrastructure technologies enabling water
supply, sanitation, and transport networks was necessary to enable urban centres to sustain their
growth (Glaeser et al., 2007; Glaeser, 2009). Perspectives on agglomeration from critical geography
describe urbanisation as a ‘‘spatial fix” (Harvey, 1985). Changing modes of economic production
involve a spatial reorganisation of labour and capital. Urbanisation requires accumulation and
concentration of capital to specific locations, in the form of buildings, production facilities, and
infrastructures. This perspective situates economic agglomeration theory within the current
context and dominant modes of economic production. Broader modes of economic production
shape the foundations of agglomeration theory. The early growth of many urban centres during
resulted from natural advantage: having a favourable geographical location for trade or production,
or proximity to major transport infrastructure (Duranton, 1999; Ellison et al., 1999; Keil, 2000).
Urban economies in cities like Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver have a large service-based
sector (Glaeser et al., 2001b; Yigitcanlar et al., 2008). The growth of the services sector has tracked
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the resurgence in Western cities over recent decades, and urban policy goals now seek to leverage
urbanisation and the services sector for their potential to improve economic growth and prosperity
(Grimes et al., 2011; Ministry for Local Government, 2009; Storper et al., 2006). Therefore the
evidence gathered to support economic theories of agglomeration economies is situated mostly in
the current mode of production, and ongoing evolution of urban economies may impact the nature
and extent of agglomeration.

Theoretical foundations of agglomeration were first proposed as the three processes of sharing,
matching, and learning, by Marshall (1920). This built on earlier work by Smith (1776/1937)
(as cited in Holcombe (2012)) which identified the greater extent of the market accompanying
division and specialisation of labour, increasing productivity. Cities offered large, skilled labour
markets, more specialised supplier networks, and enabled transmission of knowledge between
workers and firms. Additional theoretical explanations by Jacobs (1969) and Glaeser et al. (1992)
are summarised in Table 5.1. These economic processes reflect how agglomeration is a function
of scale and proximity between individuals and firms, but also dynamic processes which evolve
and grows over time as firms and industry sectors develop in a specific location. Dynamic
industry-level economies often develop with new industry sectors and types of innovation. The
level of competition and collaboration within a sector determines the potential benefits of locating
in urban centres (Alcácer et al., 2007; Feldman et al., 1999).

Table 5.1: Foundations of agglomeration economies, adapted from Duranton et al.
(2004), Puga (2010), Rosenthal et al. (2004).

Firm-level economies
Nature Type Related to Source

Static Scale Scale of output Increased level of production,
spreading fixed costs over higher
output

Dynamic Learning Cumulative level
of output

Increased output leads to higher
productivity through learning and
improvements in organisational
structure

Industry or regional-level economies
Nature Type Related to Source

Static
Localisation Scale of economy,

and specialisation
of firms

Labour market pooling, sharing
of indivisible facilities, availability
of specialised inputs, increased
proximity to consumers, reduced
transport costs

Urbanisation Scale of economy,
and diversity of
firms

Dynamic
Knowledge
spillovers:
Marshall-Arrow-
Romer (Glaeser
et al., 1992)

Increase with scale
and specialisation
of firms

Geographic concentration enables
transfer of knowledge or
technologies between firms in the
same industry

Knowledge
spillovers: Jacobs
(Jacobs, 1969)

Increase with scale
and diversity of
firms

Geographic concentration enables
transfer of knowledge or
technologies between firms in
different industries.
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Direct measurement of each type of agglomeration economy, outlined in Table 5.1, is very
difficult. The sources of agglomeration tested in this chapter are characterised as mechanisms of
sharing, matching, and learning, summarised below(Marshall, 1920; Duranton et al., 2004).

1. Sharing: Indivisible inputs to production and sectoral linkages Large, indivisible inputs
to production, including infrastructure facilities like ports or airports, energy sources, or
natural resources encourage the agglomeration of firms (Duranton et al., 2004). Sectoral
linkages are also important. Venables (1996) modelled the agglomeration of vertically-linked
firms, accounting for transport costs and imperfect competition. While linkages incentivised
agglomeration, Venables identified the importance of imperfect competition - differentiated
produces or some monopolistic power - to drive agglomeration. Urban economies have higher
shares of specialised firms, reducing competition and reinforcing the incentive to agglomerate.

2. Matching The role of labour markets in cities is essential. Angel2015 conceptualises cities
as large, integrated labour markets and argues that the increased efficiency and productivity
of urban areas in enabling matches of skilled workers to jobs is their greatest productive
advantage. Evaluation of agglomeration economies for cities with high and low levels of
skilled workers corroborates this claim, revealing that agglomeration economies are only
significant in cities with high populations of skilled labour (Glaeser et al., 2010). This has
been defined as ‘‘labour market pooling” (Overman et al., 2010).

3. Learning Cities also play a very important role in supporting the transfer of information,
and production of specialised knowledge (Audretsch et al., 2004; Glaeser et al., 2009; Jacobs,
1969). The proximity between people and firms enables face to face interactions, facilitates
socialisation and can address ‘‘incentive problems” where the development of trust, credibility,
and tacit knowledge transfer improves the effectiveness of firms (Nightingale, 2012; Storper et
al., 2004). The emergence of industrial clusters such as Detroit and Silicon Valley has received
substantial attention (Klepper, 2010; Bathelt et al., 2004), and more recently, urban policy
has adopted the promotion of industrial clustering and specialisation as a way to improve
innovation in local firms (Martin et al., 2003).

The micro-foundations of agglomeration economies contend that it is not the pure existence
of higher population or employment density that create agglomeration economies, but the
opportunities for exchange or economies of scale that are afforded by larger populations at
proximity. While urban economic theories for the underlying causes of agglomeration are well
developed, and existing research shows a strong correlation with agglomeration [measured in terms
of population or employment density], there is a fundamental identification problem (Glaeser et al.,
2010). Agglomeration is an endogenous process, and without an exogenous driver for investment, it
is difficult to detect a causal link from density to an economic premium (Ahlfeldt et al., 2015; Bird et
al., 2014). It is indeed possible that ‘‘reverse causality” exists between the two phenomena (Graham
et al., 2010; Melo et al., 2009). Conditional factors are also important to realise agglomeration
benefits. Spatial proximity enables a productive interaction but is contingent on the presence of
mobile human and physical capital to exploit the opportunities afforded by proximity (Baldwin
et al., 2004; Glaeser et al., 2001a).
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Many studies compare the agglomeration premium realised at the aggregate level between
different cities, there is also substantial variation in the spatial concentrations of firms and workers
within a city, and agglomeration effects have shown a sharp ‘‘distance decay” effect (Graham et
al., 2009). In Auckland, the labour productivity premium varies widely across different areas,
suggesting that the realisation of agglomeration economies is unevenly distributed across the
city (Maré, 2008). This raises questions about the specific drivers of the citys spatial structure
and the role of transport infrastructure in enabling accessibility and the economic forces that
support agglomeration in some locations over others. Auckland has relatively low employment and
population densities outside the central city area, attributed largely to the historical development
of transport infrastructure (Auckland Regional Council, 2010; Coleman, 2010; Maré et al., 2011;
Newell, 2010; Sheng, 2014). The city’s agglomeration patterns have developed as a function of the
centralising forces of agglomeration externalities and dispersing forces of commuting costs.

5.2.2 Empirical evidence

Empirical analyses assume that agglomeration economies are capitalised into wages, firm revenues,
or land values (Puga, 2010). Other factors can affect variation in both these measures, and so
empirical studies control for sectoral composition for wage-based measures and local amenities for
land values. Empirical evidence to support the existence of agglomeration economies estimates
either the overall agglomeration premium or specifies individual agglomeration mechanisms.
Several meta-analyses of agglomeration economies survey the variance in evidence produced across
different geographies and time periods (Melo et al., 2009; de Groot et al., 2010; Groot et al., 2015).

Evidence for agglomeration in New Zealand has found that there is a relationship between
density and productivity in urban settlements (Maré et al., 2009), and the strength of agglomeration
economies varies according to industry sector. Finance and insurance, property and business
services, education, wholesale and retail trade showed the highest agglomeration elasticity1, ranging
between 5.6-7.6%. Higher density regions of Canterbury, Wellington and Auckland, had lower
overall agglomeration densities, suggesting that the returns to agglomeration were diminishing with
size. Additionally, measuring agglomeration at the regional level may introduce biases due to the
modifiable areal unit problem2. Evaluation of Auckland’s productivity gains from agglomeration at
a finer spatial scale showed strong variation. Auckland city centre has labour productivity between
120-150% higher than the national average, compared to the region-wide premium of 30-50%.
Auckland’s industry composition accounts for approximately half the productivity premium, and
the remaining gains are attributed to firms’ technical efficiency, better prices for outputs and
production inputs, and unmeasured production variables (Maré et al., 2009). Employment density
and productivity were correlated. However, the rate of change in these variables had a significantly
weaker variable.

Attempts to to quantify the combined impact of agglomeration economies generate
agglomeration elasticities. The agglomeration elasticity represents the proportional increase

1Agglomeration elasticity is the change in productivity relative to change in employment density
2The modifiable areal unit problem is a potential statistical bias arising from the use of spatial units and related

distortions in data at a given spatial scale (Wong, 2009).
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in productivity attributable to locating in cities. Table 5.2 summarises the industry-level
agglomeration elasticity for firms in the United Kingdom and New Zealand.

Table 5.2: Industry-level agglomeration elasticities in New Zealand and the United
Kingdom, adapted from Maré et al. (2009)

Agglomeration elasticity
Industry sector United Kingdom New Zealand
Manufacturing 0.06 0.02
Retail 0.09 0.04
Financial services 0.09 0.18
Business services 0.08 0.17
Economy-wide 0.07 0.13

There is empirical evidence that these sources are important to explain agglomeration (Ellison
et al., 2010), however, meta-analyses suggest that the strength and scope of agglomeration effects
can vary widely over time, spatial scale, and between countries (Groot et al., 2015).

Analysis of specific agglomeration sources shows evidence for their importance across different
geographies and industry sectors. Measuring the benefit of shared inputs is difficult, however,
Holmes (1999) found a positive relationship between the vertical disintegration of industry sectors
and industrial concentration, suggesting gains to sharing in specific locations. There is evidence
for labour market pooling in cities in the United States (Costa et al., 2000; Dumais et al.,
2002; Gabe et al., 2012), the United Kingdom (Melo et al., 2014; Overman et al., 2010), Spain
(Jofre-Monseny et al., 2011), Japan (Mitra et al., 2007), India, and New Zealand (Maré et al.,
2006; Maré, 2008; Fabling et al., 2011). Evaluation of the sources of agglomeration economies
at the state and metropolitan level in the USA found that labour market pooling was the most
important variable to explain agglomeration of specific industries (Dumais et al., 2002). Behrens
et al. (2014) found empirical evidence that it is not only the size of labour markets, but the
diversity of skills, that are important for the realisation of agglomeration economies. Moretti, 2010
characterises a ‘‘thick market” with numerous, diversely-skilled workers as an important input for
local economies. The agglomeration of firms that use complementary or similar types of knowledge,
and examination of the temporal evolution of productivity growth in cities, is used as empirical
evidence for knowledge spillovers. Evidence linking urbanisation with knowledge production is
well-established (Jaffe, 1993), however proving a causal economic gain from this phenomenon is
methodologically challenging (Dumais et al., 2002). Glaeser et al. (2001a) assessed the temporal
changes in urban wage premium, and found that workers in cities often started at a similar wage
level to rural workers, however, their wages increased at a higher rate, suggesting that learning,
through knowledge spillovers, may make a contribution in cities that is not evident in rural areas.

Existing empirical literature on the observed scale of agglomeration effects is limited, however
studies testing the relationship between density and agglomeration externalities at different spatial
scales showed that the strength of effect is significantly higher using 1km2 units, compared to
250m2 units (Andersson et al., 2016). Approaches to characterise the spatial extent of industrial
agglomerations Mori et al. (2014) and Mori (2015) do not look at effects below the municipal
scale, however Brinkman (2016) showed a distinct decay effect of commerical agglomeration
with increasing distance from the city centre. Many empirical studies assume the municipal or
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metropolitan scale of analysis, due to the lack of data at finer levels. To examine the variance
in scale across different agglomeration sources, Andersson et al. (2015) show that localisation
economies are strongest at the neighbourhood level (1km2 units), while urbanisation economies3

Measurement of the scale of agglomeration in terms of travel times provides new forms of insight
to agglomeration processes, which are pertinent to inform transport planning.

3Urbanisation economies are positive agglomeration benefits, derived from Jacobs (1969).
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5.3 Methodology

The methodology is developed to identify the relationships between the level of agglomeration
enabled by different levels and scales of transport accessibility, and theoretical sources of
agglomeration economies. tDirectly linking infrastructure provision with growth has limited value
to prove a causal effect, shown by the endogenous relationships identified by Cochrane et al. (2010)
and Grimes et al. (2014), using production function models.

The methodological approach seeks to avoid endogeneity problems by identifying the level
of accessibility provided by infrastructure, and attempting to identify a robust empirical link
between the degree of agglomeration enabled by transport accessibility, and the theoretical sources
of agglomeration. The modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) presents significant limitations to
meaningful analysis of the benefits of agglomeration at the metropolitan scale, because aggregation
across that scale can confound the actual relationships and value of proximity to individuals
and firms. By focusing on more specific, disaggregated variables, this aims to provide useful
knowledge to inform infrastructure provision. Instead of using the production function model, with
infrastructure or public capital as a productive input, analysis is based on a bid-rent model adapted
from Koster et al. (2012) and Lucas et al. (2002). The use of an explicitly spatial model specification
allowed the spatial dimension and scale of infrastructure’s impacts to be clearly identified and
explained. Most analysis of agglomeration economies focuses on the aggregate agglomeration
premium, using the production function model. The approach adopted here is similar to that used
by Andersson et al. (2014) and Andersson et al. (2016), in that it allows for intra-urban variation
in agglomeration externalities. Andersson et al. (2016) use wages, instead of land values, as a
proxy for agglomeration externalities.

Since urban productivity externalities result from both agglomeration externalities and spatial
sorting (Combes et al., 2008; Combes et al., 2012), testing for the influence of agglomeration
sources may be confounded by concomitant sorting effects. However there are two key challenges
to controlling for sorting. Firstly, some of the theorised sources of agglomeration rely on
knowledge-based sectors, namely ‘sharing’ (labour market pooling) and ‘learning’ (knowledge
spillovers). Secondly, the scale and sectoral structure of Auckland’s economy is relatively unique
in the New Zealand context. Controlling for sectoral structure according to a national or urban
average could also capture other major qualitative differences between Auckland and smaller cities4

Using panel data to capture shifts in sectoral structure over time, in Auckland, would enable more
robust analysis to control for sorting effects.

The use of instrumental variables (IVs) is critical to control for historical factors shaping urban
development and agglomeration in Auckland. Section 5.3.3.1 explains the selection of IVs and data
sources.

4Auckland is over four times the size of the next largest city, Christchurch (Statistics New Zealand, 2015b).
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5.3.1 Identifying sources of agglomeration

Selecting an economic model to represent urban location decisions is difficult, due to the complexity
of location decisions and considerable heterogeneity across households and firms. A range of
partial and general equilibrium economic models have been developed to estimate the effects
of agglomeration, predominantly based on adaptations of the Cobb-Douglas production function
(Glaeser, 2010; Puga, 2010; Duranton et al., 2004). This analysis adapts the model developed by
Koster et al. (2012), derived from Lucas et al. (2002).

The underlying assumption within the model adopted in this study is that agglomeration
economies are capitalised into land values, and the location decisions of firms take into account
the potential gains from agglomeration: related specifically to their proximity to labour markets
other firms, and inputs to production. To test the sources and scale of agglomeration economies
for Auckland, proxy variables for the theoretical sources of agglomeration sources were selected
and incorporated into a bid-rent model. Data availability and reliability determines selection of
proxy variables, and the robustness of variables to represent the sources of agglomeration.

The processes that the sources of agglomeration refer to are difficult to measure directly.
Location decisions are complex and depend on the bundle of positive and negative attributes
that each location holds (Storper et al., 2006). Agglomeration mechanisms reflect processes that
most firms or individuals will follow to optimise their profit or utility. Therefore it can be difficult
to find a valid counterfactual to prove agglomeration’s value.

A range of proxy measures exists to measure the sources of agglomeration. Table 5.3 summarises
variables used in other studies on agglomeration sources.

Table 5.3: Proxy variables for the identification of agglomeration sources

Sharing Source
Share of non-manufactured inputs to production Rosenthal et al. (2001)
Share of firms with a customer-supplier relationship Ellison et al. (2010) and

Jofre-Monseny et al. (2011)

Matching (labour market pooling)
Net productivity [revenues less purchased inputs] Rosenthal et al. (2001)
Ratio of management to production workers Rosenthal et al. (2001)
Share of skilled workers Rosenthal et al. (2001) and

Jofre-Monseny et al. (2011)
Specialised knowledge of workers (based on survey data) Gabe et al. (2012)
Resilience of local employment [based on idiosyncratic shocks
and response in employment across sectors]

Overman et al. (2010)

Local employment growth across sectors using similar
workers

Dumais et al. (2002)

Learning
New products as a proportion of total production Rosenthal et al. (2001)
Spatial concentration of knowledge-intensive sectors Audretsch et al. (2004)
Share of firms using similar technologies Ellison et al. (2010) and

Jofre-Monseny et al. (2011)

Proxy variables rely on inference to measure whether each agglomeration source influences
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firm or individual location behaviour. For sharing, this infers that firms with similar intermediate
inputs to production are likely to co-locate if there is an economic benefit to doing so. For matching,
co-location of skilled workers within labour market sub-catchments is assumed to reflect the benefits
of participating in a large, mixed labour market. For learning, or knowledge spillovers, analysis
assumes that firms in similar sectors will only co-locate if there is a definite benefit to doing so.
Existing proxy variables, shown in Table 5.3, show the range of metrics adopted to represent
each source. The approach of Overman et al. (2010) to measure the resilience of employment
sectors by measuring how well workers can be re-allocated following an economic shock offers
the best-specified proxy, however very detailed data is required. Proxies were selected based on
data available for the Auckland region. Primary data inputs are 2013 Census data, Business
Demography Statistics, and travel time data obtained directly from Auckland Transport.

The sharing mechanism is proxied by a measure of the extent to which firms in a given area
are dependent on intermediate inputs for production. This reflects their incentive to co-locate near
other firms: if the good or service they produce has a high proportion of intermediate inputs to be
obtained from other firms, they have stronger incentive to locate in an agglomeration, to reduce
transport costs. Data from input-output tables was used to determine the share of intermediate
inputs for each sector. Firm data on the location and sector of establishments was used to estimate
the weighted average share of intermediate inputs for firms in each spatial unit. Proxy variables
are determined for each Census Area Unit (CAU), calculating the share of firms with intermediate
inputs, at different travel-time catchments around each CAU.

The matching mechanism, also known as labour market pooling, is proxied by the ratio of
management or knowledge-based workers to production workers, to capture the share of supervisory
and support labour in production. This variable reflects the extent to which production of goods
and services requires specialised labour (Rosenthal et al., 2001), on the assumption that firms with a
higher share of specialised workers have greater incentives to locate in an agglomeration, proximate
to a large, diverse labour pool (Desrochers, 2001). This proxy variable was determined for each
labour market subcentre (determined by commuting data), to capture the limits of employment
accessibility on labour market pooling.

Learning and knowledge spillovers were proxied using a measure of same-sector localisation for
knowledge-based sectors: media and publishing, finance and insurance, and professional services.
This reflects the extent to which firms in the same sector locate near to one another, on the premise
that geographical proximity offers opportunities for learning and knowledge transfer that requires
face-to-face interactions (Audretsch et al., 2004). This proxy variable was determined for each
Census Area Unit.

Table 5.4 summarises the proxy variables and data sources selected for each agglomeration
source.
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Table 5.4: Micro-foundations of agglomeration economies

Source of
agglomeration

Proxy variable Data Data
source

Sharing Intermediate linkages:
Proportion of intermediate
inputs, weighted to local
industrial composition

Input-output tables
(2007), Business
demography database
(2013), using 3-digit
sectors, ANZSIC 2006

Statistics
New Zealand

Matching Labour market pooling:
Ratio of managerial to
production workers

2013 Census, NSZCO99
Industrial classification

Statistics
New Zealand

Learning Knowledge spillovers:
Localisation of same-sector
firms, using locational Gini
index

Business demography
database (2013), using
1-digit sectors, ANZSIC
2006

Statistics
New Zealand

5.3.2 Model specification

The bid-rent model of urban spatial structure developed by Koster et al. (2012) is adapted to
incorporate individual sources of agglomeration. The bid-rent framework was originally proposed
by Fujita et al. (1982) and developed further by Lucas et al. (2002) to model the interactions
between agglomeration forces and spatial structure. The advantages of this model are that it
allows for the endogenous determination of land use between residential and commercial activities,
and incorporates commuting costs as a central variable to determine individuals’ location decisions.
As with all economic models, it relies on simplified assumptions, however the fundamental structure
captures the important drivers and trade-offs within urban land use and location decisions.

The model conceptualises a city where firms and individuals locate to optimise their profit and
utility, respectively.

The household utility is a function of the amount of consumption goods and land. Individuals’
location decisions result from a trade-off between their budget and the utility of consuming a
specific bundle of land and consumption goods. A households’ budget is determined by wages less
commuting costs.

5.3.2.1 Derivation

The model’s key variables are household utility and firm profit. Household utility is a function of
the proportionate share of income spent on consumption goods and land, and income is based on
total wages less the cost of commuting. Firm profit is a function of the potential productivity of a
specific location, including agglomeration benefits, wages and the rental price of land. Assuming
spatial equilibrium, households and firms will sort according to their utility preferences and the
relative value of land, consumption goods, commuting costs and wages (Rosen, 1979). The bid-rent
model has two variants: one assumes fixed land use, and the second assumes that the relative value
for residential and commercial uses drives land use
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The formal model derivation:

Utility u = cβl1−β , where β is a utility parameter, c = consumption goods and l = land

Households locate to equalise utility: u = ū.

An individual living at x and working at y will produce e−κdxy units of labour, where κ denotes
commuting costs per distance dxy.

The household’s budget constraint:

c+ λxl = wye
−κdxy (5.1)

λx is the price of land at location x, and wy is the wage per unit of labour offered at y

Therefore, the bid-rent function for residential land:

λres
x = β

β
1−β (1− β)(

wγe
−κdxy

ū
)

1
1−β (5.2)

Firm profit is a function of the potential productivity of a specific location (including
agglomeration benefits), less wages and the rental price of land. The firm profit function, per
unit of land l, is:

πx = Alαzγx − wxl − λx (5.3)

α, γ are production function parameters, A is a productivity constant, and zγx is the
agglomeration benefit of a specific location. Therefore, the bid-rent function for firms is:
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Given the assumption of zero economic profits, the wage must satisfy:

wm
γ = Kz

1−β
1−αβ
y (5.5)

m = mixed wage, zy = agglomeration effect, K is a function of the model’s parameters

With zero commute cost in mixed zones, the mixed-use bid-rent satisfies:
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(5.6)

The model specification hypothesises that the value of agglomeration economies are capitalised
into the land value for any given parcel of land while controlling for local characteristics that may
also influence these values: distance to the coastline, and school zones.

The specification proposed in earlier empirical work is modified to remove the agglomeration
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variable and substitute in proxy variables for the three sources of agglomeration. The inclusion of
proxy variables for different agglomeration sources is intended to disentangle the theorised sources
of agglomeration economies from other causes, including historical path-dependence or unobserved
heterogeneity.

There are two variants on the model specification: the first treats land use as fixed, and the
second allows the endogenous determination of land use. Both variants are tested.

A) Assumes land use patterns are exogenous

logλx = (ρ1log(zx) + ρ2LMPx + ρ3ILx + ρ3LOCx)(1− ιx) + σdxy + a′v + ξx (5.7)

LMPx = labour market pooling, ILx = intermediate linkages, LOCx = localisation

B) Allows for endogenous determination of land use

logλx =

(
σmdxy + ρm1 log(zx) + ρm2 LMPx + ρm3 ILx + ρm4 LOCx

)
(1− ιx)+

(
σmdxy + ρr1log(zx) + ρr2LMPx + ρr3ILx + ρr4LOCx + σrdxy

)
(ιx) + a′v + ξx (5.8)

5.3.3 Model estimation

The first stage evaluated the scale at which agglomeration economies were significant in Auckland.
This applied a simple regression analysis between land values and agglomeration at different scales.
This stage tested different spatial scales, based on variable travel-time thresholds between 5-45
minutes, to identify that scale at which the relationship between agglomeration sources and the
agglomeration premium were the strongest. This approach was used to address potential bias
resulting from modifiable areal unit problem. Travel-time catchments at varying time thresholds
avoid the distortions that may arise from measuring data at more aggregated scales.

Agglomeration is measured as the total proximate population within a given travel time
threshold, based on travel time data provided by Auckland Council and population data from the
2013 Census, obtained from Statistics New Zealand. Results from this regression showed the scale
at which there was the strongest correlation between the land values and agglomeration. Travel
time data was used to determine these scales to reflect the central role of transport infrastructure
in providing accessibility to support agglomeration processes.

The second stage applied a cross-sectional regression, using a two-stage least squares regression
with instrumental variables, calculated in R. The outputs of the first stage were used to determine
the scale at which agglomeration economies were significant to explain the spatial distribution of
employment and firms in Auckland. Using the scale identified, variables in the second stage were
calculated based on the characteristics of the proximate population at each location.

A two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression analysis estimated the contribution of the different
sources of agglomeration, according to the bid-rent model. 2SLS is a widely used approach to
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regression in cases where there are potentially omitted variables that are important to explain
land values, or reverse causation.

5.3.3.1 Instrumental variables

Instrumental variables (IVs) controlled for unobserved variation and historical path-dependence.
IVs must be correlated with the level of agglomeration, but uncorrelated with the positive
agglomeration externalities hypothesised to drive agglomeration (Ellison et al., 1999).

Regression analysis was applied using three instrumental variables: long-lagged population
density, distance to former tram routes, and distance to original port locations. These instruments
were selected to control for the long-term ‘lock-in’ effects of historical settlement patterns and
access to transport infrastructure, which are correlated with the level of agglomeration, but not
the sources of agglomeration under investigation.

Long-lagged population density is a common instrument adopted in econometric analysis
(Combes et al., 2008; Rice et al., 2006), on the assumption that the historic distribution of
population is unlikely to influence current land values. To determine long-lagged population
data, an electronic version of the 1908 City of Auckland Map, and 1908 Auckland census data
was used to determine the spatial distribution of Auckland’s population in that year (Auckland
Council, 1908; McFarlane, 1908). Population data from Statistics New Zealand was totalled to
determine Auckland the population of the 1908 jurisdictions. Population distribution across smaller
subcentres could be allocated to the corresponding 2013 Census Area Units, however, for the city
centre, the printed map was analysed to determine the number of dwelling units in each Census
area unit, and allocate the census population accordingly. Assumptions were made for the average
number of occupants per dwelling, and distribution of population and commercial activities in the
central business district. Results were verified using maps from a 1948 thesis on the growth and
population distribution of Auckland (Horsman, 1948).

A network of electric tramways, which operated across the central isthmus between 1902-1956,
shaped Auckland’s early spatial development (Auckland Regional Council, 2010). However
following the removal of the tram network, it no longer has an impact on location or travel decisions,
beyond the enduring influence on the city’s spatial form. The distance between the centroid of
each spatial unit and the nearest point on the former tramway is used as an instrument to control
for the influence of historical development patterns on the city’s urban form.

Port infrastructure was also central to Auckland’s early growth, primarily the Port of Auckland
which occupies the waterfront of the central business district on the eastern coast, and the Port
of Onehunga, on the Manukau Harbour on the western coast. While the port facilities are
still in use, the nature of the local economy has shifted away from manufacturing, to a largely
services-based economy, and so proximity to the port is no longer a valid explanatory variable for
the agglomeration of the majority of firms in Auckland (Grimes et al., 2011).

Figure 5.1, below, illustrates the historical instruments used to instrument for agglomeration;
port locations are marked in red, alongside former tram lines and population density values in 1911.
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Variables are determined as the distance from each Census Area Unit centroid to the nearest port
facility and tram line.

Figure 5.1: Instrumental variables: historical port locations, historic tram network,
and historical population density
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5.4 Data sources

5.4.1 Sources

Data collected to undertake regression analysis included:

Table 5.5: Data sources

Dependent
variable

Calculation Scale Data Source

Agglomeration
value

Median land value per
hectare

Census
Area Unit

Land value
database

Auckland
Council

Labour market
pooling

Ratio of managerial: manual
workers

Census
Area Unit

Employment
population by
ANZSCO class,
2013 Census

Statistics
New
Zealand

Knowledge
spillovers

Locational Gini index Census
Area Unit

Employment
population by
Census Area Unit,
2013 Census

Statistics
New
Zealand

Intermediate
linkages
Commute time Average commute time to

labour market subcentre,
determined by travel to
work trip survey and travel
time data

Labour
market
subcentre

Travel time data,
Travel to work
data

Auckland
Transport,
Statistics
New
Zealand

Distance to coast (km) Calculated by GIS
Distance to nearest port (km) Calculated by GIS
Distance to tram network (m) Calculated by GIS

The Research, Investigations and Monitoring Unit at Auckland Council provided land valuation
data. This data was used to determine the median value for each Census Area Unit and the median
value across the range of travel-time catchments. Proxy variables for each agglomeration source
were also calculated across different time catchments. This approach seeks to mitigate the potential
for the Modifiable Area Unit Problem in distorting the variables calculated (Gehlke et al., 1934).
The Modifiable Area Unit Problem arises when the differences in the size of spatial units distort
the values calculated.

Auckland Transport provided travel time data, based on 2013 outputs from the ART3 model.
Travel times were provided for both passenger transit and private transport modes, the lowest
value across modes was selected to determine the travel-time catchments. In all instances, the
travel time was lowest for private vehicle travel.

5.4.2 Data preparation

Datasets were cleaned and prepared before both stages of the analysis. The spatial units for Census
and Business Demography data include a number of islands or rural areas for which the population
or employment count are insignificant. Islands also introduce an analytical challenge as they have
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no land transport connectivity to the rest of the city. The largest island is Waiheke Island, with
2,643 jobs and 3,783 employed residents5, suggesting that a number of residents commute by ferry
to the mainland. The ferry trip between Auckland and Waiheke is 35-40 minutes, outside the
threshold at which agglomeration was important to explain the agglomeration premium realised,
so this area is omitted from analysis. Several large spatial units in rural areas are removed, as low
population and higher proportions of land used for forestry or agricultural uses made these areas
inappropriate to test for the drivers of urban agglomeration.

Figure 5.2 shows the modified area of the Auckland Region used for analysis.

Figure 5.2: Census area units in the Auckland Region. Units analysed are
highlighted in yellow

Where data values such as density are calculated based on spatial units, variance in the size
of spatial units can skew the information produced, as shown by the Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem (Wong, 2009). The regression between the specified scale of agglomeration, based on
accessibility, and the agglomeration premium, identifies the scale at which the agglomeration effects
are strongest, to avoid bias due to the MAUP.

52013 Census
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5.5 Results and Discussion

5.5.1 Preliminary analysis

The first stage of analysis assessed the scale at which the relationship between agglomeration6 and
the agglomeration premium is the strongest. Figure 5.3 shows the strength of this relationship
across different travel-time thresholds. R2 values were calculated to indicate the strength of
relationships. However the selected time scale of fifteen minutes did not produce the highest R2,
but upon visual assessment of Figure 5.3 there is less clustering of Census Area Units near the
origin, and the strength of relationship across the range of agglomeration values is more consistent.

The premise of testing different scales is to understand better the spatial scale across which
agglomeration mechanisms operate. Since this scale is unknown, there is risk that spatial scale that
is too small will not capture the full extent of interactions, and conversely a scale that is too large
will also fail to capture the connection between agglomeration mechanisms and the agglomeration
premium. As shown in Figure 5.3, the relationship between the two variables is apparent between
the 10 and 20 minute travel-time thresholds. Beyond this point, the relationship appears to break
down and even become slightly negative. At the 5 minute threshold, there are several outliers with
very high agglomeration and land values, however the correlation is not clear for the majority of
data points. The fifteen minute travel time threshold shows the strongest link between the level
of agglomeration and agglomeration premium.

Tests for robustness were used to validate the selected instrumental variables (full R outputs
provided in Appendix D). The F-test was applied to the selected instruments, for each endogenous
variable, to ascertain that instruments are sufficiently relevant to explain the variation observed.
For each endogenous variable, the Wald test produced p values below 0.05, giving sufficient
evidence against the null hypothesis that instruments are not relevant. The Hausman-Wu test
analysed whether the explanatory variables were endogenous, to justify the need for the 2SLS/IV
method instead of OLS. The test was run for each endogenous variable, and the results provided
very strong evidence for endogeneity for two of the three agglomeration source variables: matching
(LMP) and learning (Local). Endogeneity arises when the explanatory variables (in this case,
the theoretical sources of agglomeration) are correlated with the residual values of regression
of the dependent variable against all explanatory variables. This result confirms the findings
of the Literature Review, in that the relationships between the factors that contribute to the
agglomeration premium, and the premium itself, are endogenous.

Since one of the key assumptions of regression analysis is independence between explanatory
variables and residuals, endogeneity in the relationships under examination implies that the results
will be biased. Endogeneity can result from omitted variables, or simultaneity between two
variables. To address this problem, use of instrumental variables is necessary to establish a
statistically significant relationship and consistent estimation.

6Agglomeration is measured as the total number of workers at a given proximity
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(a) 5 minute travel time (b) 10 minute travel time

(c) 15 minute travel time (d) 20 minute travel time

(c) 25 minute travel time (d) 30 minute travel time

Figure 5.3: Relationship between level of agglomeration and agglomeration
premium, at different travel-time thresholds

5.5.2 Regression analysis

The second stage used a two stage least-squares (2SLS) regression to estimate the contribution
of the theoretical sources of agglomeration to the agglomeration premium, based on the scale
identified in the first stage.

Table 5.6 summarises the results of regression analysis. Comparison of OLS and 2SLS regression
shows that accounting for endogeneity results in a larger effect for two of the three theoretical
sources of agglomeration. The results of test for endogeneity in the previous section showed strong
evidence for endogenous relationships with the agglomeration premium, which supported the use
of 2SLS/IV over OLS.
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Table 5.6: OLS and 2SLS regression results -comparison of coefficients

Model Ordinary Least Two Stage
Squares Least Squares/IV

Multiple R-squared 0.789 0.752

Intercept 2.36*** 2.76**
(0.43) (0.93)

Commuting distance 0.01*** 0.01***
(0.00) (0.00)

Agglomeration 0.04 -0.14
(0.03) (0.08)

Agglomeration sources

Matching: Labour market pooling 0.85*** 1.25***
(0.06) (0.23)

Learning: Localisation 0.44*** 0.52***
(0.05) (0.12)

Sharing: Vertical linkages -0.33 3.15
1.48 3.78

Local amenities

Schools fixed-effect 0.09* -0.06
(0.05) (0.08)

Distance to coastline -0.01 0.01
(0.01) (0.01)

Results of the two stage least-squares regression show that, when the productive benefits
of agglomeration are considered in a structure that controls for historical lock-in in the spatial
concentration of employment, at least two of the theoretical sources of agglomeration are
important to explain the increased productivity, which provides additional evidence to address
the identification problem outlined at the beginning of the paper.

A statistically significant effect is evident for two of the three theoretical sources
of agglomeration: matching (labour market pooling) and learning (knowledge spillovers).
Transformation of the coefficients summarised in Table 5.6 shows that for every 10% increase
in the matching source of agglomeration (proxied by labour market pooling) correlates to a 12.5%
higher agglomeration value. A 10% increase in the learning source (proxied by localisation of
similar sectors) correlates to a 5% higher agglomeration value. There was no statistically significant
relationship for the sharing agglomeration source (measured by vertical linkages between sectors).
Selection of alternative proxy measures for this source could be considered to find a more robust
result. The results also showed a statistically significant but very small contribution of commuting
distance to agglomeration value. Given the highly dispersed pattern of employment in Auckland,
it is possible that once the historic drivers and theoretical sources of agglomeration have been
accounted for, there is a very slight premium on greater distances from the commercial centres
in response to congestion costs. When considered alongside the proxy variables for agglomeration
sources, the level of agglomeration itself did not show to be important in explaining agglomeration
economies, as capitalised into land values.

The regression results showed evidence that the agglomeration premium is higher in areas of
the city with greater potential for the agglomeration sources of ‘‘learning” (knowledge spillovers)
and ‘‘matching” (labour market pooling). Results are derived from the intra-city variation in
agglomeration premia that are attributed to the agglomeration sources. A 10% increase in the proxy
variable for labour market pooling (the ratio of knowledge-based workers to production workers)
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links to a 14% increase the agglomeration value. A 10% increase in the proxy variable for knowledge
spillovers (localisation quotient of publishing, media, finance and business services sectors) links to
a 6% increase in the agglomeration value. The Sargan test was applied to confirm that instruments
were valid and not correlated to the residual values of the 2SLS regression. The results produced
no evidence against the null hypothesis of invalid instruments. Figure 5.4 shows the residual
values from the 2SLS regression. These values indicate whether the agglomeration premium for a
given spatial unit was higher or lower than the model’s prediction, given its specific characteristics.
These values are useful to indicate where the model may have omitted variables that contribute
to greater land values, in addition to the agglomeration mechanisms under evaluation. The model
over-predicts the land values for areas at the western edge of the city, where there are very
low population and employment densities. Values areas with very high residential amenity are
under-estimated in the model, particularly to the west of the city centre.

The residual values are mapped in Figure 5.4, below. This plot shows clear spatial effects, where
the actual values are significantly lower than predicted values in areas to the city’s south, west,
and northwest. Extensions to the analysis could further examine these spatial effects, particularly
to account for the distribution of state housing across the region and measures for consumption
benefits of different locations.

Figure 5.4: Residuals - 2SLS regression

Appendix D provides plotted residual values against the predicted values, endogenous variables,
exogenous variables and instruments, as well as the distribution of residual values. There is a
slight downward trend in Figure D.6, the plot of residuals and predicted values, however this is
largely due to a small number of outliers at the upper end of predicted values. Given the sample
size used in this analysis, it does not compromise the robustness of results. The residual values
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are approximately normally distributed, and there are no significant trends in the relationships
between residuals, endogenous, exogenous and instrumental variables.
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5.5.3 Discussion

The spatial econometric analysis identified the spatiotemporal scale at which agglomeration is an
important source of the productivity premium in Auckland, and the relative contribution of the
different theoretical sources of agglomeration. Results showed evidence that the agglomeration
mechanism for ‘‘matching” (labour market pooling) has the largest impact, followed by ‘‘learning”
(knowledge spillovers). Agglomeration mechanisms are most significant to support productivity
when measured across a fifteen minute travel-time catchment. This scale of effects, as observed
in the Auckland metropolitan area, provides new knowledge to inform transport planning and
understand the nature of urban economies. Existing study of the scale of agglomeration has
given very limited attention to the divergent scale of different agglomeration sources, and the
potential for agglomeration effects to be significant at local proximities. Analysis of agglomeration
effects in found a stronger impact at the 1km2 scale, compared to 250m2 units (Andersson et
al., 2016), although travel times were not incorporated into the analysis. Therefore the fifteen
minute scale identified in this study gives new insight into the scale of individual agglomeration
effects, particularly for labour market pooling and knowledge spillovers. An important clarification
is that the identification of agglomeration, based on travel time data, used the travel time for
the fastest mode of transport, which for every Census Area Unit was private vehicle travel.
Extending the analysis to test other travel modes could provide further insight to agglomeration
effects. Contextual factors such as congestion effects, parking availability and cost, walkability and
reliability of public transport services may influence the scale of effects across different modes.

This analysis focuses on the productive economic aspects of urban form. The results have
implications for the way in which infrastructure supports growth: accommodating a certain level of
agglomeration is important to enable the underlying mechanisms can function effectively. The time
threshold identified in the first stage of analysis shows that accessibility to a substantial population
within a fifteen minute travel time is important to enhance economic productivity. The fact that
the model adopted is agnostic to non-economic or intangible drivers of agglomeration can be used
as an advantage for empirical analysis. The residual values from the 2SLS regression, mapped
in Figure 5.4, show where the actual agglomeration premium diverges from that predicted by a
model based solely on the three sources of agglomeration economies. This figure shows that many
suburban areas, particularly those on the central isthmus, have significantly higher land values
than the model expects given the proxy measures for sharing, matching, and learning. Extending
the analysis to include a greater range of measures for consumption benefits could better account
for these spatial effects.

To draw policy implications from this regression analysis, the premise of the analysis is situated
within the broader urban context: Agglomeration benefits are sources of improved economic
productivity in cities, which drive urban growth and improve the economic performance of urban
centres. Infrastructure is purported to support growth, however growth can take many different
forms. Examining the sources of agglomeration helps to understand how infrastructure relates
to the qualitative nature of growth - how it supports accessibility and potential for economic
interactions. The results showed that agglomeration mechanisms for ‘‘matching” (proxied by
labour market pooling) made the strongest contribution to the intra-urban level of agglomeration
gains, linking a 10% increase in the proxy variable with a 12.5% increase in agglomeration value.
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‘‘Learning” (measured by potential for knowledge spillovers through proximity of similar firms)
also contributed, linking a 10% increase in the proxy variable with a 5% increase in agglomeration
value. However it is false to assume that increasing proxy variables further will increase the
agglomeration premium by a similar proportion. The model adopted here assumes a linear
relationship between agglomeration mechanisms and the premium. The empirical analysis shows it
is robust within the data range used, however extrapolating beyond this range gives no guarantee
that similar agglomeration gains could be expected. What can be interpreted from the results is
that the matching and learning mechanisms are important to explain the variation in Auckland’s
agglomeration premium, across the city. These mechanisms exist across a specific time-distance
scale, at which the relationship between agglomeration (proximity to economic mass) and the
agglomeration premium is the strongest. Therefore the underpinning variable is accessibility, to
support these mechanisms which operate over time and space.

Travel time values generated from Auckland’s transport model, are used to identify different
spatial scales (based on travel times) and in turn, the effective level of agglomeration given the
accessibility provided through transport infrastructure. Travel times were provided according to
public transport and private vehicle modes, and for all locations across the city, the private vehicle
travel offered the lowest travel time between locations. If transport accessibility underpins the
city’s potential for agglomeration, then this shows that Auckland’s productive potential is limited
if infrastructure provision continues to provide better accessibility by private vehicle than more
efficient rapid transit modes. Individual or firm-level travel choices are determined by the relative
convenience and time taken by different modes. If the level of accessibility provided by private
vehicle travel exceeds that for public transport, individual decisions will continue to favour this
mode. However at the aggregate level, the spatial efficiency of rapid transit to private vehicles
is considerably higher, so planning infrastructure to limit the use of private vehicle travel and
introduce incentives to shift trips to public transport, where possible, could improve the city’s
economic productivity.

This analysis looks only to transport accessibility, however communication using
telecommunications technology has advanced significantly over the past two decades. The internet,
email and video-conferencing technologies allow rapid transmission of information and low-cost
communications, and have been adopted by many sectors. An alternative means of communication
that removes the need to physically be present in the same location challenges agglomeration theory.
The uptake of new telecommunications to enable firms to shift away from urban centres is uneven:
firms often use better quality communications technologies to outsource specific tasks or types
of work that can be completed by someone at a distance, while retaining physical workplaces
for more complex tasks requiring tacit knowledge and skills (Moretti, 2012). By looking only
to transport accessibility, the study tests whether telecommunications is eroding the benefits of
agglomeration. Existing research suggests that, rather than making urban interactions obsolete,
improved telecommunications technology could act as a complement to urbanisation (Gaspar et al.,
1998). Future improvements in telecommunications may reduce the need for physical proximity
between people and firms. The persistence of urbanisation despite the widespread availability
of email, audio and video conferencing suggest that there remains substantial value in physical
colocation of large populations. Since labour market pooling showed the strongest contribution
to gains from agglomeration, close attention to commuting travel behaviour, labour market
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catchments, and the spatial distribution of commuting trips is important to inform transport
infrastructure investment. Transport infrastructure helps to shape commuter flows, and also
impacts location decisions. Planning infrastructure to support efficient commuter flows broadens
the scope of potential solutions to include demand management, spreading peak hour flows, and
planning for seasonal variations in travel demand.

Agglomeration benefits are desirable to support higher productivity. Urban policy should define
the ultimate outcomes of pursuing better productivity, and the justification for local government
policy interventions to achieve this. The research brief for this thesis sets the policy goals of
supporting growth and liveability. The most ‘‘productive” sectors, according to revenue or profit,
are not necessary the most valuable when the broader public benefits and sectoral interdependence
is considered. In fact, large urban centres are dependent on relatively low-productivity sectors to
provide basic services and intermediate inputs to production for high-productivity firms. Therefore
informing policy from empirical research on agglomeration may look not only to who is benefitting
the most from agglomeration, but who agglomeration depends on to support intensive flows of
people, goods and information. For policy interventions, looking to support the underpinning
factors that support agglomeration is more important than targeting the level of agglomeration
itself.

Sectors with a high proportion of specialised, knowledge-based work often gain substantially
from locating in urban centres and can capture this gain in their revenue. However, policy decisions
should consider not only who gains from agglomeration, but conversely, which sectors are important
to enable large agglomerations. Different sectors within local economies are interdependent, and
relay on a variety of different types of work to support the production of goods and services, and
provision for basic needs and quality of life. Agglomeration economies account for heightened
productivity in a subset of economic sectors: typically those with a large share of specialised,
knowledge-based work. Land use policy and zoning affect the level of agglomeration and potential
agglomeration benefits. Agglomeration benefits depend on accessibility; provided either through
proximity or efficient transit infrastructure. The land use model adopted assumes that, where land
values are greater due to better accessibility or amenity of a specific location, redevelopment of a
specific land parcel is possible to capture these agglomeration gains, by supporting a higher level or
different type of activity. Where land use policy is restrictive, the gains from intensification may
not be possible. Additionally, if new developments occur without adequate provision of transport
infrastructure, the gains of agglomeration are likely to be minimal because accessibility is low.

Extensions of this study could further expand the empirical understanding of agglomeration.
The analysis uses 2013 data, providing a single snapshot of Auckland’s agglomeration patterns
and sources. Extending the regression across multiple time periods enables comparison of the
different agglomeration sources and how they change over time. Analysis could also compare
the spatio-temporal scale of agglomeration mechanisms, to test the impacts of specific transport
and digital infrastructure investments, population and employment growth, and the scale at which
agglomeration economies exist. Existing analysis of the spatial extent of Auckland’s labour market
catchments, derived from commuting data, shows that they can transform over time (Goodyear,
2006; Newell, 2010). Understanding the sources and extent of agglomeration economies linked to
these shifts in labour market catchments could provide a complete understanding of the impacts
of land use planning and infrastructure investments on agglomeration.
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5.6 Conclusion

The objective of this analysis was to find evidence for the proposed drivers of urban agglomeration.
This question is important to explain the underlying economic drivers for urbanisation, linked to
the provision of accessibility through transport infrastructures.

Analysis conducted a cross-sectional regression across the city of Auckland, linking the
accessibility of different locations with proxy measures for the sources of agglomeration: sharing,
matching, and learning. The first stage of analysis identified the scale at which accessibility was
significant to explain variation in the agglomeration premium across the city. The second stage
estimated a bid-rent model for urban location and land values with the aim of disentangling the
relative importance of each of the three sources of agglomeration.

Results showed that ‘‘matching”, in the form of labour market pooling, and ‘‘sharing” between
firms in the form of knowledge spillovers are significant to explain the agglomeration premium
realised in Auckland. This empirical evidence shows that accessibility, enabled by transport
infrastructure, is intrinsically linked to economic processes that support the efficiency and
productivity of urban economies.
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Chapter 6

Testing the compact city paradigm:
Growth and liveability

6.1 Introduction

This chapter develops comparative analysis of urban growth processes and concomitant
environmental, economic and social outcomes. Chapters 4 and 5 investigated the
instrumentalisation of urban infrastructure within planning to support growth and liveability, and
the specific scale and nature of urban agglomeration processes, respectively. To complement these
chapters and provide an encompassing empirical analysis, this chapter characterises and compares
growth processes across Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver. This analysis tests the compact city
paradigm, which is adopted in each city as a means of accommodating growth while improving
liveability.

Urban growth is frequently framed as an aggregate and coherent process, however it is important
to unpack the different and often diverging drivers and processes that determine aggregate growth.
Identifying and characterising these drivers relates to analysis of economic agglomeration and
infrastructure’s role in strategic spatial planning.

The compact city emerged as a planning paradigm which linked a city’s built environment
to economic, environmental, and social outcomes. Findings show how compact development
principles have manifested in terms of population and employment growth, alongside economic,
environmental and social outcomes. While there is criticism of the assumptions and effectiveness
of the compact city model, it is a common planning paradigm across cities in North America,
Australasia, and Europe (Ancell et al., 2008; Hague, 2007; Hutton, 2011). Critical perspectives
emphasise poor empirical links between a city’s built form and the outcomes realised.

Drawing together data and a range of metrics is useful to understand the growth trajectory
of each city and examine the broader outcomes for infrastructure, liveability and sustainability.
Neuman (2005b) highlights the imperative to go beyond the built environment along, to better
understand the city as an ‘integrator of flows’ (Neuman et al., 2009). Therefore, this chapter
utilises measures of both the built environment and flows supported within urban systems, to
avoid an implicit determinism between the built environment and economic, environmental and
social outcomes. Three cities are selected: Auckland, New Zealand; Vancouver, Canada; and
Melbourne, Australia. For continuity across qualitative and quantitative analyses, these are the
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same case studies selected for Chapter 4.

6.1.1 Application of the compact city model

Auckland, Vancouver, and Melbourne adopt the compact city model to support economically and
socially optimal land-use and transport outcomes (Auckland Council, 2013; Metro Vancouver,
2011; Victoria State Government, 2014). Table 6.1 summarises the objectives of the compact city
model for each city, and instruments adopted to support compact development.

The objectives and instruments applied in each city follow the compact city paradigm explained
in Chapter 2, although different cities had varying levels of detail, and instruments adopted. The
objectives are similar in each city, although some nuances suggest that the compact city model
acts as an enabler to encourage better social and environmental outcomes, rather than directly
delivering specific outcomes. Vancouver was the only one to adopt a rigid urban containment
boundary and prevent urban expansion beyond that limit; both Auckland and Vancouver adopted
growth boundaries but made provisions for expansion beyond the current limit. Melbourne’s plan
aligns with the state-wide freight and logistics strategy and proposes ‘‘activity centres” with a
greater mix of land uses, and self-sufficiency of the city’s sub-centres. Melbourne and Auckland
make provisions for reduced infrastructure contributions to accelerate the speed of development; in
Auckland, this pertains to ‘‘quality developments” while in Melbourne it is proposed to reconsider
infrastructure charges on commercial land in outer growth areas.
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Table 6.1: Compact city paradigm: objectives, and instruments adopted in each city

Auckland Melbourne Vancouver
Objectives
Greater productivity, economic growth Encourages positive social interaction and diversity Improves air quality
Enables better use of existing infrastructure, more viable

public transport improvements
Improves the economic viability of infrastructure

delivery, utilises existing infrastructure Uses infrastructure more efficiently, places less demand on
the overall system

Maintain rural character and productivity Enables more and better-integrated housing More efficient collection of solid waste
Reduce negative environmental effects Enhances the economic viability of development Reduces the per-capita ecological footprint of development

Create greater social and cultural vitality Creates sustainable demand for public transport, walking
and cycling Expands opportunities for transit, multiple-occupancy

vehicles, cycling and walking
Enables efficient use of resources and materials Reduces energy use and greenhouse gas emissions
Supports precinct-scale solutions, water reuse, waste

reduction Reduces household expenditure on transportation

Creates less pollution through promotion of sustainable
transport Improves access to, and viability of community services

Creates less pollution through promotion of sustainable
transport

Preserves, and helps fund maintenance for, public open
space

Reduces overall demand for development land
Avoids expanding suburbs without supporting services

Instruments
Amended zonings to allow intensification across large

areas of urban Auckland (70:40 urban:rural growth) Zoning to accommodate growth in the Central subregion Contain urban development within the Urban
Containment Boundary

Rural Urban Boundary, staged release of greenfields land Expand the city centre Focus growth in Urban Centres and Frequent Transit
Development Areas

Utilise Council property as a catalyst for change Urban-renewal precincts Protect Rural areas from urban development
Joint venture developments with the private sector National employment clusters
Development authority, potentially with multi-party

sponsorship New residential growth zones

Cross-Council teams to fast track quality developments Metropolitan activity centres
Financial incentives: reduced development contributions

for compact housing
Encourage mixed-use development and diversification of

land uses for existing developments
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6.2 Analytical approach

The analytical approach aims to characterise and compare the extent and nature of urban growth in
Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver, alongside metrics of impacts on liveability and sustainability.
This is used to test the compact city paradigm.

6.2.1 Selection of empirical metrics

Selecting appropriate metrics for each dimension is challenging, due to data availability and the
complex nature of urban processes. Table 6.2 outlines the primary characteristics and proposed
outcomes of the compact city paradigm. These are used to guide selection of empirical measures:
characteristics and outcomes are colour-coded according to the three dimensions identified above.
The characteristics of the compact city are accounted for by the first two dimensions, while the
third dimension covers the proposed outcomes of the compact city.
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Table 6.2: Compact city paradigm, adapted from Neuman (2005b) and Burton (2000)

CHARACTERISTICS OUTCOMES
Type Characteristic Type Outcome
Land use High residential and employment densities Environment Conservation of rural areas at urban periphery

Contained urban development, demarcated by
legible limits Reduced fuel emissions

Proximity of varied land uses, smaller parcels
Contiguous development Economic More efficient utility and infrastructure provision
Mixed land uses Improved access to employment
High degree of impervious surface coverage
Low open-space ratio Social Community-oriented social patterns

Social equity
Mobility & High degree of accessibility, local and regional Revitalisation and regeneration of inner urban areas
infrastructure Multimodal transportation Health benefits of public transport, walking, cycling

Increased social and economic interactions Better access to services and facilities
High degrees of street connectivity

(internal/external), including sidewalks and
bicycle lanes

Urban infrastructure, especially sewerage and
water mains

Governance Closely-coordinated control of land development Key: Spatial form
Fragmented governance of land use Intermediary activities and flows
Fiscal capacity to finance urban infrastructure Social, economic, environmental outcomes
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Measurement of specific activities and outcomes can potentially consider a broad range of
factors, however for the purpose of comparative analysis, data availability and comparability was
the main limitation in selecting metrics.

Liveability in particular is a challenging phenomena to identify and measure objectively, due
to the inherently experiential nature of everyday life in cities and subjectivity across different
individuals. For the purpose of this comparison, intentionally simplified measures related to
environmental impacts and public transport patronage are adopted. Appendix C discusses the
development of liveability metrics.

As emphasised in critical literature, the exact specification of what the compact city is, and
delivers, are vague and interpretations can vary widely (Burton, 2000; Neuman, 2005b; Van Der
Waals, 2000). Additionally, challenges to spatial measurement such as the modifiable areal unit
problem (MAUP) (Wong, 2009) present a challenge to measure spatial change robustly at different
scales. To avoid the bias of particular spatial metrics, a threefold definition of ‘compactness’ is
used to elaborate on different aspects of a city’s spatial form. To select these, empirical measures
from existing literature were reviewed, as shown in Table 6.3. The measures selected are in italics.

Table 6.3: Measures of urban spatial form, adapted from (Burton, 2002; Pereira
et al., 2012; Schwarz, 2010; Spiezia, 2003)

Concentration
Metric Comment Source
Geographic concentration index Degree to which populations are

concentrated in a smaller subset of
locations

Spiezia (2003)

Locational Gini and delta index The degree to which sector
employment is concentrated in a
smaller subset of locations

Lee (2006)

Delta index The degree to which housing/jobs are
concentrated in a subset of locations

Galster et al.
(2001)

Moran index Tsai (2005)
Degree of clustering at fine resolution Measures divergence from perfectly

even distribution
Galster et al.
(2001)

Point pattern analysis, fractals,
subcentre identification

Clustering of activities in a
polycentric or dispersed pattern

Anas et al. (1998)

Density
Average population density Average density of population across a

metropolitan area
Burton (2002)

Density of built form Density of built-up area Burton (2002)
Decentralised concentration Density of sub-centres Burton (2002)
Density of dwelling types Density of different housing forms Burton (2002)
Labour market extent
Labour market catchments Labour market areas derived from

commuting data
Coombes et al.
(1982) Papps et al.
(2002)

Centrality
Degree to which land uses are
proximate to the city centre

Galster et al.
(2001)

Monocentric density gradient Average density along a distance
gradient from the city centre

Anas et al. (1998)

Modified Wheaton index Extent to which employment is
concentrated toward the city centre

Lee (2006)
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This identifies four distinct types of measures:

1. Concentration: The degree to which a population is contained within a smaller number of
locations

2. Density: Total population relative to land area
3. Labour market extent: The spatial footprint of the labour market, including places of

residence and work
4. Centrality: The proximity of activities or populations to the centre of an urban area

Another important aspect of spatial metrics is ensuring that data is representative. To this
end, the spatial measures calculated are based on the weighted-average concentration, density, and
centrality. The weighted average value accounts for the distribution of populations in different
spatial conditions. Compared to the average density, this value is lower in the case that a
larger proportion of the population live at lower densities, and vice versa. This accounts for
the distribution of populations across each urban area and provides a more meaningful measure
for comparison. Since analysis required comparable data sources for all three cities, the availability
of data was the main constraint in selecting metrics.

Table 6.4 summarises the information gathered, and data sources, for each variable included in
the comparative spatial analysis, across each city. Metrics are colour-coded according to the three
dimensions of interest.

Table 6.4: Data sources

Metrics Dimension/s Source
Infrastructure
Financial
measures

• Capital stock
Annual total

Local authority
financial
statements

• Operating
expenditure

Service measures • Vehicle kilometres
travelled Annual total Local authority

statistics• Rail, bus patronage Annual total
Growth

Population and
employment
growth

• Centrality Weighted-average
distance from centre Census data

• Density Weighted-average
density Census data

• Distribution Geographic
concentration index Census data

Economic growth • Gross regional
product

Annual total,
city-level Census data

Liveability
Safety • Traffic fatalities

Annual total Local authority
statisticsEnvironmental

impacts
• Greenhouse gas
emissions per capita

Key: Spatial form Intermediary
activities and flows

Social, economic,
environmental
outcomes
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6.2.2 Comparative analysis

The compact city paradigm only provides only loose theoretical processes which can be tested
empirically (Kenworthy et al., 1990), so the analytical approach adopts the methods of existing
studies of compact development (Burton, 2000; Echenique et al., 2012; Stone et al., 2007; Woodcock
et al., 2011) by bringing together selected variables to test whether they relate to changes in urban
‘compactness’ over time.

Three primary dimensions are examined and compared in each city, to examine the co-evolution
of urban growth, infrastructure provision and liveability:

1. Measures of urban spatial form

2. Measures for intermediary activities that shape, and are shaped by, urban spatial form

3.
Measures of urban liveability and economic performance: social, economic, and
environmental outcomes

Measures of urban growth, liveability and sustainability are selected to gathered the compare
the growth of each city, to understand how different urban systems co-evolve.

Existing literature examining urban growth utilises remote sensing, analytics and indices
characterising spatial expansion of populations and physical networks (Aljoufie et al., 2013), and
linear regression of various growth measures (Rahnam et al., 2015) to understand the relative
changes across different urban systems. Data availability across the three cities, at a disaggregated
scale, limits the feasibility of using regression analysis. However indexing the different metrics
gathered enables better comparison across cities. Empirical data is compiled to analyse the overall
figures, and subsequently indexed for comparative analysis of the relative change observed in each
city.

Analysis focuses on change across a six year period, with data availability limiting the timeframe
for analysis of financial measures to four years. The totality of a city’s spatial form is the result
of a much longer historical development process, however decision-making for policy and planning
may be informed by an understanding of how a city changes over a shorter time scale, and how
different variables relate to one another. Earlier studies of the compact city model found negative
or weak links between a city’s ‘compactness’ and social and environmental outcomes. This analysis
includes measures of spatial changes, indicators for liveability, alongside intermediate measures of
the activities and flows supported by infrastructure.

Within each metropolitan area, local governing authorities took on responsibilities for planning
and infrastructure provision. Table 6.5 outlines the constituent authorities for Auckland,
Melbourne and Vancouver. Data was gathered from the financial statements of individual
authorities to compile statistics on infrastructure capital and operating expenditure.
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Table 6.5: Case study cities - constituent local authorities

Auckland
Before amalgamation After amalgamation

Auckland City Council Waitakere City Council Auckland Council
Manukau City Council North Shore City Council
Papakura District Council Rodney District Council
Franklin District Council
Melbourne
City of Brimbank City of Casey City of Monash
City of Hume City of Stonnington City of Wyndham
City of Bayside City of Boroondara City of Port Phillip
City of Whittlesea City of Hobsons Bay City of Knox
Shire of Cardinia City of Moreland City of Maribyrnong
Shire of Mornington Peninsula Shire of Nillumbik Shire of Yarra Ranges
City of Yarra City of Kingston City of Darebin
City of Greater Dandenong City of Glen Eira City of Frankston
City of Banyule City of Manningham City of Melton
Vancouver
City of Vancouver City of Surrey City of Burnaby
City of Coquitlam Langley District City of Delta
North Vancouver District City of Maple Ridge City of New Westminster
City of Port Coquitlam City of North Vancouver West Vancouver City
City of Port Moody City of Langley City of White Rock
City of Pitt Meadows Bowen Island Village of Belcarra
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6.3 Results

The empirical results characterise the spatial distribution of growth across three cities, and
explore the concomitant impacts on mobility and concomitant economic, social and environmental
outcomes. Section 6.3.1 provides background statistics to understand the context of analysis.

6.3.1 Background statistics

To set the context for growth in each metropolitan area, Table 6.6 summarises the proportionate
growth in population and employment over the study period, between 2006-2011. Each city saw
positive growth in both population and employment. The spatial boundaries for each city show
that Melbourne and Auckland both have relatively large land areas, which extend beyond the
built-up area of the city. Metrics of compactness, including weighted-average density, centrality
and concentration, are not significantly biased by this variation.

Table 6.6: Aggregate growth measures

Auckland Melbourne Vancouver
Period Population Employment Population Employment Population Employment
2006 1,373,000 618,851 3,645,232 1,807,472 2,175,416 1,104,760
2011 1,459,600 650,610 3,999,950 1,927,927 2,347,686 1,182,390
% change 6.3% 3.5% 9.7% 6.7% 7.9% 7.0%

Spatial
boundary

6.3.2 Empirical results

Findings of the comparative analysis are provided using actual values, in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, and
indexed values in Figure 6.3. To interpret the results, the data is first used to characterise the
nature of growth in each city, in Section 6.3.3. Subsequently, the indexed values are further used
to compare this across the three cities in Section 6.3.4.

Figure 6.1 includes multiple measures on the plots for each dimension, therefore the y axes are
removed and data is scaled: therefore, with the exception of public transport patronage on the
middle panel, the purpose of the plot is to show the relative changes in variables between cities, not
across data types. Metrics are calculated on a per-capita basis, except for urban form, to control
for the variable level of growth in each city.
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(a) OUTCOMES: GDP per capita (real, $US2010); Traffic fatalities per 100,000 population; GHG emissions (transport
related, per-capita, MtCOE2)

(b) FLOWS: Vehicle kilometres travelled, per capita; Public transport patronage, annual, per capita

(c) SPATIAL FORM: Weighted-average density, centrality and concentration

Figure 6.1: Summary of empirical findings
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Measure of financial capital and expenditures were determined on a per-capita basis for each
city, drawing from local authority financial statements. Data limitations meant that complete and
comparable figures were only obtainable for the 2011-2014 period, however these are indicative
of the variation in expenditures across cities. Figure 6.2 illustrates the per-capita infrastructure
capital (including transport, water, wastewater and stormwater) and operating expenditure in each
city. Capital is measured by the tangible capital assets recorded in annual financial statements.

Figure 6.2: Financial expenditure per capita, (Inflation-adjusted, $US 2010)
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(a) OUTCOMES

(b) FLOWS

(c) SPATIAL FORM

Figure 6.3: Indexed results
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6.3.3 Characterising growth and impacts on urban systems

Figure 6.1 summarises results in three subsections, according to the three dimensions identified at
the beginning of this chapter: Spatial form, Flows and activities, and Outcomes.

Urban form is measured by centrality, concentration and density: the height of each data point
represents the 2006 value, and the size of the market indicates the relative change, 2006-20111

Related to the compactness of each city, high centrality equates to a less compact development,
while higher concentration and density equate to more compact development.

• All cities show relatively dispersed employment and residential populations, with the average
resident between 10-23km from the city centre, and the average worker between 10-19km
from the centre;

• Auckland has the most concentrated and centralised population, both residential and
employment;

• Both Auckland and Melbourne show a similar tendency toward higher weighted-average
density for employment, relative to population;

• Auckland’s residential population is slightly more centralised than employment;

• Vancouver and Melbourne have more centralised employment, compared to residential
population.

Over the study period, the following changes are observed:

• Residential populations in both Vancouver and Melbourne became less centralised, with the
average resident living 650m and 310m further from the centre, respectively;

• Auckland’s residential population became slightly more centralised between 2006-2011, on
average;

• Employment populations in Auckland and Melbourne became more centralised, by an average
of 40m and 280m respectively;

• Employment in Vancouver became less centralised, by an average of 430m;

• The concentration of both residential and employment populations remained stable across
all cities;

• All three cities saw strong growth in the weighted-average density of employment populations,
although it is significantly lower in Vancouver.

Review of the comparative results for flows and activities reveals strong divergence in the mobility
patterns across the three cities:

• Mobility in Auckland had similar levels of private vehicle travel per capita to Melbourne,
with bus services providing the majority of public transport. Per-capita patronage of public
transport increased across bus, train and ferry modes;

1Auckland data relied on a 2013 Census, with values adjusted for the longer time period.
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• Mobility in Melbourne is supported by a higher level of train and tram services, and public
transport usage increased over the study period, while VKT decreased;

• Mobility patterns in Vancouver showed a strong shift over the study period; while bus services
provide a substantial share of public transport services, train patronage increased sharply
between 2008-2010. VKT data for Vancouver is significantly lower than that for Auckland
and Melbourne.

The metrics selected for economic, social and environmental outcomes indicate the comparative
impacts of urban growth and changes in spatial flows and activities. As outlined in Section
6.2, this information does not give a comprehensive understanding of the impacts on liveability
and sustainability, and more detailed analysis using the data sources available in each individual
city can provide more robust evidence. However, this information is indicative for comparative
purposes.

• All cities saw a reduction in traffic fatalities across the study period, although the overall
rate is significantly lower in Vancouver;

• GDP per capita remained relatively constant, with some fluctuation due to the impacts of
the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent recessions in Australia, New Zealand and Canada;

• Data for greenhouse gas emissions was incomplete over the study period, and comparable
data for per-capita transport emissions (MtCO2-equivalent) was only available for the end
of the period. However data did suggest that emissions are substantially higher in Auckland
and Melbourne, compared to Vancouver.

• Financial measures show that Auckland has a much higher stock of capital assets, relative to
Vancouver and Melbourne. Conversely, Auckland’s operating expenditures are much lower
than Vancouver, and Melbourne has saw strong increases in operating expenditures between
2011-2014.

6.3.4 Comparative analysis

Indexed measures, shown in Figure 6.3, show the relative changes in the comparative measures
of urban spatial form, flows and activities, and concomitant economic, social and environmental
outcomes. Comparing indexed values is useful to understand the relative changes across different
cases, and also establish empirically that urban growth can result in very different sets of impacts
on mobility systems, resource use, and quality of life.

Changes in spatial form show that weighted-average density increased in all three cases,
although Melbourne saw a very strong increase in employment density, relative to the other two
cities. Concentration remains relatively constant, and centrality (weighted-average distance from
the city centre) increases slightly. This shows that in each city, growth has been accommodated by
intensification of the existing patterns for employment and residential populations. The impacts
of growth on mobility patterns show some common features: all three cities saw strong growth in
per-capita ridership for rail modes. VKT per capita has remained relatively constant in Auckland,
and decreased in Melbourne and Vancouver. Comparing Figure 6.3, panel (b), with the actual
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values in Figure 6.1, panel (b), shows that the overall per-capita growth was substantially higher
for Vancouver and Melbourne, although the level of usage in 2006 was also significantly higher.

Indexed figures for the change in specific outcomes shows that the relative reduction in traffic
fatalities was similar in each city, while GDP per capita decreased in Auckland, remained relatively
stable in Melbourne and increased slightly in Vancouver. Comparing these results to the hypotheses
of the compact city paradigm, it is clear that urban growth is a multi-dimensional process that can
result in distinctly different sets of outcomes for mobilities and social, economic and environmental
outcomes. Using weighted-average density as a measure of compactness, all cities did shift to a more
compact form over the study period, with simultaneous changes in mobility patterns. However
the diverse impacts on different transport modes suggests that the instead of shifting toward a
consistent compact city model, the processes in each city follow a distinct trajectory. Also, at the
end of the study period, each city showed substantially different levels of transport-related GHG
emissions, and financial capital stocks and expenditures for infrastructure operation. Rather than
converging toward a universal compact city model, these findings suggest that each city is on a
distinct trajectory with regards to spatial form and urban mobility flows.

To explore this further, Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate the spatial distribution of growth between
2006-2011, and the distribution of travel-to-work trips generated between 2006-2011. This shows
at a much finer scale, the spatial shifts in form and mobility flows.

Figure 6.4: Spatial distribution of employment and residential population growth,
2006-2011

Figure 6.4 illustrates the variation across cities. While all three show strongest intensification
at the centre, there is a clear drop in intensification of population outside the central area in
Auckland, while Melbourne has a more gradual decrease with further distance, and Vancouver has
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several points of stronger intensification at significant distances from the centre. For employment,
Melbourne has a very substantial intensification in the centre, with reduction in densities in some
inner areas, and very little intensification between 5-60km from the centre.

To understand how these changes in population relate to mobility flows, the best comparative
source of data comes from census records of travel-to-work trips. This does not represent total
travel demand, however commuting trips contribute to a large share of overall mobility. As
shown in Figure 6.5, there are large differences across cities. All three cities saw increases in
active travel, predominantly in the city centre. Private vehicle travel accounts for the majority
of additional trip generation in Auckland and Melbourne, in areas between 15-30km from the city
centre. Vancouver shows the opposite pattern with more public transport trips generated between
10-30km, and relatively fewer private vehicle trips (with one outlier at approximately 35km). Data
on working from home was not available for Vancouver, however for Auckland and Melbourne it
represented a small proportion of new trips.

Figure 6.5: Changes in travel-to-work trips, 2006-2011
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6.4 Discussion

Comparative analysis of the nature of urban growth showed that there are diverse processes and
patterns underpinning the aggregate measures of change in a city. Cities that are becoming more
compact can still show strong variation in the level and types of mobility, and the selected measures
for environmental impacts, social and economic outcomes.

Over the study period, each city saw a transformative shift in mobility, albeit to differing
extents, in mobility patterns and the use of different transport modes. While aggregate measures
suggested a relatively uniform shift to more compact patterns, more detailed analysis in Figures
6.4 and 6.5 showed the unique distributions of growth and mobility. Auckland showed strong
concentration of new growth to the city centre, with much smaller shares going to areas between
10-20km from the centre. Melbourne also accommodated the largest share of growth in the
centre, with greater proportions also going to inner areas, decreasing with distance from the centre.
Relative to Auckland and Melbourne, Vancouver’s population growth was more dispersed, with
a substantial share accommodated between 15-50km from the centre. Contrary to the compact
city model, Vancouver’s more dispersed growth patterns were accompanied by greater increases in
public transport patronage. Auckland and Melbourne saw greater increases in private vehicle travel
despite having more compact growth. This challenges the compact city paradigm and suggests, in
line with (Guy et al., 2001), that planning should focus specifically on an individual city’s transition
pathway to improved sustainability and quality of life. This is also supported by financial data,
which show distinct differences in capital and operating expenditure across cities. Local factors,
such as historic networks and assets, technological lock-in, climate and weather conditions influence
the physical assets in place, and specific requirements for infrastructure provision. Therefore
specifying a given financial level of capital or operating expenditure, relative to GDP or population
size, is not backed by empirical evidence to give sound guidance for investment planning.

Since urban growth is framed as a unitary, aggregate process in policy discourse (Echenique
et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2014), unpacking the diversity of processes and interactions is useful
to understand how it may relate to infrastructure provision, liveability and sustainability. The
Vancouver case suggests that less compact development can support goals for growth sustainable
travel modes, provided that land use and transport planning are integrated.

The transformative shifts in mobility and certain outcomes supports the objective of strategic
spatial planning, which seeks to use growth as an opportunity to (Friedmann, 2004). Strategic
spatial planning requires institutional transformation (McFarlane et al., 2015) and alignment with
infrastructure planning (Todes, 2012) to have the anticipated impacts. Further examination on the
qualitative transformations induced by urban growth, particularly to consider demographic factors
and local environmental conditions, could support decision-making for infrastructure planning.
Infrastructure policy and appraisal methods are prone to reinforce current patterns for population
and mobility (Imran, 2015), so there is a challenge to align these technical practices and leverage
infrastructure’s potential to improve liveability and sustainability.
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6.5 Conclusions

This chapter aimed to bring together measures of infrastructure investment, urban growth and
liveability to test for inter-relationships between these variables. The evolution of spatial form in
each city was measured over a five year period, comparing the impacts of growth on urban spatial
form and correlated effects on metrics for liveability and infrastructure investment.

The results identified distinct growth trajectories for each city, as growth generated varying
impacts on the degree of centralisation, density, and distribution of population in each city. Rather
than the deterministic relationship between urban form and broader economic and social outcomes,
proposed by the compact city model, these results support the alternative notion that multiple
pathways are available for cities to meet economic, social, and environmental objectives as they
grow (Guy et al., 2001). While this analysis provided aggregate metrics of specific economic, social
and environmental outcomes, there is scope to look at the impacts of growth at a much higher
resolution, using more detailed data to support planning for urban growth and infrastructure.

The correlation between infrastructure capital and operating expenditure, showed that a higher
level of infrastructure spending does not necessarily produce improved outcomes. The types
of infrastructures, and the spatial distribution of mobilities enabled through service provision,
are more relevant to support wider objectives, than the aggregate level of capital or operating
expenditure. This has important implications for infrastructure planning decisions as it implies
that financial constraints can be negotiated through changing operating models or technology
choices for existing networks or assets.
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Chapter 7

Synthesis and Discussion

This chapter synthesises and evaluates the results of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 to produce
cross-disciplinary findings on the ways in which infrastructure supports growth and liveability.
The results of each chapter show diverse interactions between infrastructure and the socio-spatial
systems that it both shapes and supports. Cross-disciplinary synthesis builds coherent knowledge
across epistemological boundaries to explain the nature of infrastructure and its transformative
potential to support growth and liveability. To synthesise across different disciplines, the spatial
and temporal dimensions of each phenomenon, outlined in Section 2.5.2, ground and interpret
results within a common framework. Integration of results along these spatial and temporal
dimensions reveals three cross-cutting themes, related to the conceptualisation of infrastructure
and its value, temporal uncertainties of infrastructure planning, and infrastructure’s instrumental
potential to support goals for growth and liveability. Section 7.2.1 discussed these themes further,
relating new knowledge created to the existing body of literature and reflecting on relevant
theoretical literature.

Section 7.1 summarised the findings developed across different disciplinary approaches. The
integrative method, outlined in Section 7.2.1, builds theoretical and ontological links between
different disciplines.

7.1 Primary findings

7.1.1 The value of infrastructure

Chapter 4 evaluated the conceptualisation of urban infrastructure and its value, across strategic
spatial plans from three cities. Notions of what infrastructure entails, and how it relates to
policy goals, were compared using strategic spatial plans for Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver.
Comparison of findings against an inter-disciplinary definition of infrastructure tested whether
spatial plans captures the full value potential of urban infrastructure systems.

Comparative analysis showed that infrastructure is defined by the role it plays, the phenomena
that it relates to. Infrastructure’s value is abstracted from the physical system or network. Spatial
plans described infrastructure an asset which is ‘‘critical to a city’s functioning”, acknowledging
the spatial distribution of impacts, and infrastructure’s foundational role in supporting a wide
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range of activities. Within each spatial plan, infrastructure is a primary mechanism for supporting
growth, environmental sustainability and liveability. The perceived causal relationship between
infrastructure and growth was ambiguous, reflecting the treatment of growth as both a goal
and an exogenous outcome (Leo et al., 2006). All three cities suggested that infrastructure was
important to induce growth, and increase attractiveness for private investment and commercial
activities. These assumptions are not robustly supported by empirical evidence for infrastructure’s
causal effect on urban growth (Ansar et al., 2016; Munnell, 1992). Infrastructure’s social and
environmental value is also identified, as a relevant factor for accessibility, public health, residential
amenity, ecological health, energy reduction and mitigation of climate change.

The way in which infrastructure creates value was also expressed differently across the three
cities. Overall, there is limited explanation of the precise nature and scope of links between
infrastructure and broader social, economic and environmental goals. All three cities adopt the
‘‘compact city” model, linking the spatial arrangement of firms and households with policy goals for
economic growth, sustainability and liveability. The inclusion of a specific infrastructure strategy
within spatial planning requirements supports improved conceptualisation of infrastructure’s value
and integration with urban planning; however, the proposed capital works programmes were not
entirely in alignment with the principles proposed in the accompanying Auckland Plan. The
Auckland Plan’s claim for ‘‘outstanding public transport” and shifts from private transport to
active or public transport modes is mis-aligned with the capital works plans for public, private and
active transport modes.

Testing various conceptualisations of infrastructure against an interdisciplinary definition
revealed that a system’s ‘‘infrastructural” property derives from its function to support diverse flows
and activities. Infrastructure delivers public, private, and social value, and induce transformative
changes in interdependent social and economic systems. Therefore infrastructure delivers value as
an embedded component within a socio-technical system, which extends beyond the infrastructure
system alone. Infrastructure planning is typically undertaken to decide on physical assets. However,
the operating and regulatory models are as inherently ‘‘infrastructural” as technical networks or
facilities. Non-technical systems that shape the use of infrastructures are central to the way
in which infrastructure services are derived and used to support everyday activities. Treating
infrastructure as the technical artefact alone only captures a part of the overall Complex Product
System (CoPS) for value creation. The value of investments or interventions in the technical
system is contingent on the accompanying institutional and regulatory frameworks.

Analysis of spatial plans showed that infrastructure’s perceived value generates through the
provision of services which enable diverse activities and movements. However, in terms of delivering
this value, conceptualisation of infrastructure did not extend beyond the physical system to
acknowledge the need for accompanying institutions and regulatory systems to ensure that the
use of physical networks and assets efficiently and effectively. Auckland’s Infrastructure Strategy
highlighted the importance of demand management and network optimisation to leverage the value
of existing assets, however, these aspects are not included in the final section, which translates
the proposed strategy into a capital works programme. This chapter showed that within policy
and planning there is greater scope for comprehensive conceptualisations of infrastructure as an
interlinked technical, institutional, and regulatory system. The intangible systems that determine
how infrastructure is used are crucial to generating the best value from physical assets and
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manage the distribution of value fairly across urban populations. Therefore, planning infrastructure
networks, and accompanying institutional and regulatory systems in an integrated way is necessary
to realise the diverse types of value from infrastructure. Across spatial planning strategies,
recognition of this link between planning the broader socio-technical system and optimising
infrastructure’s transformative potential is under-developed.

7.1.2 Accessibility, scale, and the sources of agglomeration

Spatial analysis of infrastructure’s role as a mediator of flows within urban economic systems tested
the relationship between accessibility and the scale and sources of agglomeration economies. This
analysis provides valuable empirical data on the nature and scale of local economic dynamics, to
inform infrastructure planning.

Urban growth results in spatial clustering of people and firms and is theorised by agglomeration
economics as result of economic drivers for co-location and productive interactions. The theoretical
sources of agglomeration, and the scale at which they are important to explain agglomeration
economies were tested at a detailed spatial scale across the Auckland metropolitan area, to
capture intra-city variations. The results found evidence that two of the three theoretical
sources of agglomeration can explain the variation in the ‘‘agglomeration premium”, as capitalised
into land values: knowledge spillovers and labour market pooling. This supports the claim
that accessibility, augmented by provision of transport infrastructure, is important to support
economic agglomeration as a driver of urbanisation. The value of agglomeration was tested across
multiple spatial scales, measured in terms of proximity enabled by existing transport infrastructure.
Outputs from Auckland’s transport model determined the proximate employment population for
each area unit, and data provided included travel times for both public transport and private vehicle
modes. For all census area units, the travel time by private vehicle was faster than that for public
transport. The relationship between the level of agglomeration and the agglomeration premium
was strongest at the 10-minute travel time threshold, suggesting that the economic benefits of
intra-urban accessibility are significant and dissipate with increasing travel time.

The results reflected the fundamental value of accessibility to support the economic foundations
of agglomeration: enabling efficient labour markets by providing accessibility between firms
and workers, and allowing proximity and the possibility of ‘‘spillovers” in tacit knowledge and
supporting relational networks. Accessibility’s transformative impact is evident as it changes not
only the number of people, firms, and movements within a given area but the qualitative nature
of their interactions and movements. The scale of agglomeration’s benefits is also shown to be
relatively small. Correlations between the agglomeration premium and proximate employment
populations showed a strong relationship at the 10 minute travel time threshold, and the
relationship breaks down at higher and lower thresholds. This implies that across all the census
area units in Auckland, irrespective of other factors, economic agglomeration at the 10 minute
travel time threshold is important to explain the variation in the agglomeration premium. While
there may be benefits to firm co-location at other scales, empirical tests found this time threshold
shows the strongest relationship overall, based on intra-urban variation. Agglomeration theory for
these sources highlights the importance of skilled labour markets and sharing of tacit knowledge for
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knowledge-based sectors. Since these mechanisms rely on human movement and communication,
and moving people is more expensive than moving information or goods, the relatively low travel
time threshold may reflect the high cost of moving people.

7.1.3 Urban growth, infrastructure expenditure and liveability

This chapter tested the compact city model by examining the co-evolution of growth, infrastructure
expenditure, and liveability across three cities. Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver all adopt the
compact city model as the desired urban spatial form to support goals for accommodating growth
efficiently, and supporting goals for liveability. Empirical results showed the variety of outcomes
that can be realised, and that it is very difficult to draw meaningful connections between financial
or economic measures of infrastructure, the level of services provided, and value generated by these
services. The findings suggested that spatially-compact growth is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition to support broader goals for environmental sustainability, liveability, and ‘‘efficient
growth”.

The spatial distribution of each city’s population and new growth accommodated over the study
period, varied between Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver. Growth was highly uneven across
space in all cities, and the anticipated links between ‘‘compact” urban form and more sustainable
transport behaviour did not hold true. Vancouver showed more dispersed growth patterns, but
also greater increases in public transport use, lower traffic fatalities and per-capita greenhouse
gas emissions. Auckland and Melbourne grew significantly in the city centre, in terms of both
employment and residential populations, but areas of dispersed growth still generated significant
increases in private vehicle travel and Auckland, in particular, has much higher per-capita CO2

emissions. These divergent outcomes suggest that infrastructure is a necessary, but not sufficient,
condition to support growth and the spatial distribution of people and firms is contingent on
land-use and development policy. This supports the arguments of Neuman (2005b) and Brenner
et al. (2015) that urban context of areas is better defined by flows, rather than the fixed urban
form alone. While Vancouver is less compact, provision of rapid transit infrastructure enables
more sustainable and accessible travel, whereas the relatively more ‘‘compact” city of Auckland is
still heavily dependent on private vehicle travel, with negative environmental effects.

7.2 Integrative approach

Empirical results explain the ways in which infrastructure supports urban growth and liveability
were generated using diverse methods. While these findings emerged from different epistemological
paradigms, the concepts under examination are the same. Integration of results, through
triangulation, overcomes disciplinary boundaries so that the findings can be made commensurable
with one another. Triangulation enables more robust knowledge creation where the phenomena
in question, the relationships between infrastructure, growth and liveability, are irreducible to a
single disciplinary viewpoint.
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Findings are integrated at the point of interpretation, to bring the results together within
a broader explanatory framework (Moran-Ellis et al., 2006). The plurality of linkages between
infrastructure, growth and liveability present a challenge to measure the ways that they relate,
however, use of diverse qualitative and quantitative methods reduces potential misspecification
or measurement bias, inherent to any single method. Section 7.2.1 summarises triangulation
of different findings. The goal of triangulation is convergence however the outcomes generated
using different methods can also produce inconsistencies and contradictions (Yeasmin et al., 2012).
Section 7.2.2 discusses inconsistencies in further detail.

7.2.1 Integration

Table 7.1 summarises findings from Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The results explain the different ways in
which infrastructure supports urban growth and liveability. Quantitative and qualitative methods
were adopted to scrutinise specific dimensions of the research question. The initial research question
implicitly assumed a deterministic relationship between the level of infrastructure provision and
broad outcomes for growth and liveability. An alternative perspective may counter that the
value generated from infrastructure investment are highly contingent on infrastructure planning:
specifically the desired end-uses that it supports, and operating and regulatory systems which
shape the availability and use of infrastructure services.

To test and propose alternatives to a deterministic perspective, the socially-constructed
relationships between phenomena, created within strategic spatial plans, are evaluated alongside
a quantitative analysis of the urban growth and aggregate measures of the nature of growth
and liveability. This approach enables comparison across opposing ontologies to test for possible
contradictions, which is crucial to inform decision-making and make realistic planning decisions.

Table 7.1: Scale, ontology, and analytical findings

Chapter Findings
Value of urban infrastructure Value generation from infrastructure lies in the level of services

derived from infrastructure network. Generation of this value,
which takes the form of public, private, and social value
is determined by the broader socio-technical system: the
technical system, operating and regulatory models.

Spatial scale: Micro-scale
Temporal scale: Single time period
Method: Qualitative content
analysis

Scale and sources of
agglomeration

Accessibility provided by transport infrastructure is a crucial
means to shape the socio-spatial relations within Auckland,
The economic externalities from agglomeration processes are
significant to explain the agglomeration of commercial activity
across Auckland. Economic externalities are strongest at a
10-minute time-space scale, and linked to knowledge spillovers
between firms and labour market pooling

Spatial scale: -
Temporal scale: -
Method: Spatial econometric
analysis

Infrastructure, growth and
liveability

Infrastructure’s purported causal effect on growth poorly
supported by empirical research. Multiple pathways exist
to realise goals of social and environmental sustainability in
growing cities. The compact city model is not empirically
supported: flows are more important to explain macro-scale
outcomes than urban spatial form

Spatial scale: Micro- to
macro-scale
Temporal scale: 2001-2013
Method: Spatial analysis

To integrate these findings, they are grounded in their spatial and temporal linkages
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between phenomena, identified in Chapter 2. Triangulation across different findings shows that
inter-relations between infrastructure, growth and liveability exist as infrastructure mediates
socio-spatial relations, linked to the generation of agglomeration economies at small scales in
Chapter 5, as well as influencing the spatial distribution of growth in Chapter 6. These results
looked at different scales of agglomeration and spatial structure, quantifying inter-urban variation
in agglomeration in Auckland and the comparative spatial structures across Auckland, Melbourne
and Vancouver. Analytical results also brought to light knowledge on the value of infrastructure:
value lies in the flows of people, resources, information and goods supported, and related activities.
These activities are abstracted from the physical network, which has little pure existence value and
is not consumed as it provides infrastructure services. Likewise, the process by which infrastructure
generates value is partially abstracted from the physical network. Comparative content analysis of
spatial plans, evaluated alongside theoretical perspectives, revealed that the broader socio-technical
system of infrastructure networks, operating and regulatory models, shape the level and types of
value created.

Grounding these findings in temporal and spatial scales considers this in light of the relative
inflexibility of infrastructure networks. The physical networks which support infrastructure service
delivery are long-lived assets, embedded in space. The long timeframes for decision-making
and construction create a tendency toward technological lock-in (Cantarelli et al., 2010b; Payo
et al., 2016). Evaluating these findings, in terms of spatial and temporal relationships, shows
complementarity between the integrated findings.
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Table 7.2: Implications of research findings, across spatial and temporal dimensions

1. Socio-technical systems generating diverse
types of value

2. Mediation of socio-spatial relations: growth
and accessibilitySpatial dimension

Infrastructure: Physical
system embedded in space,
inflexible.

To reconcile disparity between spatial distribution
of demand, and individual experiences determining
liveability, a broader socio-technical systems
approach creates new mechanisms to build flexibility
into infrastructure service provision to adapt to
spatially-distributed impacts. Growth and liveability
impacts likely to be diverse over space; needs of different
user populations.

Encouraging sufficient agglomeration to realise these benefits
is important: put in place adequate infrastructure to support
agglomeration across small scales, and manage this density through
the provision of adequate public and green spaces, to mitigate
congestion impacts on liveability. Extending the compact city
model to specify that the flows and activities within the urban
environment are regulated to support liveability and environmental
sustainability. Since infrastructure is relatively inflexible across
space, and growth and liveability are shaped by localised impacts,
introducing more active regulation of flows, and integration between
flows/activities and the built environment, also reconciles the
inflexibility of physical networks with flexibility and distributional
impacts of infrastructure demand.

Growth: Generates
distributed, localised
demand for infrastructure
services
Liveability: Results from
distributed, localised
experiences of individual
users

Temporal dimension
Infrastructure: slow and
inflexible

Significant temporal disparity between different
phenomena and the rate that they change; implies that
building temporal flexibility into infrastructure design
and planning (for the wider socio-technical system)
can substantially support infrastructure’s potential to
support growth and liveability, given their potential to
fluctuate over short time periods. Diverse value created:
private, public, social goods. Temporal discrepancy
between infrastructure and growth/liveability implies
that building in flexibility, informed by the nature of
value created, can support the generation of different
types of value. Important to consider rivalrous vs.
non-rivalrous, congestible goods.

Rapid changes in spatial distribution of growth show that providing
for accessibility may be challenging - keeping up with demand.
However in this context, more flexible and spatially-efficient
transport modes - particularly cycling and walking - provide
flexibility and efficiency to accommodate fluctuations in growth.
The temporal discrepancies between infrastructure and growth
liveability also point to the greater potential for non-technical
components of infrastructure systems to expand service provision
quickly without requiring capital expansion of existing assets

Growth: volatile and
uncertain
Liveability: cumulative
impact of short experiences;
can change rapidly, shaped
by social expectations
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The main implications of grounding the results in terms of spatial and temporal dimensions of
each phenomenon are the large discrepancy in the spatial and temporal dimensions of infrastructure,
relative to urban growth and liveability. Growth and liveability are the aggregated outcomes of
diverse, spatially-distributed, individual decisions or experiences within a city. These phenomena
can fluctuate rapidly, and growth, in particular, is uncertain and can be volatile. Contrastingly,
infrastructure requires long timeframes, between months and years, to be planned and constructed,
with physical networks fixed in space, and low adaptability to other uses. Therefore planning
infrastructure to cater for growth and liveability faces a challenge to reconcile the large-scale
planning of infrastructure with small-scale variations in needs, preferences, across time and space.
However, Finding 1. proposes to reconceptualise infrastructure as a socio-technical system within
planning and investment practices. By extending the scope of infrastructure systems to include
more flexible non-technical systems which shape the nature and level of services derived from
infrastructure systems, this builds greater flexibility into infrastructure systems to adjust to the
changing needs imposed by urban growth and liveability needs.

Finding 1. also refers to the diverse types of value generated by infrastructure provision:
comparative analysis showed that the economic, social and environmental benefits of specific types
and modes of infrastructure provision are significant. Providing infrastructure which enables
environmental benefits, such as de-carbonisation of personal and commercial transport modes,
caters for equitable distribution of accessibility across a city, and generates services of high quality,
frequency, and reliability, are important to support quality of life. Existing literature provides
a comprehensive analysis of the varied modes of infrastructure provision and technical means
of mitigating environmental impacts, surveyed in Chapter 2. Results of Chapter 6 confirmed
the ‘‘multiple pathways” hypothesis of Guy et al. (2001), where sustainable and liveable urban
development is not linked to a specific urban form or characteristic, but rather, a more flexible
set of alternatives are possible. For example, environmental impacts of development are shaped
by the impacts of the spatial distribution commercial and residential development, the nature
of travel demand arising in new growth areas, provision of alternative transport modes to meet
these needs, and regulatory and pricing mechanisms which shape travel behaviour and subsequent
environmental impacts on greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution. The empirical analysis
showed that this theory holds more robustly than the compact city model: Vancouver produced the
lowest environmental impacts of urban growth, although it was less compact than either Auckland
or Melbourne. The multiple pathways approach also acknowledges diverse impacts of growth,
evident from analysis. For example, Auckland’s city centre accommodates the majority of growth,
as well as the city’s periphery, with diverse impacts in terms of travel behaviour and the need to
expand infrastructure networks. Engaging directly with the diversity of impacts and different
socio-technical regimes which accompany new growth can inform appropriate infrastructure
interventions to support liveability goals (Klinger et al., 2016).

Finding 2. integrated results of spatial growth analysis and spatial econometrics, which
showed infrastructure’s crucial role in mediating socio-spatial relations, linked to the generation of
agglomeration economies, and the flows of people and goods which determine economic impacts of
urban expansion, shown in Chapter 6. These empirical findings complement the interpretive results
in Finding 1., which contends that infrastructure’s value lies in the flows and activities supported,
not the physical asset or system itself. Interpretive analysis of spatial plans also identified the
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common assumption that infrastructure acts to stimulate growth; however there is insufficient
evidence to support a causal link between the level of infrastructure capital or financial outlay, and
urban growth rates. However in light of the findings of this research, and disparities in the temporal
and spatial scales across which infrastructure, growth and liveability can change, the relationship
between infrastructure and growth may be reframed as a point of uncertainty, to inform planning
and investment decisions. Since infrastructure investment to accommodate growth often requires
expansion of physical networks, growth is not only an opportunity for transition but also a financial
risk. Ansar et al. (2016) found that sunk capital investments into infrastructure assets, in light
of uncertain growth, led to economic fragility in China, where physical capital was immobile and
not adaptable for other uses. The relevance of this finding in other political and institutional
contexts may be limited, however the supporting theory. Recent empirical analysis shows that
the infrastructure-growth relationship can be better explained when controlling for government
quality (Crescenzi et al., 2016), suggesting that a robust causal explanation for the impacts of
infrastructure should look beyond the supposed link between infrastructure capital and economic
growth. Therefore for urban infrastructure planning, there is a risk that projected growth will not
eventuate, or that infrastructure needs will change, rendering large physical capital investments
obsolete or no longer fit-for-purpose. This supports the argument to reconceptualise infrastructure
as a socio-technical system within planning and decision-making, to leverage the intangible systems
to build flexibility into infrastructure provision. Physical systems may also be designed for greater
flexibility by using modularity or platform design (Ansar et al., 2014; Neufville et al., 2008).

7.2.2 Application and validity

The integrated findings recommended that instead of attempting to stimulate growth using
infrastructure, re-orienting planning and provision to enable environmentally and socially
sustainable growth entails a shift in mindset and rationale behind investment planning, and greater
consideration of the uncertainty of urban growth rates.

The interface between infrastructure systems and urban economies was evaluated by testing the
contribution of transport accessibility to shape the spatial structure of Auckland’s local economy.
This found evidence that accessibility enabled through transport infrastructure’s re-working of
urban space and relative proximity is important at the micro-scale to explain the clustering of
specific sectors within the city. Transport accessibility also linked strongly with the functioning
of local labour markets by enabling access to employment. However the analysis also revealed
that travelling by private vehicle is faster than public transport across the city, implying that
the transport network prioritises a less spatially-efficient mode. The accessibility provided by the
existing transport infrastructure is limited by the operating costs, and availability of parking for
private vehicles. The relationship between accessibility and agglomeration externalities derives
from private vehicle modes, which are not available for all residents within Auckland. Ongoing
improvements to infrastructure for public transport and active modes may shift the relative travel
times for these alternative modes, and enable greater actual accessibility across the city.

Application of the triangulation method across findings showed complementarity across the
results and brought them together in a broader framework to inform the ways in which
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infrastructure can support liveability and growth, across spatial and temporal dimensions, and
in light of the inherent uncertainty of future urban growth. The results support a shift in
decision-making and planning practices to plan infrastructure as a broader socio-technical system,
incorporating the intangible systems that determine the value generated from infrastructure and
can also build greater flexibility into infrastructure planning. These findings derive from empirical
analysis of Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver, and in turn they are valid to characterise and
reflect on the nature of growth and liveability in these cities. As highlighted in Chapter 2, liveability
takes on a plurality of forms, depending on local context and user needs, and individual preferences.
The cities under evaluation are relatively wealthy, although there are distinct economic disparities
within each city. Therefore the metrics adopted for liveability may be improved by acknowledging
intra-city variation in service provision, needs, and capabilities.

7.3 Discussion

This section examines the research findings in a broader context, relating the results back to existing
literature to test theoretical frameworks and identify new questions raised by the research.

The motivation for this PhD was to inform infrastructure planning practice, with the dual
goals of accommodating growth and supporting urban liveability. The knowledge developed
sought to advance existing theories and evidence to explain the ways in which infrastructure
supports growth and liveability, and provide recommendations for practices of infrastructure
planning and decision-making. The city of Auckland, New Zealand, is the central case study
for this thesis and empirical evidence gathered relates to Auckland, as well as comparator cities
of Vancouver, Canada and Melbourne, Australia. Since existing literature on infrastructure, urban
growth and liveability spans across diverse disciplinary domains and methodological approaches,
this thesis used an interdisciplinary methodology. Relationships between phenomena are examined
from multiple perspectives, and findings synthesised at the point of interpretation to build more
robust interdisciplinary understandings of the ways in which infrastructure supports liveability and
growth.

Research findings are synthesised across three themes:

• Infrastructure’s value in wider socio-technical systems

• Infrastructure’s role in mediating socio-spatial relations and economic activity

• Infrastructure and growth - balancing assets and liabilities over the long term

7.3.1 Infrastructures produce diverse types of value through
socio-technical systems

The wider socio-technical system determines the value generated by infrastructure, in particular,
the organisational and regulatory models governing its use. Therefore to optimise infrastructure’s
value to support liveability and growth, all aspects of the broader socio-technical system can
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be utilised, without necessitating capital expansion. Infrastructure’s value takes different forms:
private, public, and social value, generated through output markets and externalities. Therefore to
support growth and liveability, identification of the different types of value is required to support
wider value creation, and externalities appropriately captured in funding and delivery models.
Articulation of economic, social, and environmental value creation acknowledges the nature of
infrastructure as a technological good, shaped by socially and politically constructed societal and
user needs (Nightingale, 1998). This articulation is absent in existing technical approaches applied
in the case study cities, where investment appraisal have a limited appreciation of the ultimate
value derived for users.

These findings propose to expand the scope of infrastructure planning and decision-making to
encompass interconnected, intangible systems which determine how infrastructure is used. The
cities compared in this thesis retain the typical separation between infrastructure decision-making
and urban planning, where planning, infrastructure investment decision-making, and policy are
separate domains (Neuman et al., 2010). This thesis adopts the notion of infrastructure as a
socio-technical system, proposed by Hodson et al. (2010) and Hughes (2012), to address the specific
question of managing the dual goals of supporting growth and liveability. The institutional forms
and regulatory instruments that govern infrastructure planning in Auckland, as well as comparator
cities of Melbourne and Vancouver, maintain separation of infrastructure and urban, which may
be a limiting factor to optimise the value of infrastructure to support both growth and liveability.

Microeconomic concepts showing the different types of value generated by infrastructure
systems were integrated with the socio-technical systems approach, to emphasise that infrastructure
services produce diverse public, private, and social value (Frischmann, 2012). The type of value is
determined by whether infrastructure services are excludable, rivalrous in consumption, congestible,
and support activities or movements with social externalities. Understanding these different
types of value is important to inform infrastructure planning, particularly where the presence of
externalities means that infrastructure may be under-provided without direct acknowledgement
of wider benefits beyond those received by individual users. The agglomeration externalities
examined in Chapter 5 are an example of external benefits. Without internalising these benefits,
infrastructure planning may under-provide services. Other externalities generated by infrastructure
are also relevant: particularly the social value of public transport services to cater for non-drivers,
and planning to support accessibility to employment, schools, hospitals, community services and
local retail areas. Properly articulating the diverse types of value created by infrastructure is a
crucial element of front-end infrastructure planning, not only to identify user needs but also to
support value delivery across the delivery life-cycle, through to the operations phase. Integration
across phases, and between capital goods and the services derived from them, is necessary to ensure
infrastructure addresses the original value proposition and user needs (Acha et al., 2004; Davies,
2003).

Potential limitations of reconceptualising infrastructure as a socio-technical system for planning
and decision-making lie in the current institutional structures for procurement, planning and
governance of infrastructure systems. Separation of authority for decision-making, planning,
procurement and operations, and diverging goals within the technical approaches to urban planning
and infrastructure development create persistent barriers to instrumentalising infrastructure as
a potentially transformative means to effectively support liveability and growth. This thesis
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uses diverse disciplinary approaches to reconciling different ways of thinking about the impacts
of infrastructure, in an attempt to produce more robust interdisciplinary knowledge to support
decision-making.

7.3.2 Infrastructure’s role in mediating socio-spatial relations and
economic activity

Spatial context strongly shapes infrastructure’s value in supporting growth and liveability: in cities,
the externalities derived from agglomeration show that enabling accessibility at small time-space
scales, between 10-15 minutes, is important to enable productive interactions between firms and
workers and labour market efficiencies. The relationship between built form and sustainability
proposed by the ‘‘compact city” model does not hold empirically. The extent of flows created by
growth appears to be more significant than the fixed form. The ‘‘compact city” is, therefore, a
necessary but not sufficient condition to support liveability and sustainability. The compact city
model can be made more effective to support growth, liveability and sustainability by putting
in place measures that more directly regulate flows and movements, including pricing, taxation,
provision of sustainable transport alternatives, and integration between land use and infrastructure
planning.

The components of urban socio-technical systems shape the nature of urban infrastructures:
unique spatial arrangements, including the sites of production, infrastructural spaces, labour and
consumption markets, are mediated by land-use and transport policy and regulations (Brenner,
2000). Urban systems are interconnected and distributed across space, where there are competing
demands for space for different uses and activities. Therefore to serve the needs of cities, urban
infrastructure should plan specifically to optimise the use of space: improving efficiency for areas
accommodating movements and flows, while increasing the amenity or use value of public spaces,
and providing adequate infrastructure services for commercial and residential land uses. Collective
provision of shared infrastructural resources also characterises cities: comprising not only transport,
water, energy, and waste services, but public spaces and environmental areas. Urban infrastructure
planning can optimise the value of these resources by ensuring that collective provision meets the
diverse needs of a city’s population and that there is appropriate management or regulation of
shared resources. Analysis of the clustering of employment populations and firms using spatial
econometric analysis revealed that accessibility provided by transport infrastructure shaped the
spatial distribution of local economic systems at small scales, linking accessibility with the drivers
for transfer of tacit knowledge between firms, and labour market pooling. Econometrics can
quantify the economic drivers of these systems over space, however there are also cultural and social
elements of urban systems that are less tangible and difficult to measure. The social practices and
routines within cities, conceived by Lefebvre (2002) as ‘‘everyday life”. Constituted by the routine
and necessary activities of commuting, consumption, recreation and social activities, Lefebvre’s
everyday life captures similar elements to those which support urban liveability. Everyday life in
the urban context is mediated by digital communication technologies, supported by widespread
availability of broadband infrastructure and privately-owned mobile internet devices. While there
is limited evidence that digital communications eliminate the need for urbanisation to enable
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communications, they continue to play an important role in supporting communications and
logistics within cities.

Initial review of literature showed conflict between paradigms and approaches to urban planning
and infrastructure planning (Graham et al., 2001; Neuman et al., 2010), followed by a more recent
‘‘infrastructural turn” in spatial planning in Australia (Dodson, 2009). The divergence between
infrastructure and urban planning is the starting point for decision-making: urban planning
identifies a city’s future form and related economic, social, and environmental outcomes, working
back to plan for sufficient measures and interventions to achieve these. The paradigm adopted
within infrastructure sectors is more deterministic: extrapolating future infrastructure demand
based on growth projections, and planning infrastructure expansion to meet anticipated need. This
approach supports path-dependence in infrastructure provision: current modes and patterns of use
are anticipated to continue, and planning infrastructure to accommodate these modes ensures
that that future scenario eventuates. Within urban transport planning this dynamic is known
as ‘‘predict and provide”: cities plan future infrastructure based on the current mode share often
reinforcing user demand for private automobile travel by prioritising the level of service for vehicles
above that of public transport and active travel modes (Goulden et al., 2014; Jones, 2016a). Many
European cities have moved beyond the ‘‘predict and provide” approach, following public resistance
and growing environmental impacts of transport (Bertolini et al., 2008; Jones, 2016a). Auckland
continues to provide transport infrastructure according to policy which favours the ‘‘predict and
provide” approach (Imran, 2015).

Comparative analysis of spatial development and accompanying infrastructure and liveability
indicators in Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver shows that cities can follow divergent patterns
of spatial expansion and infrastructure provision, while still meeting the desired outcomes for
liveability, social and environmental sustainability. The compact city thesis rigidly links more
dense areas to better social and environmental outcomes, however evidence collected in Chapter
6 found more sustainable transport patterns and better environmental outcomes in less-compact
cities. Therefore the ‘‘multiple pathways” approach proposed by Guy et al. (2001) may be more
suitable to guide transitions in a specific local context, as it allows more flexibility to address local
geographical, social, and cultural factors. The multiple pathways paradigm does not dispense with
the role of urban form, but rather expands the scope of interest to include flows and local factors,
in alignment with critiques of the compact city model’s focus on fixed instead of mobile elements
of urban systems (Neuman, 2005b). This acknowledges that it is not solely the built environment,
but the flows within that environment which shape economic and social systems, and resource
flows. Infrastructure’s role in regulating and mediating these flows provides an opportunity to
improve quality of life, environmental and social sustainability.

7.3.3 Infrastructure and growth - balancing assets and liabilities over
the long term

Findings from empirical and theoretical analysis undertaken for this PhD research challenged the
long-standing assumption that infrastructure capital investment is a necessary, and necessarily
positive factor in supporting growth.
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In light of the uncertainty and potential volatility of future urban growth, shifting the scope of
planning to the broader socio-technical system opens up new opportunities to leverage the value
of infrastructure services and make efficient use of capital assets. Recent literature by Ansar et al.
(2014) and Ansar et al. (2016) emphasises that infrastructure planning assumes a rigid view of
future needs, and represents a potential economic risk where large-scale capital investments lock
cities into using specific technologies, or high maintenance costs for assets that may not operate at
full capacity. Analysis of growth across Auckland, Melbourne, and Vancouver in Chapter 6 showed
that while each city grew across the study period, the impacts of growth are localised in specific
areas - these localised effects may be difficult to anticipate. Additionally, there is uncertainty
around the specific infrastructure needs of a population, due to demographic and technological
changes in the future.

The research question for this thesis, and findings of interdisciplinary research shows that the
transitions required for cities to accommodate growth and meeting aspirations for liveability are
at odds with a deterministic and inflexible approach to infrastructure planning. Shifting toward a
mode of infrastructure planning that begins with the desired future outcomes, in terms of liveability,
may be more effective than a deterministic, future extrapolation of current outcomes and patterns
of use. Infrastructure planning has implicit agency to shape the flows within a city, and determine
the future outcomes in terms of accessibility, environmental sustainability, equity, and quality of
services. Jones (2016b) terms this alternative approach ‘‘vision and validate”, proposing to identify
a set of desired future scenario, articulate the role of infrastructures in enabling these, and validate
the range of future scenarios for which a given intervention is worthwhile. Future scenarios and
outcomes may be informed by targets for environmental pollution and greenhouse gas emissions,
equitable access to local labour markets, consumption and public services, levels of service, and
reduced consumption for water and wastewater provision, to support liveability. An advantage of
this alternative approach is the potential to utilise interventions in policy, regulation or pricing to
create future scenarios, in place of capital investment.

Comparative measures of the flows enabled by infrastructure networks were analysis in Chapter
6, showing that Auckland had relatively higher per-capita travel by private vehicles, compared
to public transport or active modes. However the ultimate value that results from these flows
is unknown as long as they are not linked to specific end uses; commuting trips or travel to
access public services, consumption or recreation activities. The understanding of infrastructure’s
relationship to growth and liveability hinges on these end-uses, and therefore without robust
empirical links, there is only partial information on infrastructure’s effectiveness.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations

This thesis provides new empirical evidence and critical theoretical analysis to explain how
infrastructure supports urban growth and liveability, based on comparative analysis across the cities
of Auckland, Melbourne and Vancouver. The findings explore the linkages between infrastructure,
growth and liveability across temporal and spatial scales, using spatial econometric analysis and
evaluation of socially constructed phenomena. Results are integrated to built linkages between
disciplinary epistemologies and reflect critically on existing theories which explain infrastructure’s
value to support growth and liveability.

Sections 8.1 and 8.2 explain specific theoretical and empirical contributions and limitations of
the research. Section 8.3 outlines implications for Auckland, New Zealand, as the central case study
for this thesis. Findings are interpreted to produce practical recommendations for the Auckland
context, in Section 8.4.

The research question asked the following:

What are the spatial and temporal relationships between infrastructure and urban growth, and
how can infrastructure be utilised as a transformative instrument to support growth and liveability?

Infrastructure generates value to support growth and liveability as a socio-technical system,
integrating technical assets with operating models and regulatory frameworks to support flows
and activities which generate diverse types of public, private, and social value. Synthesis of
existing literature in Section 2.5 established the multiplicity of definitions for infrastructure, and the
duality of infrastructure as both an abstract potential and tangible artefact. Infrastructure provides
accessibility and is essential as a mediator of socio-spatial relations within cities. Infrastructure
generates diverse types of public, private, and social value within cities. These are realised directly
to infrastructure users, and also through economic, social, and environmental externalities which
benefit or dis-benefit, non-users.

Infrastructure, urban growth and liveability are diverse phenomena: infrastructure comprises
large scale, capital networks, embedded in space, long-lived, and requiring long lead times for
planning and construction. Contrastingly, urban growth and liveability and the cumulative
outcome of a large number of diverse, human activities. To reconcile the diverse definitions and
conceptual limits of infrastructure, urban growth, and liveability, each phenomenon is grounded
along spatial and temporal dimensions in Section 2.5.2. Growth and liveability are subject to
uncertainty and rapid fluctuations, therefore to support these phenomena, reconceptualisation of
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infrastructure as the broader socio-technical system, within decision-making and planning practices,
can better ensure that infrastructure services align with diverse user needs across time and
space. The intangible systems that govern the use of infrastructure networks, primarily regulatory
frameworks and operating models, can be integrated into planning practice to build flexibility into
infrastructure systems and cater for rapid fluctuations in the localised impacts of growth, and
changing user needs due to demographic or technological change.

8.1 Theoretical and empirical contributions

This thesis has advanced the interdisciplinary knowledge of infrastructure by producing empirical
evidence for the role of infrastructure in shaping socio-spatial relations and related economic
benefits in the form of agglomeration economies.

8.1.1 Agglomeration theory: scale and sources of agglomeration
economies

Empirical analysis tested the scale and sources of agglomeration economies, shaped by transport
accessibility across the metropolitan region of Auckland, New Zealand. The spatial econometric
analysis in Chapter 5 found that the causal processes of labour market pooling and knowledge
spillovers were most significant to explain the intra-urban variation in the agglomeration premium
observe in Auckland. Section 5.5 shows the relative strength of different theoretical sources, and
the scale of agglomeration economies. Agglomeration economies were strongest at the scale of a
ten minute travel time threshold. Identifying the source and scale of economic agglomeration, and
concomitant productivity benefits are important to inform infrastructure planning. Specifically,
there are economic gains for improving labour market accessibility for commuter populations,
and supporting high-density economic agglomerations to allow connectivity between workers at
the scale identified. This shows how the agglomeration processes of labour market pooling and
knowledge spillovers can better inform infrastructure planning to enable greater value delivery
from investments.

8.1.2 Evidence against the robustness of the compact city model

In Chapter 6, spatial analysis of the growth of Auckland, Melbourne, and Vancouver across
a ten-year period showed that the compact city hypothesis did not hold true. The compact
city model contends that more compact spatial developments result in more environmentally
sustainable outcomes, however, empirical analysis in Chapter 6 using a range of spatial metrics to
measure density, centrality, and dispersion, showed that more dispersed growth patterns link to
more sustainable development outcomes. These results suggest that while ‘‘compactness” is likely
to be important, but not entirely sufficient to achieve the desired outcomes for environmental
sustainability and quality of life. Empirical results support the alternative hypothesis that the
flows supported by transport provision, in conjunction with growth patterns, are more important
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to explain sustainability outcomes. Therefore this suggests that compact development may be a
positive factor to support sustainability transitions, however, complementary inputs of transport
provision and integrated planning are also required.

8.1.3 Integration diverse conceptualisations of infrastructure and its
value

Review of existing literature on infrastructure in Chapter 2 revealed diverse interpretations of
the nature and characteristics of infrastructure, across economics, engineering, urban planning,
anthropology and resource management paradigms. This thesis synthesised disciplinary approaches
to advance knowledge and understanding of what infrastructure is, and how it relates to liveability
and growth. The findings of Chapter 4 showed that the inherently ‘‘infrastructural” property of
infrastructure systems lies not in their physical or economic nature, but the not in the actual system
characteristics but the nature of flows and activities that they support. Drawing from the results
of Chapter 5, which explains the sources and scale of value creation in cities, this thesis shows
how a better-articulated value proposition for infrastructure, combined with a re-conceptualisation
of infrastructure as a broader system of capital goods and derived services, enables infrastructure
planning to support liveability and growth. This conceptualisation challenges some technical or
macroeconomic definitions of infrastructure, currently used in practice, as a large-scale technical
system (Weijnen et al., 1998) and capital-intensive, durable financial asset (Aschauer, 1989;
Gramlich, 1994). These findings are more in line with the concept of Complex Product Systems.
However, this conceptual treatment of infrastructure is largely focused on delivery of infrastructure
projects, rather than the front-end planning stages (Davies et al., 2016; Nightingale et al., 2011).

8.2 Limitations

There are some limitations to the evidence gathered, and conclusions reached in this thesis.

Scope and application of research findings
The research question asked to examine the ways in which infrastructure supports urban growth
and liveability. This thesis evaluated these relationships using multiple disciplinary approaches,
although the results are not comprehensive to explain these relationships in their entirety. Rather,
the research approach sought to test and critically reflect on specific aspects of how infrastructure
shapes urban systems, and the impacts on liveability outcomes. Initial review of the literature
showed that there is substantial literature on ways in which infrastructure relates to quality of life,
environmental sustainability and economic development. The focus of this thesis was to evaluate
infrastructure’s role in a broader sense, to create a strategic understanding of the inter-relationships,
in which these existing findings can be operationalised. The research undertaken used Auckland
as the central case study, and comparator cities of Melbourne and Vancouver for content analysis
and spatial growth analysis. Therefore the dynamics of urban growth and socially constructed
meanings for infrastructure evaluated in this thesis are not necessarily representative of all cities,
across more diverse geographical, social and political settings. The inherently technological nature
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of infrastructure systems implies that the nature of infrastructure needs, and potential for different
modes of provision, evolves over time. The nature of infrastructure’s relationship with social and
economic systems may shift with technological change, and therefore investment and planning
decisions require sensitivity to the potential for technological change, and build flexibility and
adaptability into infrastructure systems.

A key aspect of infrastructure planning is public engagement and consultation, which was not
covered in depth for this thesis. The strategic understanding of the inter-relationships between
infrastructure, growth and liveability can frame infrastructure planning, however within the
planning process; public engagement plays a crucial role to identify societal needs and preferences,
and ensure that infrastructure interventions are appropriate for the populations they serve. For
the city of Auckland, acknowledgement of the indigenous Māori population, and heritage, is a very
significant factor for local determination of what is liveable and desirable for the city’s future. The
research findings highlight the importance of institutional and regulatory systems which govern
how infrastructure is used. For Auckland, and many other cities, these systems are not determined
at the level of local governance, and depend on national or state-level legislation and policy.

Methodological and data limitations
The data available and methods adopted within this thesis also introduce limitations to the validity
and applicability of findings.

In particular, measurement of liveability in Chapter 6 used indicator-based approaches. Since
the findings emphasised that liveability introduces an imperative to plan for diverse user needs,
indicators aggregated to the city level have limited potential to capture this diversity and the actual
impacts of infrastructure provision on quality of life. Alternative methods, such as ethnographic
approaches to evaluate the interactional spaces and mobilities enabled by infrastructure, may be
valuable to complement liveability indicators.

The agglomeration theory tested in Chapter 5 is situated within the present mode of economic
development in the selected case study cities, where urban economies have shifted from industrial
to knowledge-based service economies (Neuman et al., 2010; Obeng-Odoom, 2016). While economic
perspectives treat the knowledge-based economy as the norm (Glaeser et al., 2016; Puga, 2010), it
is helpful to locate this phenomenon as part of an ongoing restructuring of economic systems, which
is subject to evolve further in the future. Additionally, measurement of the relationship between
accessibility and the scale and sources of agglomeration used data from 2013. Evaluating how
this relationship changes over time could provide more detail to understand how infrastructure
interventions affect accessibility, and in turn, the agglomeration externalities generated in urban
economic systems.

8.3 Recommendations for practice

The research question questioned the ways in which infrastructure investment supports urban
growth and liveability. Situated in the context of Auckland, a fast-growing city of approximately
1.6 million people, the purpose of the research is to inform infrastructure planning and policy.
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Infrastructure can be instrumental in supporting growth and liveability. Empirical and critical
theoretical analysis, outlined in Subsections 8.1.1 and 8.1.3, shows that under the broader
socio-technical systems approach, infrastructure is planned to support accessibility to labour
markets, local services, and social activities, acknowledging diverse needs across a city’s population.
Urban social and economic systems are not static, but shifting and uncertain according to new
technologies and changes in demographics. Therefore across the medium to long term, achieving a
transition to improve liveability while accommodating growth is required. The transition of urban
systems to support more environmentally and socially sustainable outcomes can use infrastructure
in an instrumental manner to bring a transformative, qualitative change to the way in which
infrastructure is used, to reduce environmental impacts and make better use of urban space.
The plurality of liveability implies that infrastructure should be planned to meet diverse user
needs: specifically those for elderly, youth, and mobility-impaired populations. The following
recommendations are advised, based on the research undertaken for this thesis:

1. Infrastructure should be planned to reduce negative environmental impacts and ensure a
socially equitable distribution of services to support liveability. Review of the conceptualised
value of infrastructure in Chapter 4 and infrastructure’s role in shaping agglomeration in
Chapter 5 inform this finding. Specifically, this would include accounting for environmental
harm as a cost within investment appraisal, and identifying the distribution of social benefits
generated by accessibility as well as public health benefits related to sustainable modes.
This shift adopts a more detailed articulation of the full range of benefits and costs created
by infrastructural interventions, and their distributional impacts. Subsections 7.3.2, 8.1.1
and 8.1.3 and explain the ways in which infrastructure supports socio-spatial relations and
economic activity. These findings can directly inform infrastructure planning to leverage
value delivery across economic, social and environmental outcomes.

2. Infrastructure planning should consider alternative interventions which can improve the level
or quality of service provision with lower capital investment needs, due to the inherent
uncertainty of urban growth. Examination of infrastructure’s value in Chapter 4 and
the nature of urban growth in Chapter 6 support this finding. Synthesised findings in
Subsection 8.1.3 emphasised the need to expand the conceptualisation of infrastructure
beyond the technical system alone, to allow interventions in regulation and operations that
would eliminate or reduce the need for capital expansion. This does not imply that capital
investment is undesirable, in many cases, it is necessary and highly beneficial. Rather,
the recommendation suggests that decision-making considers alternative interventions to
compare the relative costs, benefits, and risks of capital expansion. Interventions that change
how infrastructure is used, such as re-prioritisation of road space or providing for a greater
choice of transport modes, as well as pricing, revised taxation structures, or regulation of
infrastructure services, can generate substantial value with relatively lower capital expansion
requirements.

3. Trade-offs between supporting liveability and growth are reconciled by clarifying the goals
of infrastructure planning: critically, the dual treatment of growth as a goal and an
independent outcome to be catered for. Subsection 8.1.2 explains the nature of urban
growth over time, and the limitations of the compact city model to achieve the desired
outcomes for sustainability and liveability. Consideration of the inherent uncertainty in
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long-term infrastructure planning in Section 7.3.3 suggested that it is appropriate to adopt a
balanced view of physical infrastructure networks as both assets and liabilities over the long
term. Re-orienting planning to mitigate future economic risks of over-investment in capital,
can reduce the financial outlay required to accommodate growth, therefore enabling more
interventions to improve quality of life and environmental sustainability.

The initial research brief implicitly assumed that infrastructure has a causal impact on
liveability and urban growth. Infrastructure affects both these phenomena, however the causality
can run in both directions and may be contingent on other variables. The brief adopted the
discourse of financial investment: treating infrastructure as an asset for investment, which generates
a return in terms of the value created. The thesis shows that the nature of infrastructure, as a
socio-technical system, spans beyond the conceptual limits of an investment asset class. While
infrastructure does generate a ‘‘return”, in terms of value, there are also crucial issues related to
the notion of infrastructure capital investment.

Improved value may be generated from infrastructure using interventions such as policy
changes, new operating models, regulation and re-design of physical assets. These actions
are less capital-intensive, and can be as productive as expansion of physical infrastructures,
without requiring significant financial outlay or construction time. When urban growth rates
are high, planning to accommodate anticipated growth while providing for liveability can be
challenging, with perceived trade-offs between the level of growth accommodated and the
quality of urban liveability. The broader goals for growth and liveability may influence
infrastructure decisions in different ways. Table 8.1 summarises how drivers affect specific
decision-making: Providing for economically-productive flows and interactions demands a greater
capacity of infrastructure services, social imperatives are concerned with equitable distribution and
accessibility infrastructure services, linked to the level of services and pricing; while environmental
drivers seek to reduce the number of flows, where they generate negative externalities, or change
the mode of provision to less harmful technologies. These create different and sometimes opposing
imperatives: economic goals seek sufficient quantity and quality of flows, social goals are concerned
with their distribution, and environmental goals may seek to reduce these, or shift to more
sustainable modes or technologies.

Table 8.1: Influence of economic, social, and environmental imperatives

Economic Social Environmental
Goal Economically

productive flows
and interactions

Equitable
distribution of
infrastructure
services

Mitigate negative
environmental impacts

Planning
imperative

Greater capacity
of movements
and activities

Equitable
distribution of
movements and
activities

Reduction of services
that generate negative
externalities or transfer
to sustainable modes of
provision

To reconcile these apparent trade-offs, shifting to the perspective of the broader socio-technical
system is useful to re-frame decision making. This thesis shows that infrastructure planning falsely
anticipates higher infrastructure demand than necessary by treating future demand as a fixed
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value for which infrastructure provision must expand according to the current modes and patterns
of use. Goals for liveability are treated as subservient to anticipated demand, resulting in a
relative over-investment in infrastructure capital and under-performance of infrastructure systems,
in terms of liveability and broader social and environmental outcomes. Infrastructures can better
to support the economic and social systems in which it is embedded, through closer coordination
between service provision and demand, acknowledging the adaptive nature of users’ behaviour.
Accessibility needs vary according to demographic groups: commuting accounts for approximately
50-60% of a city’s population, and typically the peak-hour demand. However accessibility for
youth and elderly populations is often overlooked, and while they are less likely to contribute to
peak-hour demand, these populations rely more heavily on public transport services for access to
education, healthcare, community services and to participate in urban life (Jussiant, 2005). Spatial
inequity in public transport provision has impacts on social cohesion, and access to employment,
education, and public services (Li et al., 2015; Lucas et al., 2016). Demand-side measures to shape
the functioning of economic and social systems support more efficient infrastructure provision and
can reduce or delay capital investment.

The dominant approach to measuring urban liveability depends on indicators or rankings,
compiled from (Lowe et al., 2015; Newton, 2012; Ruth et al., 2014; Rydin et al., 2012).
However some of the crucial elements of liveability, primarily a city’s lived experience and
provision for diverse needs, are less tangible and difficult to measure. Rydin (2007) highlights
the potential for over-reliance on indicators to create standardised objectives that may not reflect
the diversity of urban populations. The liveability rankings determined by independent bodies
such as Mercer and the Economist Intelligence Unit intentionally define liveability according to
the needs of international firms seeking to compensate expatriate workers (Mercer) or according
to the preferences of a highly skilled, socially mobile, wealthy demographic (EIU). Review of
urban liveability indices and metrics in Appendix C found that existing metrics have significant
limitations, not only in measuring liveability outcomes but on data availability and ensuring
representative statistics are available.

8.4 Future work

Future extensions to this research may test the proposed strategic approach to investment planning,
to quantify the potential benefits and risks of a socio-technical systems approach to urban
infrastructure, given varying growth scenarios. Since Auckland’s infrastructure systems were
comprehensively developed during the 20th century, accommodating existing requirements for
maintenance and renewals into planning may highlight opportunities for retrofitting infrastructures,
or re-designing physical networks to improve the value created to support growth and liveability.
Econometric research showed that Auckland’s spatial structure and accessibility could be linked
to the generation of economic externalities; however, the social value of infrastructure could be
examined in more depth to understand the potential for the level and spatial distribution of service
provision can support goals for social equity and quality of life. Agglomeration economies and the
economic benefits of urbanisation has supported infrastructure planning to allow firms to prosper
in cities. Cities are also places of everyday life and non-work activities, and planning to support
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everyday activities generates significant social value for a city’s residents.

Consideration of liveability as a goal is predominantly based on indicator systems, but given
the diverse populations in cities like Auckland, alternative approaches may be more useful to
inform infrastructure provision. Since liveability is, by definition, linked to human experience and
quality of life, ethnographic approaches to examine how infrastructure supports everyday life for
different user groups may provide richer guidance on how infrastructure can be improved. Review
of literature and different metrics for liveability highlighted that it is difficult to measure because
of diverse user needs and expectations for infrastructure provision. However, this diversity can
inform infrastructure design and planning, as physical networks and the interactional spaces they
create for users must cater for a broad range of needs.
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Appendix A

Auckland’s governance

A.1 Amalgamated governance model

In 2010, governance of the city of Auckland was amalgamated, from one regional council, and
seven district and city councils, to form Auckland Council. Auckland Council is a unitary authority
responsible for the city as a whole, with council-controlled organisations operating at arms-length
for the provision of transport, water, and wastewater infrastructure. Following a history of
fragmented governance and dysfunctional decision-making processes for infrastructure, Auckland’s
amalgamation enabled integrated planning and investment across the entire city-region to improve
the quality and efficiency of infrastructure and eliminate competition across different jurisdictions
for funding (Blakely, 2015; Royal Commission on Auckland Governance, 2009). Figure A.1
illustrates the changes in governance structures. The amalgamation led to rationalisation of many
departments, reducing the number of elected representatives and eliminating duplication across
different jurisdictions.

Figure A.1: Auckland Governance Structure, adapted from OAG (2012)

Accompanying the unitary authority and local boards, an Independent Māori Statutory
Board represents the indigenous Māori communities, and advisory panels advocate for Seniors,
Pacific Peoples, Ethnic Peoples, Youth, Disability, Rainbow Communities and specific sectors
(Auckland City Centre, Heritage, Rural). Auckland’s seven council-controlled organisations (CCOs)
operate independently to provide integrated transport services, water and wastewater, tourism and
economic development, urban redevelopment, regional facilities, and manage equity investments
including port and airport facilities. Accountability to the governing body operates through a
Statement of Intent and annual performance targets. CCOs operate as commercial entities, tasked
with meeting the objectives of Auckland Council as shareholder. Local representation takes the
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form of twenty one local boards, alongside twenty councillors elected to the governing body. The
two-tier governance structures has been described as ‘‘co-governance”: each tier have their own
distinct, but complementary spheres of decision making (OAG, 2012). The functions of local
boards are to make decisions on non-regulatory local matters, identify and develop bylaws for their
respective jurisdictions, and advocate for their local communities in regional strategies, policies,
and CCO planning (Chen, 2014).

A.1.1 Legislative provisions

The political and regulatory context for Auckland is outlined below. Governance, regulatory and
funding frameworks determine the capabilities of local infrastructure providers, as well as the
rules around how infrastructure is planned and provided, and fundraising mechanisms available
to finance new investments. Auckland’s political and regulatory context has changed significantly
since the city’s local authorities were amalgamated in 2010, combining seven local authorities and
one regional council to form Auckland Council, a unitary authority. Amalgamation has centralised
many of the decision making processes to one institution (and it’s subsidiaries), for the entire city,
however the central government still has significant influence and participation in decision making.
The Local Government (Auckland Council) Act 2009 specifies the legislative requirements for
Auckland’s governance, including decision making responsibilities of the governing body and local
boards, funding policies, specific provisions around the provision of water supply, wastewater
services, and spatial planning. Legislative provisions for transport infrastructure and land use are
set out in the Land Transport Management Act 2003 and the Resource Management Act 1991.

A.1.2 Responsibilities of local and central government

Infrastructure provision by the private sector and central government plays a key role to provide
telecommunications and regional transport infrastructure for the city, however these categories
are planned, provided and governed independently of Auckland’s unitary authority. Energy and
telecommunications services are provided by private firms, regulated by the Commerce Commission,
and legislative provisions set by the Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE).

State Highway infrastructure is provided by New Zealand Transport Agency, a Crown entity
responsible for land transport. Regional rail infrastructure is provided by Kiwirail, a state-owned
entity operating under the authority of the Ministry of Transport.

A.1.3 Funding

Funding sources and planning responsibilities for Auckland’s infrastructure are summarised in
Table A.1. Stormwater, water supply and waste water infrastructure are funded entirely at the
local level. The National Land Transport Fund, collected in the forms of petrol excise duty, road
user charges, and regulatory charges, is an important funding source for roading and passenger
transit infrastructure. Planning for transport infrastructure is also shared between local and central
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government; the Regional Land Transport Plan is developed together New Zealand Transport
Agency (NZTA) and Auckland Council. As illustrated in Table A.1, stormwater, water supply
and waste water infrastructure are funded and planned at the local level, while there is significant
central government involvement in collecting funds, and planning both local and regional transport
infrastructure. The National Land Transport Fund, collected at the national level by NZTA, funds
all new state highway capital expenditure and maintenance and contributes to local roads and
passenger transit.

Funding mechanisms available to Auckland Council are limited to property rates, user charges
and development contributions. An interim transport levy has been introduced for a three year
period to allow upgrades to be made to passenger transit services which the local and central
government reach agreement on funding mechanisms.

Table A.1: Infrastructure funding

Funding scale: National Local Direct charges

Planning
responsibilities

Operating expenditure Capital expenditure

TRANSPORT
State highways New Zealand

Transport
Agency

National Land Transport
Fund*

National Land Transport
Fund*

Regional rail KiwiRail User charges User charges
Crown grants

Local roads Auckland
Council

Property rates Development contributions

New Zealand
Transport
Agency

National Land Transport
Fund*

National Land Transport
Fund*

Passenger transit Auckland
Council

Property rates Property rates, transport
levy

User charges
New Zealand
Transport
Agency

National Land Transport
Fund*

National Land Transport
Fund*

THREE WATERS
Stormwater Auckland

Council
Property rates Development contributions

Water supply Watercare
(CCO)

User charges Development contributions

Waste water Watercare
(CCO)

User charges Development contributions

*National Land Transport Fund comprises petrol excise duty, road user charges, vehicle registration charges and
revenue from State Highway property
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A.2 Auckland’s growth

A.2.1 Historic growth

Over Auckland’s relatively short history, the region has experienced ongoing economic and social
transformation. Prior to European colonisation, Auckland (then known as Tāmaki-makau-rau)
was a productive agricultural area, with access to two harbours and fertile soil surrounding the
numerous volcanic cones. In 1740 the indigenous Māori population was approximately 10,000,
however tribal warfare throughout the region meant that by 1826 there was no remaining residential
settlement on the isthmus (Pownall, 2008). Following the arrival of European colonists, the city
was selected as the capital of the New Zealand colony in 1841 (Bloomfield, 1967). New Zealand’s
first governor William Hobson renamed the city Auckland.

During the early stages of colonisation, New Zealand had little inland transport infrastructure
and sea transport was essential to support trade. Auckland grew in size quickly, well-equipped
to support trade with protected harbours on both the east and west coast, and the country’s
administrative centre. Despite the transfer of the capital city to Wellington in 1865, Auckland
continued to increase in size. A number of Auckland’s peripheral settlements began as ‘‘fencible"
villages, developed to house military pensioners who could be available to defend Auckland
against Waikato Māori during the New Zealand Wars, between the 1840s and 1870s (Hamer,
1995). Auckland’s population increased to 12,500 by 1864, and 58,000 by 1881 (Bloomfield, 1973).
However with increasing population and economic activity, the region’s governance and urban
development was fragmented as different jurisdictions sought to assert dominance over regional
planning decisions fundraising capabilities (Bush, 1990). The history of local government in New
Zealand has been prone to dysfunction, ‘‘pork-barreling” and parochial interests, particularly in
Auckland (Bloomfield, 1973; Edgar, 2012; Royal Commission on Auckland Governance, 2009). By
1956, a particularly scathing commentary from economist W.B. Sutch reflected the inefficacy of
the system and absence of long-term decision making, citing that local government in New Zealand
‘‘derives its form from English history and its feebleness from the short-sighted self-interest of the
New Zealand ratepayer” (Cardow, 2007). However, New Zealand local government culture has
traditionally escaped partisan politics, and with both fewer responsibilities and greater funding
powers than comparable institutions in the UK, New Zealand local governments have operated
with considerably more autonomy (Thomas, 2014).

The preferred governance mechanism for much of the 20th century was the ‘‘ad-hoc board";
a specific-purpose entity to manage services or infrastructure facilities (Royal Commission on
Auckland Governance, 2009). Given the demands of rapid growth, the efficiency of ad-hoc bodies to
quickly deliver infrastructure investments without requiring integrated planning or consensus across
neighbouring jurisdictions made them a popular short-term measure. However in the long term
this resulted in a proliferation of governing bodies: by 1960 the region had 31 territorial authorities
and 16 ad hoc bodies, creating an extremely difficult environment for unified decisionmaking
(Bush, 1972). In this context, the city’s governance has been driven by expedience; bowing under
pressures to meet the immediate demands of growth, rather than a unified long term vision for
Auckland’s future. Decisions over the governance and provision of regionwide infrastructure has
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been dominated by competition between jurisdictions. Major investments in water sources and
reticulation systems, waste water treatment (La Roche, 2011) and transit provision (Harris, 2005)
were frequently contested and deferred. Often, consensus was only reached after the state of
infrastructure led to a major failure or crisis (Fitzmaurice, 2009).

Concern over the city’s fragmented governance was a prominent issue for much of Auckland’s
history, however the parochial and divided nature of local politics prevented the co-operation
of jursidictions and ad-hoc authorities to develop a unified governing body. Rationalisation
of administrative functions reached some progress with the passing of the Auckland Regional
Authority Act in 1963, amalgamation of local authorities from 22 to seven in 1990 (Bush, 1990).

A.2.2 Current context

Auckland is the New Zealand’s large city, with a population of 1.57 million (Statistics New Zealand,
2015b) across approximately 560km2. The region’s geography is unusual: as shown in Figure A.2,
Auckland is centred on an isthmus, punctuated with around fifty volcanic cones and bounded by
two harbours on the east and west coast. The city’s growth has extended beyond the isthmus
to the north and south, engulfing a number of settlements that were historically separate. The
unique environment provides abundant natural amenity; there are numerous beaches along both
coastlines and many opportunities for outdoor recreation. However, the region’s geography also
creates physical constraints to growth and natural bottlenecks, particularly for traffic movements.

Figure A.2: Auckland, satellite image

Auckland dominates the urban system in New Zealand, with 33.8% of the country’s population
and generating 35.3% of the country’s GDP (Statistics New Zealand, 2015a). Despite relative
geographic isolation, the influence of globalisation on Auckland is profound. Since changes in
immigration policy in 1987, to target skilled workers and foreign investment (Ongley et al., 1995;
Bruce, 2014), international immigration to New Zealand has increased substantially and is largely
accommodated within the Auckland region. International immigration is strong but volatile
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over time. Figure A.3 shows the components of net population increase in Auckland between
1997-2015. Over this period, net international immigration peaked in 2002 and 2015, and net
domestic migration has become negative since the mid-2000s.

The impact of these migration patterns have dramatically reshaped Auckland’s ethnic
composition. Forty percent of current residents were born outside New Zealand, making Auckland
even more diverse than London and Los Angeles (Bruce, 2014). Auckland represents not only a
large share of international immigrants, but a huge variety of ethnicities; the city has 213 different
ethnic groups, and particular significance with the largest urban population of indigenous Māori.
Auckland’s Māori heritage has a significant influence on the city’s liveability goals, as well as spatial
planning and land use. In New Zealand, historic rates of urban growth show a distinct divergence
following 1945.

Figure A.3 illustrates the individual components of Auckland’s growth, since 1997. Natural
increase, as the net sum of births and deaths, remains relatively stable. Net international migration
has increased substantially since 2000.

Figure A.3: Annual population growth, Auckland region, 1997-2015 (Statistics New
Zealand, 2013)
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Figure A.4: International migration, Auckland region, 1992-2015 (Statistics New
Zealand, 2013)

Further disaggregation of international migration reveals distinct trends for New Zealand
citizens and non-resident populations, as shown in Figure A.5 (arrivals are plotted as positive
figures, departures as negative figures). International in-migration has increased significantly but
is volatile, showing peaks in 1996, 2003, and 2014. Out-migration of New Zealand citizens is also
volatile, and peaked in 2001, 2008, and 2013.

The extent of these migratory flows are significant. The dominant narrative around Auckland’s
growth is that of international immigration. While the city does have significant numbers of
migrants from other countries, there are also a steady (although lower) flow of returning New
Zealand citizens, between 1/2 - 1/3 the number of international migrants. The number of departing
New Zealanders is also substantial, and exceeded the number of international immigrants in 2001.
A more accurate representation of Auckland’s growth is that of flux; there are significant, volatile
inflows and outflows of non-residents and New Zealand citizens, respectively.

Disaggregating migratory flows by age, as shown in Figure A.5, reveals that the demographic
structure of migratory flows also fluctuates, however younger age groups are the most mobile.
There was a recent spike in 20-29 year olds since 2013.
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Figure A.5: International arrivals by age group, Auckland region, 1991-2015
(Statistics New Zealand, 2013)

A.3 Policy and practice

A.3.1 Auckland Plan

Infrastructure decision making is made with considerable uncertainty, specifically the unknown
future trajectory of a city’s population and potential impacts of technological and demographic
changes. Population growth in cities is volatile, and technological advances affect both
infrastructure supply and demand.

Auckland’s amalgamation provided the institutional platform to implement a new urban agenda,
orienting policy and investment planning around the goal of becoming the world’s most liveable
city (McArthur, 2017).

The Auckland Plan, issued in 2012, is a strategic spatial plan which sets out the over-arching
long term goal, and required ‘‘transformative shifts” to reach the desired outcomes, as shown in
Figure A.6.

Governance reform also shifted the drivers of change and their scale of influence: CCOs for the
delivery of core infrastructure services re-oriented planning and investment around regional issues,
and the unitary council developed a long term, strategic spatial plan to co-ordinate growth. Figure
A.6 shows the desired outcomes and ‘‘transformative shifts” identified in the Auckland Plan.
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Figure A.6: Auckland’s Vision, (Auckland Council, 2013)

The ‘‘transformational shifts” do not directly specify what role infrastructure will play, and the
implications for infrastructure investment. The transformational shifts identified in the Auckland
Plan will be used in this research to inform metrics for liveability and evaluate the relationship
between infrastructure provision and liveability.

A.3.2 Infrastructure strategy

National legislation requires local government authorities in New Zealand to prepare an
Infrastructure Strategy (New Zealand Statutes, 2014). The intention of a dedicated strategy is
to improve asset management planning and ensure that a long term perspective is adopted with
regards to infrastructure planning and budgeting. The overarching principles of the strategies
are that they are visionary, articulating a coherent narrative for what the city will look like in
30 years, and the strategy to ensure this; realistic, acknowledging assumptions, uncertainty, and
feasibility; and relational, linking infrastructure strategy to broader financial strategies, economic
and demographic shifts (Office of the Auditor-General, 2015). Auckland’s first Draft 30 Year
Infrastructure Strategy was issued in 2014.
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Appendix B

Urban growth theory

B.1 Theoretical models

Across a broad range of economic models, the spatial equilibrium theory of Roback (1982) is
adopted, assuming that all firms and individuals locate according to the trade-off between these
two opposing forces. The interplay between these forces is placed within a temporal framework
of ‘‘circular causation”, where spatially-concentrated development has a self-perpetuating dynamic.
This theoretical framework is used both to explain regional growth and the allocation of population
across cities and hinterland areas (Krugman, 1991), as well as the internal spatial structure of a
city (Koster et al., 2012; Lucas et al., 2002).

Table B.1 summarises the different theoretical models explaining urban growth processes.

Table B.1: Economic approaches to theorising urban growth, adapted from Storper
et al. (2015)

Model Characteristics
Regional science and
urban economics
(Baldwin et al., 2004;
Glaeser et al., 1992)

• Individuals sort across different locations, according to housing
markets, factor costs, amenities, and transport costs
• Posits that individual utility will reach equilibrium over space
• Sorting forces are stronger than agglomeration effects; and

individual decisions stronger than firms, as drivers of growth.
New Economic
Geography (Fujita
et al., 2013; Krugman,
1991; Ottaviano et al.,
1998)

• Firms locate according to trade potential and ‘‘transaction costs”,
as well as potential of the local consumption market
• Mobility of firms and capital tend toward convergence, however
new innovations and clustering have an opposing effect
• Agglomeration effects and local interactions are as important as
sorting

Monocentric model
The monocentric model describes the distribution of resources across a city, based on the theoretical
frameworks of Alonso, 1964, Mills, 1972, and Muth, 1969. The city is modeled in an idealised form,
as a circular space with a central employment area and surrounding residential land. The cost
of commuting increases, and the cost of housing decreases, with increasing distance from the city
centre. While the Alonso-Mills-Muth model is useful to characterise the internal structure of a
city as determined by trade-offs between commuting costs, the model assumes all residents have
identical preferences, equal income, and that housing capital is ’perfectly malleable’ Brueckner,
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1987 . In reality, housing capital is less flexible, and the frictions in redeveloping and adjusting
this capital play a role in urban growth. Anas et al., 1998 shows that the density patterns of urban
housing reflect historical trajectories of income and transport costs, as well as the expectations of
developers over time. The Alonso-Mills-Muth model is based purely on production, and doesn’t
account for urban amenities (or dis-amenities). The ’flight from blight’ hypothesis, explaining the
out-migration of urban residents from areas with abandoned buildings, environmental degradation
and high crime, is a case of this Anas et al., 1998.

Polycentric models
Polycentric models capture the forces that explain the dispersion and re-organisation of intra-urban
structure, to form multiple employment centres and more complex patterns of land use.
Baum-Snow, 2007, Garcia-López et al., 2013,Baum-Snow et al., 2015 found evidence that the
reduction in transport costs resulting from urban highway infrastructure enabled a re-distribution
of the population from the central city to suburban areas. Decreasing transport costs and increasing
income are often cited as an explanatory factor for the shift from monocentric to polycentric urban
forms - however Anas et al., 1998 points out that time is a large component of transport costs, and
the relative value of this increases with income. Angel et al., 2016 explore the self-organising nature
of cities - workers adjust commuting patterns to sustain this. This is reflected in the relationship
between commute times and city size - a metro with twice the labour market size would be expected
to increase in size by 41% but instead the increase is only 1/6 that size. Anas et al., 1996 develop
a general equilibrium model with endogenous congestion and employment location, which explains
the formation of multiple equilibria as a number of employment centres emerge depending on the
extent of congestion. Koster et al., 2012 also characterise urban spatial structure as a result of the
tradeoff between agglomeration externalities and commuting costs.

Over the twentieth century, proximity to natural amenities and resources has diminished in
importance, particularly as transportation costs have fallen substantially (Glaeser et al., 2003).
However, while the time and monetary cost of transporting goods has fallen, the equivalent costs
for humans are still high, therefore consumption-related natural amenities are relatively more
important (Duranton et al., 2014; Glaeser et al., 2009) to explain the concentration of populations
in cities.

New Economic Geography
Alternative economic explanations for urban growth have been developed by field of New Economic
Geography (NEG). Emerging from trade theory, NEG conceptualises a binary, rural-urban model
subject to ‘‘centrifugal” and ‘‘centripetal” forces. Increasing returns to scale (equivalent to
agglomeration economies), which attract firms to the urban sector, are balanced by the repellent
forces of congestion effects, higher land rents, and potentially the existence of immobile production
factors (ie. resources) in the rural sector (Krugman, 1991). NEG proposes that cities increase in
size until the point where centrifugal and centripetal forces reach equilibrium, and therefore offers
an explanation for the size and spatial distribution of cities across space. The explicitly spatial
orientation of NEG provides a useful conceptualisation of economic forces shaping urbanisation,
however the theory considers only the production side of the economy, and similar to other economic
theories, works from a qualitatively simplistic framework. The political dimensions of urban growth
are revealed through formal and information political structures and processes: the governance of
a city, in the form of local authorities and regulatory systems, as well as planning processes to
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determine land use and infrastructure provision.

Complexity theory and urban scaling
Alternative approaches emerging from complexity theory seek to explain the growth of cities as
a process of scaling (Bettencourt et al., 2016; Schläpfer et al., 2014). These approaches draw
from very large datasets on urban growth to identify the principles by which cities change in
size. Bettencourt (2013) tested the scaling of urban size, infrastructure inputs and socio-economic
outputs, finding that urban efficiency appears to be independent of the size of a city. Similar
approaches by Batty (2013) propose that the economies and dis-economies of scale are traded off
as cities expand in size, and identified ‘‘superlinear” scaling of accessibility: this proposes that
the overall gains from agglomeration increase disproportionately, relative to urban size. However,
limitations of this approach lie in the treatment of cities as a complete phenomena, instead of
examining intra-urban variation in the impacts of growth, and distribution of social and economic
phenomena.
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Appendix C

Urban liveability indicators

C.1 Introduction

This briefing note provides an overview of the liveability indicators selected for use in my PhD
research, comprising a set of comparative case studies on infrastructure investment, growth, and
liveability.

The theoretical background and framework for developing an indicator set is explained,
alongside a critique of the limitations of indicators, and appropriate use of metrics in the urban
context. The selected metrics are summarised in Table C.5, linking indicators to the ‘‘societal
needs" framework underpinning the development of metrics, and data sources available.

C.2 Quantification and urban governance: Why measure?

Evidence-based policy and decision-making aims to improve objectivity, transparency, and
democratic governance. The renowned motto of former New York mayor Michael Bloomberg1 -‘‘In
God we trust, all others bring data" (Roberts, 2011) illustrates the imperative for data-driven and
evidence-supported decision making in modern cities. Given the ease of data collection and analysis
using networked technology and sensors, and growing demands placed on local governments to
provide services responsively and effectively, urban indicators hold significant potential to support
improved quality of life, and effectiveness of infrastructure provision in cities. Quantified, regularly
monitored indicators are important to support different kinds of decision-making:

• Helping local governments discriminate between different or competing hypotheses;

• Understanding and setting appropriate discourse around urban issues and potential solutions;

• Monitoring performance and selecting between different policy or investment options (Dovers,
2001; Failing et al., 2003).

Global liveability rankings have become prominent in international media and amongst city
networks, including the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Global Liveability Ranking, the Mercer

1Originally cited by statistician William Edward Deming
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Quality of Living Survey, and Monocle’s Quality of Life Survey. In the same way that sustainability
indicators rendered sustainability a ‘‘governable domain” Rydin (2007), liveability rankings are
driving urban governments to shift the focus and scope of public services to improve the liveability
of a city.

The global scope of urban liveability indices can have a normalising effect across vastly different
geographical settings; acting as a ‘‘globally circulating knowledge technology that can be used to
quantify, compare, and rank virtually any complex field of human affairs" (Rottenburg et al., 2015).
However, international studies may be of limited relevance at the local scale, when scrutinising
the question of ‘‘liveability for whom?". There is little consideration given to the specific needs of
youth, retired populations, unemployed or low-income households.

C.2.1 Ethics of indicators

Indicators provide a way of comparing performance over time and space, and create a normative
directionality as they define what constitutes ‘‘improvement" in the urban context, and how it
may be measured (Rydin, 2007). Many indicators can be constructed or measured with relative
objectively. However, measures of quality of life and wellbeing should acknowledge at least partial
subjectivity in their construction and definition, as urban liveability relates to the everyday lives
and experiences of the general public, whose needs and aspirations are hugely diverse. Liveability
indices may promote socio-economic ideals and norms that are not relevant in all contexts, or do
not align with the actual needs of city residents.

The concept of re-orienting urban governance around liveability has merit, and potential to
support socio-economic and environmental improvement. A critical perspective of the normative
aspects of liveability indicators is necessary to ensure that indicators serve their intended purpose.
Normative dimensions of measurement do not render indices redundant, or mean that they should
be dispensed with. Rather, the critical perspective emphasises that appropriate definitions of
liveability, and meaningful measurement and monitoring of various outcomes, is important to
achieve the city’s liveability goals. As explained further in Sections C.2.4 and C.2.5, this may
accord less importance to global paradigms, and scrutinise liveability through a range of different
lens’ to gather metrics that are meaningful and representative of everyday urban life. Espeland
et al. (2008) propose an ‘‘ethics of numbers", comprising five dimensions of indicators that have
ethical importance. Table C.1 summarises these dimensions, applied to urban liveability indices.
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Table C.1: Ethical dimensions of urban liveability indices

Work
Data availability, co-ordination, and technical skills to construct indicators tend to be centralised in global
governance of media organisations. The potential bias in these institutions may influence the selection of indicators
and relative weight applied to each metric.
Reactivity
Quantification tends to ‘‘remake what it measures", and therefore, urban liveability indices themselves may have
a strong influence on agenda-setting in cities seeking to rank highly. Consideration should be given to whether
global paradigms are relevant and useful to individual cities.
Discipline
Similar to reactivity, indicators may have a disciplinary effect on cities, defining what is appropriate, normal, and
should be aspired to. The press release following the 2016 Mercer survey reflects this effect: ‘‘there is still much to
be done and there can be no let-up if Auckland is to continue the lift its performance in the liveable city stakes"
(Auckland Council, 2016). Given the lack of transparency in the construction of global indices, their disciplinary
effects may be misleading or counter-productive.
Authority
Claims made with quantitative measures have a unique authority, attributed to the reader’s sense of their accuracy
or validity (Desrosières, 1998) and perceived objectivity (Daston, 1992). The authority of global indices is reflected
in coverage of their annual release by media and city governments alike, and Auckland’s adoption of global rankings
as their primary long term goal. Auckland Council’s own research highlights the need to consider who is making
comparisons across cities, the intended audience, and motives of ranking organisations (Meares et al., 2015)
Aesthetics
The compelling aesthetic
dimension of numerical
representations, in terms of
their clarity and simplicity
(Espeland et al., 2008), is
significant. The summary table,
pictured to the right, illustrates
the results from the 2015 EIU
survey, where a wide-ranging set
of metrics have been aggregated
into a numerical summary,
concealing the broad variety of
everyday realities into concise
numerical form.

Global Liveability Ranking 2015 (EIU, 2015)

In summary, indicators can be useful but there is potential for bias in their definition,
interpretation and usage. Global indices tend to promote normative paradigms on what cities
can and should aspire to, and appropriate measurements of these goals. Therefore, definition and
measurement of indicators should be held to scrutiny and potentially re-defined and re-evaluated
at the local level. To inform the development of liveability indicators in this project, metrics are
evaluated for their normative dimensions and potential ethical issues in Section C.2.5.
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C.2.2 Types of indicators: Inputs, Outputs, Outcomes

Choice of the type of metric varies between liveability indices, as well as internal metrics used by
local authorities and infrastructure providers. A distinction between inputs, outputs, and outcomes,
as illustrated in Table C.2, below, is important to link indicators with the policy and investment
decisions of city governments.

Table C.2: Outcomes, outputs and inputs (adapted from Scott (1996))

Inputs Outputs Outcomes
Resources used −→ Goods and services −→ Benefits sought by
to produce outputs produced by departments the Government

To inform investment and policy, infrastructure providers and local authorities have a strong
interest in understanding the causal linkages between inputs, outputs, and outcomes. Appropriate
performance metrics focus on the dimensions that can controlled, namely the inputs (level of
investment) and outputs (level of service). Where the causal linkages between these three
dimensions are poorly understood, the outcome may be the best measure to determine the actual
level of liveability realised. Additional data series on inputs and outputs are useful to understand
the linkages. If a causal link can be drawn between outputs and outcomes, then the output, in
terms of the level of service provided, is useful to directly advise investment.

Global rankings are most often concerned with the ultimate outcomes realised in cities, including
crime rates, life expectancy, incomes and measures of public health. The EIU and Mercer indices
include ratings for infrastructure, however the specific metrics used and construction of this rating
is proprietary information. The value of international indices to give a meaningful measure of
local outcomes may be questioned where the construction and measurement of these indices is not
transparent, and it cannot be certain that the definition of liveability endorsed by global rankings
is in alignment with local priorities.

Figure C.1: Auckland Plan - Strategic Vision (Auckland Council, 2013)
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The Auckland Plan uses a range of approaches to measure liveability, including international
indices alongside locally-determined indicators. The strategic vision set out in the Auckland Plan
(see Figure C.1) sets out the desired outcomes and transformational shifts required to achieve
Auckland’s vision. While these outcomes and transformations show a strong commitment to
improving quality of life, economic opportunity, and environmental sustainability, the potential for
local governance arrangements to deliver these outcomes has been drawn into question, particularly
to fund infrastructure investments, plan and co-ordinate land use and gather the required political
support (Imran et al., 2015; McFarlane et al., 2015).

Table C.3 summarises the liveability indicators identified in the Auckland Plan. The selected
indicators use outcomes as metrics, and there are few direct linkages between outcomes and the
required level of investment. This may be suitable for a strategic planning document, however
more attention to the causal linkages between investment, level of service and outcomes and is
required to develop meaningful indicators to guide infrastructure provision.

Table C.3: Elements and key indicators for liveability (Auckland Council, 2013)

Element Key indicators

Lifestyle
opportunities

• Residents’ perception of recreational
outdoor environments

• Mean rainfall

• Mean temperature
• Cost of living

Connectivity
• Residents’ rating of transport system
• Broadband availability and uptake

• Congestion indicators
• Civic participation

Physical
appeal

• Residents’ rating of the look and feel of
their neighbourhood • Visitor ratings

Environmental
sustainability

• Air quality
• Ecosystem health • Water quality

Community
well-being

• Residents’ perceptions of safety and
community

• Acceptance of diversity
• Reported crimes rates

Quality
housing

• Housing supply • Housing types
• Housing affordability

Economic
prosperity

• GDP per capita
• Business confidence • Employment levels

Section C.2.5 proposes a set of indicators to be used for case study analysis, to compare the
level of infrastructure investment and services derived, with liveability. There is some overlap
with the indicators summarised in Table C.3, although the case study indicators are derived from a
theoretical framework for societal needs, introducing new indicators, and new forms of measurement
for some existing indicators. Most of the indicators used are measurements of outcomes, although
the case study analysis will collect sufficiently detailed data to scrutinise the linkages between
infrastructure capital and investment, and each city’s liveability.
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C.2.3 Review of existing indices

Meares et al. (2012) review international liveability studies according to the choice of performance
metrics, data used, and target audience.

The three main global indices that rank Auckland are the EIU Liveability Index, Mercer Quality
of Living Survey, and Monocle Quality of Life Survey.

The EIU Liveability Index ranks a set of 140 cities, based on lifestyle quality, political stability,
healthcare, culture and environment, education and infrastructure. Indicators for each area are
weighted and used to construct an aggregate rating between 0-100. Data sources and the method
of aggregation are proprietary information (which can be purchased). Cities that have moderate
performance across all indicators tend to be under-ranked, relative to those that are outstanding
in specific areas but perform very poorly in others. Choice of metrics can also be difficult; for
example, Hong Kong fell fifteen places in the 2015 EIU Liveability Index, as result of protests in
late 2014. Where a peaceful, pro-democracy demonstration reduces the apparent liveability of a
city, the survey assumes a strong normative stance on the importance of democratic rights for free
speech and protest.

Mercer’s Quality of Living Survey rates 221 cities, and is aimed at governments and private
firms, to determine compensation adjustments for expatriate workers living in a city. The survey
considers metrics for the political and social environment, economy, health and education, public
services and transportation, recreation, consumer goods, housing and the natural environment.
Metrics are weighted to determine the overall rating. Data sources are not cited, although the
weighting of each category is provided. Since the target audience is high-income, international
employees, the survey intentionally ignores cultural differences.

The Monocle Quality of Life Survey ranks the 25 tops cities, although the broader number
considered is unknown. The survey is undertaken by Monocle, a high-end lifestyle magazine
targeting a wealthy, internationally mobile and cosmopolitan audience. Specific areas measured
include safety, international connectivity, climate, architecture, public transportation, tolerance,
environmental quality, urban design, business conditions, and healthcare. The data sources and
methodology are not provided, and the results are limited by the narrow scope of audience, and
nature of metrics considered.

Review of these three indices highlights the limited value of global surveys at present, as they
are oriented towards a subset of the population that tend to be wealthy, internationally mobile,
skilled workers with specific preferences on what constitutes a liveable city. The quality of life in a
city is no doubt influenced strongly by income; wealthy residents have the choice to select a higher
quality of healthcare, education, housing and consumer goods that lower-income residents cannot
access by virtue of living in the same city. A more appropriate measure of urban liveability should
reflect the lived experience of the full range of residents.

Additional challenges around the scale and aggregation of metrics are significant. Liveability is
an outcome of the relationship between people and their everyday urban environments, capturing
the intersection between the physical, experiential, and social environments (Pacione, 1990).
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Aggregation of data to the city scale can often conceal intra-city variations. It may be that
variations in liveability within cities are more important than that between city-level aggregates
or averages. Since cities are dynamic systems, there is not only plurality across individuals, but
also temporal effects. As the nature of work, leisure, and travel shift with new technologies,
liveability requires a synchronisation between the needs and expectations of residents and services
provided (Ruth et al., 2014). From the perspective of developing metrics, the diversity that is a
desirable asset to cities is also a hindrance as it creates plurality in the definition and appropriate
measurement of liveability (Ley, 1990; Ruth et al., 2014).
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C.2.4 A societal needs approach to liveability

Urban liveability has been viewed through the lens of many different disciplines, including health
sciences, sociology, mobilities, political science, ethnography, and environmental science. This
provides a rich literature on how liveability may be realised, but also a plethora of interpretations
and derived metrics. The ‘‘societal needs" approach to liveability, which adopts the hierarchy of
needs adopted by Maslow (1943), can address this challenge.

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs was a theoretical structure to represent the different levels of human
needs, hypothesising that lower-level ‘‘basic" needs must be met before higher-level ‘‘growth" needs
can be realised. Lower-level needs relate to physiological functions such as food, sleep and shelter,
while higher-level needs are more complex, relating to self-esteem, interpersonal relationships
and morality. The existence-relatedness-growth (ERG) framework developed by Alderfer (1969)
provides a simpler alternative to Maslow’s hierarchy, and has been developed into a set of societal
needs by de Haan et al. (2014). Figure C.2 illustrates Maslow’s hierarchy and the simplification
made by Alderfer (1969).

Figure C.2: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, and Alderfer’s ERG framework adapted
from Maslow (1954) and Alderfer (1969)

• Existence needs relate to basic material and physiological needs, including safety and security;

• Relatedness needs relate to the need to develop social networks;

• Growth needs relate to the available of opportunities for personal development, relating
to personal identity, and fair access to opportunities over space and time (in the
intergenerational timescale).

Table C.4, adapted from de Haan et al. (2014), summarises the links between societal ERG
needs and infrastructure, institutions and resources. This approach can be adapted to societal
needs by realising the universal "basic needs" of a city dweller, such as clean water, air, and
shelter, and subsequently building up to higher level liveability needs. The capabilities theory
developed by Amartya Sen is also relevant to liveability. Sen (1987) contended that ‘‘the value
of the living standard lies in the living, and not in the possessing of commodities, which has
derivative and varying relevance". The clear distinction in this approach between physical capital -
resources or infrastructure assets - and the value derived from it is useful for cities and infrastructure
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provision. Value is generated from infrastructure services (as the asset itself is not consumed).
Demand for infrastructure is derived demand, implying that it is the need to access employment,
education, public services, or consumption opportunities within a city, which generates demand
for transport services. In this context, the capabilities is approach as it captures the intermediary
role of infrastructure services in enabling access to valuable opportunities. This concept will be
incorporated into the proposed set of case study metrics, in Section C.2.5.

Table C.4: Societal needs derived from the existence-relatedness-growth
framework, adapted from (de Haan et al., 2014)

Existence Infrastructure Resources Institutions

Shelter ✓ ✓ ✓ To maintain, protect, or build shelter.

Health ✓ ✓ ✓ To prevent exposure, and mitigate
impacts of health hazards.

Sustenance,
livelihood ✓ ✓ To generate and distribute resources

(food and water).

Safety and security ✓ ✓ To prevent exposure, and mitigate
impacts of safety hazards.

Relatedness

Interaction, social
cohesion ✓ ✓

To support, maintain or create social
structures and opportunities for
interactions.

Ecological health ✓ ✓ ✓
To improve, maintain or enhance the
health of ecosystems for its own intrinsic
purpose.

Knowledge and
beliefs ✓ ✓ ✓ To acquire, share, transfer, reinforce or

contradict ways of making sense.

Beauty and pleasure ✓ ✓ ✓ To convey a sense of beauty or facilitate
enjoyment or leisure.

Comfort,
convenience ✓ ✓ ✓ To make life easier

Growth
Culture and identity ✓ ✓ ✓ To serve as icons and rituals

Equity and justice ✓
To guarantee equitable and just sharing
of resources and infrastructures across
communities and generations

Purpose and
expression ✓ ✓ ✓ To pursue individual and collective

ambition and expression

Influence and respect ✓
To ensure that individuals and groups
have opportunities to influence processes
and outcomes

Freedom and
autonomy ✓ ✓ ✓ To allow suitable choice and freedom in

decision-making
Rows shaded grey will be used to develop liveability indicators

The ERG framework has been extended to water infrastructure (de Haan et al., 2014; Ashley
et al., 2015), ecosystem services (Antognelli et al., 2016), mobility (Amoroso et al., 2012; Amoroso
et al., 2016). For the purpose of comparative case study analysis, the indicator set used needs to
use data that is available for all cities under comparison, and can be compared in a meaningful
way.

The cities selected (Auckland, Wellington, Adelaide, Melbourne, Vancouver) have a number
of similarities, specifically their age, industrial composition and level of economic development, as
well as the level of household wealth. However, there is still sufficient difference between cities
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that it would be very difficult to generate relevant indicators for a number of the societal needs
identified in Table C.4, due to local cultural norms and expectations. From the set societal needs
derived from the ERG framework, not all needs can be meaningfully compared across different
cities due to embedded cultural differences and expectations; those highlighted in gray have been
selected as a relevant subset of societal needs for which liveability indicators can be selected.

C.2.5 Proposed metrics

This analysis proposes a set of metrics which reflect the quality of everyday life within each city,
as far as it is supported by local investment and infrastructure service provision. The indicator set
will remain as an array of individual metrics to allow interrogation of how each different element of
urban liveability might interact with others. While these indicators vary somewhat from existing
indices, they are informed by empirical research on the drivers of quality of life in cities.

Metrics have been selected based on review of theoretical and empirical literature on urban
liveability, through a range of lens’, including transport and mobilities, environmental, sociological,
wellbeing, democratic and economic perspectives. The availability of comparable data across case
study cities, and relevance to infrastructure provision were strong determinants of the indicators
selected.

Table 5 summarises the proposed indicators, linked to the relevant dimension of the ERG
framework, and showing the available data sources for each case study city.

Table C.5: Proposed metrics and data sources

Indicator Metric Auckland Melbourne Vancouver
Existence

Housing
deprivation

Residential
overcrowding

Census data, Statistics
New Zealand

Census data,
Australian Bureau
of Statistics

Census data,
Statistics Canada

Traffic accident
rates

Serious injuries,
deaths

Crash analysis reports
(NZTA, 2013)

Road Trauma
Australia - Annual
Summaries (BITRE,
2014)

Road safety report
(ICBC, 2013)

Carbon
emissions

Annual per capita
CO2 emissions

Low Carbon Auckland
(Auckland Council,
2014b)

C40 Cities Open
Data

British Columbia
Provincial
Government

Relatedness

Air quality PM10, PM2.5
Air Quality Report
Card (Auckland
Council, 2014a)

Victorian air
monitoring results
(EPA, 2013)

Ambient PM10,
PM2.5 Monitoring
(Government of
British Columbia,
2012)

C.2.5.1 Societal needs - Existence

Housing deprivation is measured by household overcrowding, for which census data is collected
in each of the case study cities. More detailed, survey-based studies exist to explore the different
contexts in which residents have no accommodation, temporary or unstable housing arrangements.
Due to data availability, the overcrowding metric offers a simple and comparable indicator. While
it may not offer the desired depth of detail, it is likely to provide a good proxy.
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Housing and transport affordability measures the proportion of household incomes that is
required to meet basic costs for accommodation and transport. This measure has been selected
specifically as it captures a trade-off in urban location decisions. Some cities have particularly
high nominal incomes, however these are matched by high accommodation and/or transport costs,
which reduce the real income received. Individual households take this into account in location
decisions, however metrics do not always reflect the trade-off adequately.

Traffic accident rates are included to reflect the incidence of transport-related deaths or serious
injuries. A liveable city is perceived to be one where residents can go about everyday life and
travel throughout the city without a high risk of injury or death as result of traffic incidents.
Infrastructure provision plays and important role in ensuring the safety of transport services.

Carbon emissions, measured on a per-capita basis, are selected to reflect a city’s progress
in addressing climate change and de-coupling economic growth and carbon dioxide emissions.
Infrastructure provision makes an important contribution to reducing emissions, particularly in
supporting low-carbon transport options and shifting to clean energy sources.

C.2.5.2 Societal needs - Relatedness

Transport accessibility is selected as a direct measure of the access provided by transport
infrastructure to opportunities for employment. There is a wide literature on on the societal burden
created by transport-related social exclusion in cities (Banister et al., 2004; Curran-Cournane
et al., 2014; Engels et al., 2011) highlights the importance of accessibility to urban liveability.
Transport accessibility is a measure of an outcome, however there is a close causal link to transport
infrastructure provision, ensuring the indicator is relevant and useful to local authorities. While this
measure does not capture the monetary costs of transport, as a potential barrier to accessibility,
the indicator for housing and transport affordability does directly capture pecuniary transport
costs. Many measures focus on accessibility to employment. While this is crucially important,
in most cities the labour force comprises 50-60% of the population, so the measure extends to
include tertiary education and major public services to reflect accessibility needs of those outside
the labour force, particularly elderly and youth populations.

Environmental indicators include water quality in both waterways and coastal areas, and air
quality. These indicators are outcomes, instead of outputs, however they can be causally linked
to the provision of infrastructure. Stormwater and water treatment infrastructure have a strong
bearing on the quality of waterways. Choice of transport fuel and vehicle technology has a strong
influence on air quality.

C.2.5.3 Societal needs - Growth

Democratic decision-making is included in the set of indicators to represent the degree to which
the societal needs for equity, justice, and autonomy are supported by the political processes for
decision-making. Metrics of voter turnout, and a measure of representative participation in public
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consultation, are used to capture the degree of involvement and also how well different demographic
groups are represented.

The indicator for inter-generational equity introduces a dimension to liveability that is absent
in most indicators. Liveability tends to focus on the quality of life at the present time, however
infrastructure capital investments generate benefits across several generations. In this context,
long term liveability and fair distribution of the costs of infrastructure provision requires that the
capital costs of investment are equitably split across generations.

C.2.5.4 Evaluation of the normative aspects of selected indicators

Normative aspects of indicators arise when a bias is imposed, in terms of the perceived needs or
aspirations of residents. The indicators selected for use in a comparative analysis intentionally
omit societal needs that are shaped by local context and culture. This is more relevant for the
relatedness and growth categories, where the specific needs relate to aesthetics, culture, and forms
of expression that vary widely. In practice, development of indicators for these needs should be
informed by community consultation. For Auckland, the city’s Maōri heritage and culture should
play a prominent role in advising local liveability indicators and shaping the city’s vision for the
future, in alignment with the strong focus on Maōri in the Auckland Plan.

The indicators selected focus on the basic needs of accessibility and affordability, linking to
the capability theory framework of Sen (2005), discussed in Section C.2.4. There is minimal bias
toward the nature of services that residents may wish to access. The time threshold used for transit
accessibility is subject to sensitivity testing to detect how the apparent variation in accessibility
compares across cities, at different thresholds.

Aggregation of housing and transport expenditure captures the trade-offs between
accommodation and transport; for example, individuals that spend a high proportion of time
at home, or preferences for low transport costs, may be willing to spend a larger share on
accommodation as a trade-off. Conversely, individuals that spend very little time at home,
or are willing to take on higher transport costs, may reduce the share of income spend on
accommodation. The indicator selected accounts for both potential biases. Environmental
indicators for carbon dioxide emissions, air and waterways quality rely on data that is commonly
collected by environmental or city authorities. There may be variation in local perceptions and
preferences on what constitutes an acceptable level of pollution and carbon emissions, however there
is general consensus on the negative health effects of polluted air and water, and the contribution
of greenhouse gases to climate change.
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Econometric analysis

Table D.1 summarises descriptive statistics for the data sources used.

D.1 Descriptive statistics

Table D.1: Descriptive statistics

Dependent variable Minimum Maximum Mean Median Standard
deviation

Agglomeration value 39.6 184 85.1 75.5 38.3
(median land value, NZ$000)
Explanatory variables
Labour market pooling 0.8 2.3 1.28 1.22 0.35
(ratio of managerial:manual labour)

Knowledge spillovers 1.1 1.6 1.10 1.23 0.28
(locational Gini index)

Agglomeration 9.04 12.43 11.24 11.23 0.69
( (proximate employment population, 000))
Intermediate linkages 0.25 0.32 0.28 0.28 0.01
Commute time (minutes) 5 48 17.0 13.6 10.17
Distance to coast (kilometres) 0.01 5.31 1.33 1.09 1.03
Instrumental variables
1911 population density 0.1 9536.2 423.1 0.00 1222.18
Distance to nearest port (km) 1.5 54.9 16.4 13.1 11.88
Distance to tram network (km) 0.1km 28.0 10.0 7.0 9.7

D.2 Analysis

R source code

library(AER)

library(dplyr)

library(ggmap)

library(ggplot2)

library(maptools)

library(plyr)

library(rgdal)

library(scales)

library(sp)

#1. PRELIMINARY TESTING

#1.1 Identifying significant scale for agglomeration economies
mod <-lm(data$d5_Lval ~ data$Zx_5)
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mod <-lm(data$d10_Lval ~ data$Zx_10)

mod <-lm(data$d15_Lval ~ data$Zx_15)

mod <-lm(data$d20_Lval ~ data$Zx_20)

mod <-lm(data$d25_Lval ~ data$Zx_25)

mod <-lm(data$d30_Lval ~ data$Zx_30)

#Nominate scale of variables for 2SLS estimation
data$log_lval <-log(data$d10_Lval)

data$Agglom <-log(data$Zx_10)

data$LMP <-data$wp_d10_mrat

data$Vert_Link <-data$d10_VL

data$Local <-as.numeric(as.character(data$d10_local_JKM))

#1.2 Basic OLS
OLS <-lm(log_lval~LMP+Local+Vert_Link+Agglom+Comm_LMC+factor(School )+

D_coast ,data=data)

#1.3 F-test for instrumental relevance
#Run OLS on each endogenous variable
OLS_LMP <-lm(LMP~Local+Vert_Link+Agglom+Comm_LMC+factor(School )+D_coast+

Dens_1911+D_ports+D_trams , data=data)

OLS_Local <-lm(Local~LMP+Vert_Link+Agglom+Comm_LMC+factor(School )+D_coast+

Dens_1911+D_ports+D_trams , data=data)

OLS_Vert_Link <-lm(Vert_Link~Local+LMP+Agglom+Comm_LMC+factor(School+D_coast+

Dens_1911+D_ports+D_trams , data=data)

#F-test - run for each endogenous variable
Ftest_LMP <- waldtest(first_stage_LMP ,.~.-Dens_1911-D_ports -D_trams)

Ftest_Local <- waldtest(first_stage_Local ,.~.-Dens_1911-D_ports -

D_trams)

Ftest_Vert_Link <- waldtest(first_stage_Vert_Link ,.~.-Dens_1911-

D_ports -D_trams)

#1.4 Testing for exogeneity
#Hausman
Hausman_LMP <- lm(log_lval~LMP+Local+Vert_Link+Agglom+Comm_LMC+factor(School)

+first_stage_LMP$residuals , data=data)

Hausman_Local <- lm(log_lval~LMP+Local+Vert_Link+Agglom+Comm_LMC+factor(School)

+first_stage_Local$residuals , data=data)

Hausman_Vert_link <- lm(log_lval~LMP+Local+Vert_Link+Agglom+Comm_LMC+

factor(School )+ first_stage_Vert_Link$residuals , data=data)

#Hausman Wu test
HausWutest_LMP <-waldtest(Hausman_reg_LMP ,.~.-first_stage_LMP$residuals)

HausWutest_Local <-waldtest(Hausman_reg_Local ,.~.-

first_stage_Local$residuals)

HausWutest_Vert_link <-waldtest(Hausman_reg_Vert_link ,.~.-

first_stage_Vert_Link$residuals)

#2. 2SLS ESTIMATION

2SLS_IV<-ivreg(log_lval~(LMP+Local+Vert_Link)*(1-I_X)+ Agglom+Comm_LMC+

factor(School )+D_coast|Dens_1911+D_ports+D_trams+Agglom+Comm_LMC+
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factor(School )+D_coast ,data=data)

print(summary (2SLS_IV,vcov = sandwich , df = 1, diagnostics = TRUE))

#3. ROBUSTNESS TESTING

#3.1 Sargan test for instrument validity

Sargan_test <- lm(2SLS_IV$residuals~Comm_LMC+factor(School )+ Agglom+D_coast+

Dens_1911+D_ports+D_trams , data=data)

Sargan_summary <- summary(Sargan_reg)

Sargan_test <- Sargan_summary$r.squared*nrow(data)

print(Sargan_test)

print(1-pchisq(Sargan_test ,2)) # prints p-value
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D.3 R outputs

D.3.1 Scale of agglomeration economies

(a) 5 minute travel time (b) 10 minute travel time

(c) 15 minute travel time (d) 20 minute travel time

(e) 25 minute travel time (f) 30 minute travel time

Figure D.2: Relationship between level of agglomeration and agglomeration
premium
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D.3.2 Preliminary analysis

Basic OLS

Call:

lm(formula = log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC +

factor(School) + D_coast , data = data)

Residuals:

Min 1Q Median 3Q Max

-0.54772 -0.12826 0.00752 0.14670 0.60482

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 2.356105 0.430488 5.473 9.35e-08 ***

LMP 0.846662 0.063425 13.349 < 2e-16 ***

Local 0.440405 0.048541 9.073 < 2e-16 ***

Vert_Link -0.328274 1.478420 -0.222 0.8244

Agglom 0.035354 0.031574 1.120 0.2637

Comm_LMC 0.007048 0.001392 5.063 7.21e-07 ***

factor(School )1.1 0.091733 0.046566 1.970 0.0498 *

D_coast -0.005882 0.011590 -0.507 0.6122

---

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Residual standard error: 0.1993 on 300 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-squared: 0.789 , Adjusted R-squared: 0.7841

F-statistic: 160.3 on 7 and 300 DF , p-value: < 2.2e-16

F-test for instrumental variables

#LMP:
Wald test

Model 1: LMP ~ Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

D_coast + Dens_1911 + D_ports + D_trams

Model 2: LMP ~ Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

D_coast

Res.Df Df F Pr(>F)

1 298

2 301 -3 18.925 2.916e-11 ***

---

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

#Local:
Wald test

Model 1: Local ~ LMP + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

D_coast + Dens_1911 + D_ports + D_trams

Model 2: Local ~ LMP + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

D_coast

Res.Df Df F Pr(>F)

1 298

2 301 -3 64.333 < 2.2e-16 ***

---

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

#Vert_Link
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Wald test

Model 1: Vert_Link ~ Local + LMP + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

D_coast + Dens_1911 + D_ports + D_trams

Model 2: Vert_Link ~ Local + LMP + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

D_coast

Res.Df Df F Pr(>F)

1 298

2 301 -3 23.739 8.352e-14 ***

---

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Hausman-Wu test for endogeneity

#LMP
Wald test

Model 1: log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

first_stage_LMP$residuals

Model 2: log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School)

Res.Df Df F Pr(>F)

1 300

2 301 -1 21.799 4.573e-06 ***

#Local
Wald test

Model 1: log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

first_stage_Local$residuals

Model 2: log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School)

Res.Df Df F Pr(>F)

1 300

2 301 -1 22.008 4.132e-06 ***

---

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

#Vert_Link
Wald test

Model 1: log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School) +

first_stage_Vert_Link$residuals

Model 2: log_lval ~ LMP + Local + Vert_Link + Agglom + Comm_LMC + factor(School)

Res.Df Df F Pr(>F)

1 300

2 301 -1 0.9436 0.3321
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D.3.3 2SLS estimation

Call:

ivreg(formula = log_lval ~ (LMP + Local + Vert_Link) * (1 - I_X) +

Comm_LMC + Agglom + factor(School) + D_coast | Dens_1911 +

D_ports + D_trams + Comm_LMC + Agglom + factor(School) +

D_coast , data = data)

Residuals:

Min 1Q Median 3Q Max

-0.6256 -0.1396 0.0095 0.1363 0.6373

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 2.759288 0.928229 2.973 0.003192 **

LMP 1.247734 0.228954 5.450 1.05e-07 ***

Local 0.523658 0.119355 4.387 1.59e-05 ***

Vert_Link 3.153791 3.778905 0.835 0.404619

Comm_LMC 0.006658 0.001879 3.544 0.000457 ***

Agglom -0.141695 0.083421 -1.699 0.090441 .

factor(School )1.1 -0.064559 0.082484 -0.783 0.434428

D_coast 0.013317 0.013273 1.003 0.316537

---

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Residual standard error: 0.2161 on 300 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-Squared: 0.7519 , Adjusted R-squared: 0.7461

Wald test: 123.4 on 7 and 300 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

D.3.4 Tests for robustness

Sargan test for instrument validity

> print(Sargan_test)

[1] 4.620489e-26

> print(1-pchisq(Sargan_test ,2)) # prints p-value
[1] 1
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Plotted results: Residuals vs predicted values

Figure D.3: Residuals vs predicted values, 2SLS estimation
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Plotted results: Residuals vs endogenous variables

Figure D.4: Residuals vs endogenous variables
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Plotted results: Residuals vs exogenous variables

Figure D.6: Residuals vs exogenous variables and instruments, 2SLS estimation
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Distribution of residual values

(a) Histogram of residual values (b) QQ Plot

Figure D.7: Distribution of residual values
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